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Abstract
The vision of the Semantic Web to enrich the hyperlinked information published on
the Web has gained a lot of attention of the scientific community. The main idea is to
transform the up to now only human readable web pages into computer-processable
data by adding semantic metadata that describe resources and relations among them.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) has been introduced by the W3C as a
data model for annotations. RDF encodes information in triples consisting of subject,
predicate, and object. A triple specifically describes one property of the subject, given
by the object, related to it by means of the predicate. A multitude of triples together
builds an RDF dataset. Currently, large RDF datasets are available on the Web
that consists of millions of triples. Efficiently querying this information has become a
crucial task.
SPARQL is a declarative query language proposed by the W3C to extract informa-
tion from RDF data. SPARQL queries are formulated in a similar fashion as select-
project-join operations in relational databases. However, querying RDF datasets is
complex due to the graph structure of the data and the often complex structure of a
given query.
In this thesis, we propose to use materialized queries as a special index structure for
RDF data. We strive to reduce the query processing time by minimizing the number
of comparisons between the query and the RDF dataset. We also emphasize the role
of cost models in the selection of execution plans as well as index sets for a given
workload.
We first introduce related approaches for RDF indexing and query processing. We
provide an overview of the materialized view selection problem in relational databases
and discuss its application for optimization of query processing. Inspired by these
techniques, we introduce RDFMatView, a framework for answering SPARQL queries
using materialized views as indexes. We provide algorithms to discover those indexes
that can be used to process a given query and we develop different strategies to
integrate these views in query execution plans. We show that our techniques yield
large improvements in processing time, depending on the selected execution plan.
The selection of an efficient execution plan states the topic of our second major
contribution. We introduce three different cost models designed for SPARQL query
processing with materialized views. A detailed comparison of these models reveals
that a model based on index and predicate statistics provides the most accurate cost
estimation. We show that selecting an execution plan using this cost model yields a
reduction of processing time with several orders of magnitude compared to standard
SPARQL query processing.
Finally, we propose a simple yet effective strategy for the materialized view selection
problem applied to RDF data. Based on a given workload of SPARQL queries we
provide algorithms for selecting a set of indexes that minimizes the workload processing
time. We create a candidate index by retrieving all connected components from query
patterns. Our evaluation shows that using the set of suggested indexes usually achieves
larger runtime savings than other index sets regarding the given workload.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Idee des Semantic Web, menschenlesbare verlinkte Inhalte des WWW durch die
Anreicherung mit Metadaten in machinenverarbeitbare Informationen zu verwandeln,
hat in der Wissenchaftsgemeinde viel Aufmerksamkeit erregt.
Das Resource Description Framework (RDF) wurde vom W3C als ein Datenmodell
für semantische Annotationen eingeführt, das Ressourcen und deren Beziehungen in
Subjekt–Prädikat–Objekt Tripeln kodiert. Derzeit sind große RDF Datensätze, beste-
hend aus Millionen von Tripeln, im Web vorhanden. Die Entwicklung von Verfahren,
um diese Informationen effizient anzufragen, stellt eine größe Herausforderung dar.
Dazu wurde die deklarative Anfragesprache SPARQL vom W3C entwickelt, um
Informationen aus RDF-Daten zu extrahieren. SPARQL–Anfragen werden analog zu
select-project-join Anfragen in relationalen Datenbanksystemen formuliert. Allerdings
sind Anfragen in großen RDF Datenmengen aufgrund der strukturellen Komplexität
der Anfragen sehr zeitaufwändig.
In dieser Arbeit schlagen wir die Verwendung von materialisierten Anfragen als
Indexstruktur für RDF-Daten vor. Wir streben eine Reduktion der Bearbeitungszeit
durch die Minimierung der Anzahl der Vergleiche zwischen Anfrage und RDF Daten-
menge an. Darüberhinaus betonen wir die Rolle von Kostenmodellen und Indizes für
die Auswahl eines efizienten Ausführungsplans in Abhängigkeit vom Workload.
Diese Dissertation führt zunächst in verwandten Arbeiten zu RDF Indexierung und
Verarbeitung von SPARQL Anfragen ein. Wir geben einen Überblick über das Problem
der Auswahl von materialisierten Anfragen in relationalen Datenbanken und diskutie-
ren ihre Anwendung zur Optimierung der Anfrageverarbeitung. Inspiriert durch diesen
Techniken stellen wir RDFMatView als Framework für SPARQL-Anfragen vor. RDF-
MatView benutzt materializierte Anfragen als Indizes und enthalt Algorithmen, um
geeignete Indizes fur eine gegebene Anfrage zu finden und sie in Ausführungspläne zu
integrieren. Unsere Evaluation zeigt, dass diese Techniken die Bearbeitungszeit einer
Anfrage in Abhängigkeit vom gewählten Anfrageplan drastisch reduzieren.
Die Auswahl eines effizienten Ausführungsplan ist das zweite Thema dieser Ar-
beit. Wir führen drei verschiedene Kostenmodelle für die Verarbeitung von SPARQL
Anfragen ein. Ein detaillierter Vergleich der Kostmodelle zeigt, dass ein auf Index–
und Prädikat–Statistiken beruhendes Modell die genauesten Informationen liefert, um
einen effizienten Ausführungsplan auszuwählen. Die Evaluation zeigt, dass unsere Me-
thode die Anfragebearbeitungszeit im Vergleich zu unoptimierten SPARQL–Anfragen
um mehrere Größenordnungen reduziert.
Schließlich schlagen wir eine einfache, aber effektive Strategie für das Problem der
Auswahl von materialisierten Anfragen über RDF-Daten vor. Ausgehend von einem
bestimmten Workload werden algorithmisch diejenigen Indizes augewählt, die die Be-
arbeitungszeit des gesamten Workload minimieren sollen. Dann erstellen wir auf der
Basis von Anfragemustern eine Menge von Index–Kandidaten und suchen in dieser
Menge Zusammenhangskomponenten. Unsere Auswertung zeigt, dass unsere Methode
zur Auswahl von Indizes im Vergleich zu anderen, die größten Einsparungen in der
Anfragebearbeitungszeit liefert.
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1 Introduction
The Semantic Web is an initiative that has recently gained considerable momentum [1].
As an evolution of the World Wide Web, it aims to create a universal medium for the
exchange of data where data can be shared and processed by automated tools as well as
by people. The basis to achieve this goal is a logical data model called Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [62].
Basically, an RDF dataset is a collection of statements, called triples, of the form (s,p,o)
where s is a subject, p is a predicate and o is an object. Each triple states the relation
between subject and object by means of the predicate. A set of triples can be represented
as a directed graph where subjects and objects represent nodes and predicates represent
edges connecting these nodes1.
SPARQL is the W3C standard query language for searching in RDF datasets [74].
It supports operations similar to select-project-join queries in relational databases. For
instance, we can retrieve titles of the articles written by Albert Einstein by applying the
SPARQL query in Listing 1 over the dataset described in Table 1.1.
SELECT ? t i t l e WHERE {
? a r t i c l e <hasTit l e> ? t i t l e .
? a r t i c l e <hasAuthor> ? author .
? author <hasName> " Albert E in s t e in " .
}
Listing 1: SPARQL query to retrieve all articles (co-)authored by Albert Einstein
Table 1.1: Example RDF dataset consisting of six triple statements
subject predicate object
< article_1 > < hasT itle > “Special Theory of Relativity”
< article_1 > < hasAuthor > < Albert_Einstein >
< Albert_Einstein > < hasName > “Albert Einstein”
< article_2 > < hasT itle > “Distributed Databases”
< article_2 > < hasAuthor > < Tamer_Oszu >
< Tamer_Oszu > < hasName > “Tamer Ozsu”
Listing 1 illustrates a simple SPARQL query where each join is denoted by a dot and
variables are preceded by “?”. The whole WHERE-CLAUSE can be seen as a graph
pattern that needs to be matched against the data graph represented by the RDF dataset.
1Actually, predicate values can also represent subjects and objects. We emphasize this fact in Chapter 2,
Definition 2.2
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In general, predicates may also contain variables, which increases the complexity of query
evaluation.
In this simple example, the values < article_1 >, “Special Theory of Relativity”, and
< Albert_Einstein > can be matched to corresponding variables, namely ?article, ?title,
and ?author. Note that ?title is the only exported variable. Therefore the final result
would be: “Special Theory of Relativity”.
The increasing amount of RDF data has motivated the development of approaches for
efficient RDF data management.
Current SPARQL implementations are built over either relational database technology
(for instance PostgreSQL [72], MySQL [66]) or specialized storage systems, (e.g. Jena
[92], 3Store [85, 44], Sesame [13]). Other systems have been proposed implementing the
common paradigm of a triple table (4Store [45], YARS [46]), often normalized by using two
or more tables to store long literal and URI values. In all these systems, when a SPARQL
query is executed, the number of joins generated through the processing is roughly the
same as the number of patterns in the query. Optimizing these joins is one of the most
critical issues to obtain scalable SPARQL systems [86].
Note that even more recent systems, such as RDF-3X [68] or Hexastore [91], are still
based on the concept of a singleton triple store, even if they are not built upon relational
databases. They reinforce their scalability with customized index structures that help to
lookup RDF data at processing time. Nevertheless, the number of required joins remains
the same.
This thesis addresses the topic of efficient SPARQL query processing by providing a
SPARQL pattern–based indexing method. We analyze in detail the use of materialized
views (RDFMatView) to speed up the query processing time. Additionally, we propose a
materialized view selection algorithm for RDF data, which suggests an optimal set (under
a cost–based criteria) of RDFMatViews to improve the processing time of a given workload
of SPARQL queries. Finally, we define different cost models to evaluate RDFMatViews
and experimentally test their accuracy.
As mentioned by Jeffrey D. Ullman in the foreword of [6], any index on, or summary
of, a database can be seen as a materialized view. Therefore, for simplicity, in the rest of
this thesis we use the term index and materialized view as synonyms.
1.1 Motivating Example: Querying Data with SPARQL
RDF, as a free-schema data model, offers a seamless integration of datasets allowing the
exchange and processing of knowledge using automated intelligent methods [53]. On the
other hand, due to its inherent graph-structure, querying large RDF datasets requires
efficient mechanisms to speed up the retrieval of information.
Examples of huge datasets are, for instance, the UniProt database containing more than
600 million triples [28] or the W3C SWEO Linking Open Data Community with more than
4 billion triples [73]. With such datasets, executing SPARQL queries becomes a problem.
Note that the execution time is heavily influenced not only by the size of the dataset
(number of triples) but also, as stated before, by the number of joins required to find the
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results of the query.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? s1 ?p1 ?o1 .
?o1 ?p2 " hexokinase " .
? s1 rd f : type ? type1 .
? s1 r d f s : comment ?comment1 .
? s1 r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l 1 .
? s1 r d f s : comment ?comment2 .
? s1 r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l 2 .
}
Listing 2: Example SPARQL query to gather information about Hexokinase enzyme [9]
Example 1.1 (Searching Hexokinase Enzyme) Consider the query in Listing 2. Ex-
ecuting this query on a conventional SPARQL processor, such as Jena [92] or 3Store [85],
results in the computation of six self-joins of a large triple table. However, we can safely
assume that types, labels, and comments of an object are used together very often. There-
fore, by materializing this information inside the system, the query could be computed with
only three joins, as the materialized view would help to retrieve the information on s1.
1.2 Context of this Thesis
In this section, we introduce important concepts in the context of our work. We present
an overview of research in areas of indexing, SPARQL query processing, and RDF data
storage. We also provide an overview of selecting and using materialized views for rela-
tional databases. More detailed discussions of closely related work are provided at the end
of each chapter.
1.2.1 Semantic Web
The Semantic Web (Web of data) envisions an evolution on the current World Wide Web
where intelligent software agents use machine-readable metadata to access and process
information on the Web. It consists of a set of methods and technologies for sharing data,
just as the hypertext Web is for sharing documents [8]. Its efforts are led by W3C [7] with
participation of a large number of researchers and industrial partners.
The model to describe data in the Semantic Web is the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [62]. However, a number of additional technologies such as data interchange formats
(e.g. RDF/XML, N3, Turtle, N-Triples), and metadata notation languages such as RDF
Schema (RDFS) [12] and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [64], are also part of the
Semantic Web initiative. By using these resources, the Semantic Web aims to describe
concepts, terms, and relationships across sites.
The Semantic Web infrastructure is based on a technology stack, shown in Figure 1.1,
consisting of a hierarchy of layers organized such that each layer exploits the functionalities
provided by its underlying layers.
3
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Figure 1.1: Semantic Web Stack. The Semantic Web architecture consists of a set of layers
describing technologies to support its vision. Hypertext Web technologies are
denoted by light gray boxes and Semantic Web technologies by dark gray boxes.
Image redrawn following [49].
The layers can be divided in two main groups:
• Hypertext Web technologies
• Semantic Web technologies
The bottom layer contains Hypertext Web technologies such as URI and UNICODE
syntax. The former allows the unique identification of resources and the latter is a standard
to encode, represent, and handle text.
XML is built upon this layer. Basically, XML is used as markup language to create
documents with structured data. The use of XML Namespaces is also included in this
layer to allow markups that reference multiple sources.
On top of Hypertext Web technologies are Semantic Web technologies starting with
RDF, a model that allows a schema–free representation of data, RDFS and OWL vocab-
ularies to describe semantics of data, and SPARQL as the language to query and retrieve
RDF information.
The upper layers contain several important techniques not yet standardized. They are,
however, required to fulfill the complete vision of the Semantic Web [49].
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In this thesis, we propose materialized views to store selected semantic data, which can
be consumed by a SPARQL query processor to speed up query processing. Our proposal
thus, can be located between data interchange and querying layers of the Semantic Web
stack.
1.2.2 RDF and SPARQL
The technological basis for Semantic Web applications is a logical data model called Re-
source Description Framework (RDF) [62]. An RDF dataset is a collection of statements
called triples, each of the form (s,p,o) where s is a subject, p is a predicate and o is an
object. Each triple states a relation between subject and object of the type predicate. Any
set of triples can be represented as a directed graph where subjects and objects represent
nodes and predicates represent edges connecting these nodes.
The SPARQL query language is the W3C standard for querying RDF repositories [74].
The building blocks of a SPARQL query are triple patterns. In essence, triple patterns
are RDF triples that may contain variables. Listing 1 shows an example of a SPARQL
query containing three triple patterns.
SPARQL query processing consists of graph pattern matching. First, the SPARQL
processor receives a query and extracts its WHERE CLAUSE that is given as a graph
pattern. This graph pattern is matched against the RDF dataset. The query graph
pattern matches any subgraph of the RDF data where the RDF terms from that subgraph
may be substituted consistently for the variables contained in the query graph. Thus, the
results are all subgraphs of the RDF graph that are isomorphic to the query graph.
Figure 1.2: RDF data graph containing information about articles and their authors.
Take the SPARQL query provided in Listing 1 (Page 1) and the dataset shown in Figure
1.2. After matching the query pattern against the RDF dataset, we obtain the subgraphs
shown in Figure 1.3. The final result set is a projection of the variable ?title of these
subgraphs, i.e., Article 1, Article 2 and Article 4.
SPARQL provides different ways to combine triple patterns. These combinations allows
the creation of more complex graph patterns:
• A Basic Graph Pattern consists of a conjunctive sequence of triple patterns.
5
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Figure 1.3: Matching subgraphs of the query in Listing 1 over the graph in Figure 1.2.
• An Optional Graph Pattern in a SPARQL query consists of a set of triple patterns
that may have matches over the RDF data. These matches are a part of the solution
of the SPARQL query. However, if no match is found, SPARQL creates no bindings
for its contained variables but does not eliminate the solution for the query.
• An Alternative Graph Pattern in SPARQL combines graph patterns such that one of
several graph patterns may match. In essence it represents the UNION operation in
set theory. If more than one of the graphs matches, all the possible pattern solutions
are found.
In this work, we restrict our approach to SPARQL conjunctive queries, i.e., only queries
containing basic graph patterns are allowed. In Chapter 5 we provide directions to include
more types of patterns into this approach.
1.2.3 RDF Persistent Data Storage
The increasing amount of RDF datasets on the Web has demanded that most Semantic
Web-based applications need a proper RDF storage system as their data backend. To
respond to this need, several RDF storage systems have been implemented with different
methods and targets. Generally, there are three basic requirements for such systems:
• Efficient query processing
• A standardized query interface
• Support for inference of semantic applications [60]. In short, inference is the process
to provide a complete set of results by discovering information that is not explicitly
given by either the query or the RDF dataset.
Hertel et al. describe in [50] a generic architecture for RDF storage systems. This
architecture consists of two main components: a repository and a logical middleware. The
repository stores the data whereas the middleware accesses and manages the data. In
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general, the middleware can be described by a set of components categorized by their
function, e.g., adding, deleting, and querying data.
Commonly, RDF schemas and instances can be accessed and manipulated in main mem-
ory. However, persistent storage of large datasets requires the use of database management
systems [92] or customized semantic layouts with a proper schema definition [68].
The simplest generic schema is described by using a so–called triple store. Essentially,
this schema consists of one table containing three attributes that represent the components
of an RDF triple, i.e., subject, predicate and object. The main advantage of this schema
is that every tripe is represented by a single row in the table. Adding new information
needs a single insertion in the table. On the other hand, its major drawback comes at
query processing as it requires to perform roughly as many joins as the number of patterns
contained in the query. In a single table containing a large amount of triple statements
this process can be very time consuming.
Several modifications to this schema have been proposed to improve performance or
scalability in RDF systems. Harris et al. propose in [85] a normalized triple store, storing
resources and literal in separate tables. Following this approach, the storage space is
significantly reduced, specially when resources and literals are used repeatedly. Wilkinson
et al. proposed Jena, a hybrid schema in [92], combining the pure and normalized triple
store. They allow to store RDF statements either in a triple or resources table, regarding
the extension of the values.
1.2.4 SPARQL Indexing and Query Optimization
Indexing of data and optimization of queries is an active research topic for improving
the performance of SPARQL query processing [30, 36, 63, 69, 93]. As the amount of
RDF data published on the Web is continuously growing, processing large datasets is a
problem, specially when using queries with a large number of patterns. Processing time of
answering a SPARQL query over a given dataset is determined mainly by three aspects,
i.e. size of the dataset, complexity of the query, and the number of matches of the query
in the dataset.
The size of the dataset determines the size of the search space that must be accessed by
the query engine to find solutions for a given query. The complexity of a query is basically
determined by the number of triple patterns it contains. If a query contains only variables,
executing a query with m triple patterns over a dataset with n triples conceptually requires
to compare the query pattern with all subgraphs of size equal or less than m in the dataset
(potentially each triple pattern may be mapped to the same triple in the dataset).
As triples are typically stored using one or a few tables (triple table approach), answering
a SPARQL query consisting of more than one pattern requires the computation of roughly
as many joins as the query has patterns. Consequently, optimization of join operations
is a critical issue to obtain scalable SPARQL systems [19]. Approaches such as those
described in [24, 37, 86, 90], improve query processing by optimizing join operations. The
authors positively influence query processing by reordering the query pattern regarding
the cardinality of each single pattern. However, the number of joins required to answer
the query remains the same.
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Contrary to those approaches that concentrate on the relational representation of an
RDF storage schema (e.g. [68, 91]), the indexing method that we propose in this thesis
aims to fully exploit the RDF graph-structure by considering the occurrence of patterns in
other patterns. Note that our indexing strategy is workload dependent. Selected indexes
are defined regarding a given workload of SPARQL queries, and therefore, impact only
those queries in the given workload. The main advantage of indexing RDF data in a
workload independent manner is that its general schema allows to answer any query. We
instead index only triple patterns that occur frequently in an expected workload. In
this sense, the required space to store these selected indexes is remarkably less than the
required space to store each possible combination of RDF terms. Our approach can be
considered as a native RDF/SPARQL indexing method whose concepts are viable for many
implementations of RDF stores. Additionally, it can be seen as an orthogonal indexing
method to those strategies indexing RDF terms (s,p,o), and may be used in conjunction
with them.
1.2.5 Materialized Views in Relational Systems
A materialized view is a database object that caches the results of a query to provide fast
data access [6]. In fact, a materialized view can be seen as a special index structure that
may contain fields not only from one table but from a set of tables combined by a specific
query. The idea of materialized views has been proposed in the literature decades ago
[22]. Problems related to definition, composition, or maintenance of views, especially in
relational systems, have been addressed in [11, 15, 20, 39, 54, 77, 83].
Other efforts have been devoted to improve query processing by using materialized views.
In essence, these efforts strive to find efficient methods to answer queries minimizing the
access to the original data source. This is basically done by generating execution plans
containing materialized views that replace parts of the original query [43]. According
to Halevy [43], there are mainly two areas in which the problem of answering queries
implementing views arises:
• Query optimization and database design
• Data integration
In query optimization, the idea of implementing materialized views to speed–up query
processing is suitable, as part of the computation required for the query has already
been done and is available in the form of materialized results. The savings achieved may
significantly influence at processing time, especially when the results can come from eval-
uating several query conditions. Using materialized views in query optimization requires
to rewrite the query. However, rewriting a query is not a trivial problem. Levy et al.
proved in [57] that the problem of finding a query rewriting is closely related to the query
containment problem. The authors show that Containment mappings [21] provide the
core solution to the problem of finding the possible usages of a view for a query.
Different aspects of query processing using persistent results have been addressed in
[22, 87, 94]. As mentioned by Chaudhuri et al. [22], the use of materialized views may
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improve but also worsen query processing time depending on the query and the statistical
properties of the database used to generate the execution plans. Therefore, accurate cost
models that help the optimizer to decide which plan to use are indispensable to achieve
efficiency in query processing.
Yang et al. describe in [94] a prototype system that rewrites queries by using attribute
mappings. Similar to Yang, we propose to rewrite a query using a predefined set of
materialized SPARQL queries. However, we deal with the fact that queries may not
be fully answered using only materialized results. Thus, the partial results need to be
extended to answer the query.
The use of materialized views to speed up queries has also been a topic of interest in
commercial relational databases. In that context, Goldstein and Larson proposed in [35] a
view matching algorithm to determine whether a materialized view can be used to process
a query. The evaluation of this algorithm is based on an implementation in Microsoft SQL
Server. The analysis of query and views predicates is performed by using three different
tests:
• Equijoin subsumption,
• range subsumption, and
• residual subsumption.
The first test ensures that all columns equal in the view are also equal in the query. The
second test verifies that range constraints given in the view are more general than those
given in the query. Finally, the third test evaluates those expressions that are neither
equalities nor range predicates. Additional to these tests, the authors propose the use of
an in–memory index that contains all required information to apply the described tests.
This index structure aims to efficiently discard views that can not be used to process a
given query.
Further work about views in query processing over commercial database systems is intro-
duced by Zhou et al. in [96]. The objective is to improve query processing by discovering
similar subexpressions2 among a given set of relational queries. To exploit such similar-
ities, a new component, covering subexpression (CSE) manager, is added to the query
optimizer. The main function of the CSE is to store a special form of metadata, referred
here to as table signature. Initially, when a query is submitted, the optimizer rewrites
the query in different ways. For each unique expression generated by the optimizer, a
table signature is computed and registered in the CSE. The table signature describes an
expression implementing a binary tuple consisting of a boolean and a list. The boolean
indicates whether the the expression contains a group–by operation and the list contains
those source tables contained in the given expression. All table signatures are computed
only once, stored in memory and can be reused by the query engine at query processing.
To generate candidate CSEs the authors applied a set of heuristic rules that prune out
the number of possible candidates. These rules are cost–based and can be described as
follows:
2An expression is defined as a set of (SPJ) query operators
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• A CSE that achieves savings less than a given threshold are disregarded.
This rule acknowledges the fact that only expensive expressions may significantly
influence the overall query processing time. Otherwise, savings in time would be
rather minimal to be worth the optimization overhead.
• Candidate CSEs with large results sets are excluded.
Evidently, a CSE with a large result set produces high materialization and reading
costs. At processing time, using an expression to answer a given query would require
to read and perform additional computations, such as extending the expressions
results to the final query results. In some cases, these operations may be highly time
consuming, even higher than computing the query from scratch.
• Generate advantageous combinations of candidate CSEs.
This rule aims to save redundant computation by merging two candidate CSEs.
However, this process is not always beneficial as it may generate a larger result set
than than the individual candidates, and in consequence, higher materialization and
reading costs.
• Verify CSE containment.
Equivalent subexpressions can be avoided by checking if a candidate CSEi is con-
tained by another candidate CSEj . However, similar to the previous rule, it is
important to verify the costs generated when the dominant CSE is computed. For
instance, if its set of results is very large it may become less beneficial than the
dominated CSE.
Results show that query processing using these heuristic rules and the view matching
algorithms provided by Goldstein et al. in [35] can improve. Deciding factors for this
improvement can be attributed first, to the pruning process which significantly reduces
the optimization overhead, and second, to the reuse of materialized views that allows the
query engine to efficiently answer the query.
A second major area where the use of materialized views arises is data integration.
Data integration systems, in general, strive to provide a uniform query interface for a
set of different data sources. The idea is to provide automatic management of source
locations, combination of data, and integration of results to relief the user from the need
to have knowledge of each single schema of the different data sources. This is commonly
done by using mediated schemas. Mediated schemas are sets of relations designed for
specific integration applications. These relations serve as a uniform query interface for all
the sources [32]. However, the information is not directly stored in this mediated schema.
Instead, a set of semantic mappings between the mediated and local schemas provides the
functionality to access the information directly from the data sources.
Lenzerini described in [56] two basic approaches that have been proposed to model
the relations between mediated and local schemas. The first approach, called global–
as–view (GAV), requires a global schema expressed in terms of the data sources. The
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second approach, referred to as local–as–view (LAV), requires to specify the global schema
independently from the sources. The relationships between the global schema and the
sources are given by defining every source as a view over the global schema.
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. GAV is more beneficial in systems
where the set of source tables is stable. This approach favors query processing as it tells
the system how to use the sources to retrieve data. The problem comes when a new source
is added to the system. The new source may impact on the definition of several elements
of the global schema, i.e., it may require to modify the definition of the associated views.
On the other hand, LAV achieves better performance applied on integration systems
using a stable global schema. Contrary to GAV, the addition of a new source only requires
to create a new view definition that relates the new source with the global schema.
1.2.6 Materialized View Selection Problem
As mentioned in Section 1.2.5, materialized views are an important feature in relational
database systems. In this section, we review the problem of selecting views to materialize
for a given workload. Those views should be selected that minimize the execution time
of the complete workload [29]. This so called MV–selection problem is a non-trivial op-
timization problem [25], which has been especially studied in relational data warehouses
where the large amount of data requires efficient solutions to analyze and generate valuable
information [40, 4].
The MV–selection problem can be viewed as a combinatorial optimization problem
since its solution has to be chosen from among a finite number of possible configurations.
Therefore, explicit and complete enumeration and scoring of all possible MV subsets is,
in principle, a possible way to solve it. This method is however impractical in most cases,
since the computational effort grows exponentially with the number of candidate MV
[25]. For this reason, heuristic algorithms have been proposed to find an approximative
solution to the problem, in the sense that they do not return the optimal MV subset, but
a “near-optimal” solution [3, 23].
Essentially, heuristics generate a set of candidate views from the workload and evaluate
them regarding a cost model to discover which of them achieve larger savings (in time)
for the entire workload. In addition, the resulting set of views usually must satisfy certain
constraint or set of constraints about a resource (e.g. disk space or number of views).
Finally, a set of views is selected and materialized in a given repository. A detailed
description of these steps is provided later in Chapter 4.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we study the topic of answering queries using materialized views with RDF
and SPARQL. Our goal is to provide a framework to improve SPARQL query processing
over large RDF datasets using materialized queries. Besides integrating materialized views
into SPARQL query processing, we also report on results regarding a materialized view
selection approach. The evaluation of views, queries and workloads is based on a novel
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statistical cost model for RDF data.
Specific contributions of our research are:
• Implementation of an approach for answering SPARQL queries using materialized
views for RDF datasets (RDFMatView). The implementation includes algorithms
to optimize the selection of a set of materialized views from a given search space,
rewriting strategies to generate different execution plans to answer a query and a
method to materialize SPARQL queries using relational systems. We integrate our
solution into the SPARQL Jena framework.
• Analysis and development of cost models to evaluate query execution plans. The use
of cost models strives for an efficent selection of a query execution plan regarding
statistical measures of the data. We provide an in-depth analysis and a thorough
evaluation of three different models. All models are implemented and integrated into
RDFMatView.
• We provide a simple yet effective methodology that, from a workload of SPARQL
queries, suggests an optimal set of SPARQL materialized views to improve the pro-
cessing time of the workload. We propose a strategy to generate candidate for mate-
rialized views from connected components of the query patterns in the workload and
analyze their eligibility for each query. Additionally, a cost model to evaluate all ma-
terialized views and their influence on query processing is provided. The cost model
estimates the time reduction that the usage of a materialized view may achieve over
the given workload.
1.4 Structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives an overview of our approach using materialized views for RDF data
and their integration in SPARQL query processing. We provide basic concepts and
algorithms.
• In Chapter 3, we propose and analyze three different cost models to evaluate mate-
rialized views and its relevance in SPARQL query processing.
• In Chapter 4 we describe our proposal for a materialized views selection approach
for RDF data.
• Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes our findings and highlights future research directions.
1.5 Relation to Prior Work
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes RDFMatView. Section 2.2 describes the logical part
of this framework initially proposed by Rothe [76] and described by Heese et al. in [48].
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Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are extension of the original approach presented by Castillo et al. in
[18, 19]. The contributions described in [18, 19] can be attributed to the authors as follows:
Leser conceived and supervised the project. Rothe set the fundamental concepts of the
system and implemented a prototype. Castillo proposed and developed a method to ma-
terialize SPARQL queries and three strategies to rewrite SPARQL queries using indexes.
All evaluations were performed by Castillo. Leser and Castillo wrote the publications.
Chapter 3 is devoted to describe three cost models for query optimization. The first
model (SyCoM, Section 3.2) was initially proposed by Heese et al. in [48]. The second
model (CardiOS, Section 3.3) was proposed by Moebius in [65] and supervised by Castillo
and Leser. Castillo refined this model by providing further analysis of cycles in Section
3.3.4, proposed a third novel model (SPOracle, Section 3.4), and performed all evaluations.
Leser supervised and suggested improvements for all models.
Chapter 4 is based on the ideas introduced by Castillo and Leser in [17] regarding
materialized view selection. Leser defined the research directions. Castillo proposed the
algorithm to suggest an optimal set of materialized views described in Section 4.1, proposed
a cost model to evaluate the potential views, implemented the system, and performed all
evaluations.
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2 RDFMatView: Concept and Query
Rewriting
In the previous chapter we illustrated the need of an efficient RDF data management. We
mentioned related approaches, which aim to improve RDF storage (Section 1.2.3), index
RDF data (Section 1.2.4), and sketched the use of materialized queries to speed up data
retrieval (Section 1.2.5). In this chapter, we described our approach built upon the ideas
proposed by Heese et al. in [48] regarding a theoretical framework to answer queries using
materialized views. We extend this approach in several parts [19]. First, we describe
how it can be integrated into an existing SPARQL query processor. This integration
touches several components of a system: We need to be able to execute SPARQL queries
and to store their results (plus some metadata) persistently. Second, to use indexes in
query processing, we need to intercept the query processor to, at the right point in time,
search for an optimal execution plan. Additionally, we must change the way how queries
are executed. The query pattern must be divided into that part that is executed by
using materialized results and the rest of the query patterns that are not possible or not
beneficial to execute using them.
In the remain of this thesis, we refer to materialized views as RDFMatView indexes.
We first formally introduce all necessary concepts for this idea in Section 2.1. Section
2.2 defines materialized queries as indexes and shows how one can decide which of a set
of specific indexes is suitable for a given query. Those indexes are called eligible, and a
set of eligible indexes may be combined to cover a query completely or partly. Section
2.3 describes the algorithm which produces all possible covers for a query given a set of
indexes. An extensive example to better understanding of our ideas is also presented in
Section 2.3. Afterwards, in Section 2.4 we provide a detailed description of three rewriting
strategies that we developed to integrate RDFMatView into a SPARQL processor. We
show the results of our evaluation in Section 2.5 and conclude this chapter in Section 2.6
by providing a discussion of current related work.
2.1 Preliminaries
In Chapter 1 we provided a brief description of RDF and SPARQL. Now, we describe in
detail their basic elements such as RDF-Term, Triple, Dataset and Patterns.
RDF is built upon the notion of triples. Intuitively, an RDF graph is a set of triples,
which in turn consist of RDF Terms referred to as subject, predicate and object. An RDF
Term consists of an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI), blank node or an RDF
Literal. The set of all RDF terms is denoted as RDF-T.
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SPARQL is the query language proposed by the W3C 1 for retrieving information from
RDF graphs [74]. The building blocks of a SPARQL query are triple patterns. Triple
patterns are basically RDF triples that can contain variables. A set of triple patterns, in
turn, form a basic graph pattern. In the rest of this thesis we will refer to basic graph
pattern as pattern. Now, we proceed to formally define these concepts.
Definition 2.1 (RDF-Term, Variables) Let I be the set of IRIs, RDF-L the set of
RDF-Literals and RDF-B the set of anonymous nodes (blank nodes).
Then, the set RDF-T of RDF-Terms is defined as
RDF-T = I ∪ RDF-L ∪ RDF-B.
The set V of variables is infinite and disjoint from RDF-T. 2
Definition 2.2 (RDF-Triple, Dataset) Let
D := (I ∪ RDF-B)× I × RDF-T
be the set of possible RDF-Triples. Then, any G ⊆ D is called a Dataset.
For a dataset G
V (G) := {v ∈ RDF-T | ∃(v, x, y) ∈ G ∨ ∃(x, y, v) ∈ G}
is the set of nodes of G and
E(G) := {(s, p, o) | s, o ∈ V (G), p ∈ I}
the set of edges of G, where p is the predicate that defines a relation between the subject s
and the object o. 2
According to Definition 2.2, a predicate may be defined from the sets of subjects and
objects elements. This is possible because the domains intersect each other, i.e., I ⊂
RDF-T. However, in this thesis, we restrict ourselves to datasets, where any predicate
from one triple cannot occur at subject or object position in other triples. This restriction
allows us to visualize an RDF dataset as a graph where subjects and objects are represented
as nodes, whereas the predicates are exclusively represented as directed, labelled edges.
Definition 2.3 (Triple pattern, Basic Graph Pattern) Let T be a set of Triple Pat-
terns defined as
T := (I ∪ V )× (I ∪ V )× (RDF-T ∪ V ).
Then any t ∈ T is called a Triple Pattern. A Basic Graph Pattern P is a set of triple
patterns, i.e. P ⊆ T . 2
1www.w3.org
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2.2 Patterns, Occurrences and Indexes
In Section 2.1, we described the basic elements of RDF and SPARQL. At the beginning
of this chapter, we also roughly mentioned concepts such as indexes, patterns, mappings
and occurrences that make up the RDFMatView approach. We turn now to define them
in detail.
RDFMatView has been conceived as an indexing strategy to speed-up SPARQL queries.
Indexes in RDFMatView are represented as materialized SPARQL queries, which regard-
ing a set of triple patterns and their matches over a dataset allow the reuse of this infor-
mation to answer other SPARQL queries.
When matching a pattern against a given RDF dataset we look for a subgraph such
that when RDF-Terms from that subgraph are bound to the pattern variables, the result
is an RDF graph equivalent to that subgraph. In RDFMatView, we generalize this match
process to include variables as possible elements to substitute other variables and not only
RDF-Terms. This generalization is required so that we are able to substitute query for
materialized patterns. Such substitution is performed by using mappings between index
and query patterns.
Before we can define what we consider as an index over RDF graphs we explain concepts
our indexes are built upon such as query pattern, mapping and occurrence of a pattern.
Definitions 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 describe them respectively.
In accordance to Definition 2.3, a triple pattern may be visualized using graphs. Figure
2.1 shows the graph representation of a triple pattern.
Figure 2.1: Graph representation of a triple pattern
Similar to SQL queries in relational databases, SPARQL queries consist of two main
parts: The head that contains a set of exported variables, and the body that represents the
conditions given by a set of triple patterns. Definitions 2.4 and 2.5 provide a description
of SPARQL query and SPARQL query pattern respectively. Note that our definition of
SPARQL query is given regarding the restriction described in Definition 2.2 .
Definition 2.4 (SPARQL query) A SPARQL query Q consists of a set of exported
variables v and a basic graph pattern P where:
• P does not contain variables in the places of predicates.
• In P , values used in places of predicates do not occur in places of subjects or objects.
Definition 2.5 (Query Pattern) Let Q be a SPARQL query. Then, P (Q) denotes its
query pattern, which is the set of triple patterns in the body of Q. 2
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Definition 2.6 (Mapping, total Mapping) Let P be a query pattern and VP the set
of variables in P . A mapping is a function defined as follows:
S : VP → RDF-T ∪ V
If S(v) 6∈ V for all v ∈ VP , then S is a total mapping. 2
Our notion of mapping and total mapping is based on the SPARQL-Standard [74] and its
definition of pattern solutions. However, we want to emphasize that while in the SPARQL
standard such solutions are only searched in the data graph, we also permit that variables
are mapped to other variables. This generalization allows us to search occurrences of
patterns in other patterns, in particular, occurrences of indexes in a query.
Definition 2.7 (Occurrences of a pattern) Let P1 and P2 be two query patterns. P1
occurs in P2, denoted by P1 v P2, iff there is a mapping S such that S(P1) ⊆ P2. Such S
is called an embedding of P1 in P2. 2
When we speak about a concrete occurrence of an index pattern in a query pattern, we
will refer it to as an embedding (to contrast from the term occurrences, which we from
now on only use for matches of a pattern in the data graph). Figure 2.2 illustrates an
embedding of a pattern P1 in a pattern P2.
Figure 2.2: Pattern 1 occurs in Pattern 2 using mapping: ?name ⇒?uni_name and
?university ⇒ ub : University. Clearly, fixed values must also coincide with
each other ub : name ⇒ ub : name and ub : email ⇒ ub : email to complete
the matching between both patterns.
Using the previously introduced concepts, we can now define an index over an RDF
data graph.
Definition 2.8 (Indexes) An index I over a RDF data graph G is a pair I = (P,O),
where P represents a query pattern and O represents the set of all occurrences of P in G.
P is called the index pattern of I. For an index I = (P,O), the size of I, written as |P |,
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is the number of triple patterns in P . The frequency of I in G, written as #G(P ), is the
number of occurrences of P in G. 2
These notations are used for both indexes and queries, i.e., |Q| := |P (Q)| is the size of
a query Q and #G(P (Q)) is its frequency. From here on, frequency will be denoted as
#(P ), assuming that query and data graph are clear from context.
As RDFMatView strives to speed-up SPARQL query processing by using other materi-
alized SPARQL queries as indexes, it differentiates two main processes to fulfill this task:
index creation and query processing. During index creation, indexes are computed and
persistently materialized and the results are made available for the query processor. In
our approach, indexes are defined offline, i.e., created by an administrator before queries
are executed. On the other hand, at query time, the system needs to determine which
of the existing indexes are useful for the given query Q. Clearly, only those indexes are
candidates for speeding up Q whose patterns are contained in P (Q), i.e., indexes which
have an embedding in Q. We call all such indexes eligible for Q. Example 2.9 gives an
example of eligible indexes for a given query.
Example 2.9 (Suitable Indexes for a Given Query) Let q be a query pattern and
let i1 and i2 be two index patterns where q = {(?a, p1, ?b), (a?, p2, ?c)}, i1 = {(?x, p1, ?y)}
and, i2 = {(?x, p2, ?y), (?y, p3, ?z)}. Let D be an RDF dataset described in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Tabular representation of an RDF dataset.
Subject Predicate Object
n1 p1 n2
n1 p2 n3
n3 p3 n4
n5 p1 n6
n5 p2 n7
n8 p1 n9
n8 p2 n10
n10 p3 n11
According to Definition 2.7, i1 has an embedding in q by mapping ?x⇒?a and ?y ⇒?b.
In this sense, each occurrence of the triple pattern (?a, p1, ?b) of q must be contained in
the set of occurrences of i1.
Matching i1 over the dataset D described in Table 2.1 results in a set containing all
subgraphs in D equivalent to i1.
{(n1, p1, n2), (n5, p1, n6), (n8, p1, n9)}
.
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Similarly, computing the set of occurrences of q over the dataset D, results in the fol-
lowing set:
{{(n1, p1, n2), (n1, p2, n3)} , {(n5, p1, n6), (n5, p2, n7)} , {(n8, p1, n9), (n8, p2, n10)}}
.
Notice that, each solution of the mapped variables of q appears in the set of occurrences
of i1. To get the final solutions of q, it is required to compute the pattern (?a, p2, ?c) and
join the solutions with the results of i1. Therefore, i1 is an index suitable for q.
In a similar fashion, analyzing i2, there exists no mapping between the patterns, i.e., it
is not possible to map variables ?y and z from i2 to any variable of q. Further, the set of
solutions for i2
{{(n1, p2, n3), (n3, p3, n4)} , {(n8, p2, n10), (n10, p3, n11)}}
evidences that regarding the number of solutions, the patterns of i2 are even more restrictive
that the patterns of q. This fact makes impossible to extend these results to results of q.
Following these arguments, we conclude that i2 can not be used in the processing of q.
The following definition formally captures this idea.
Definition 2.10 (Eligible Index) Let G be a data graph, I the set of indexes on G, and
Q a query against G. We call an index I ∈ I eligible for Q iff P (I) v P (Q). The set of
all eligible indexes for query Q is denoted by IQ. 2
Definition 2.10 describes which indexes can be used to help processing a given query.
Note that an eligible index can be used in different ways to process a query if it has
different embeddings.
Using a combination of indexes for a given query may bring even more advantages at
processing time. The more eligible indexes are used to process a query, the larger the
number of query patterns are substituted by index preprocessed information. In other
words, replaced query patterns do not need to be matched against the RDF dataset,
because this process has been done in advanced when indexes were computed. However,
partial results coming from these indexes do need to be joined to extend their results and
generate the results of the query. Such join operation must be made, in the best situation,
over overlapping relations between indexes, or, failing that, combining index results by
complete joining operations (Cartesian Product).
Therefore, overlapping indexes are good candidates for reducing query processing time
because the query engine can combine occurrences of these indexes and thus quickly gen-
erate solutions for larger fractions of the query pattern.
We define two ways in which indexes can overlap. Two indexes overlap intensionally iff
there could exist a triple pattern in which their materialization would overlap. In contrast,
two indexes overlap extensionally if their materializations overlap on a concrete data graph.
Thus, intensional overlap relies only on the pattern of indexes and is independent of a
concrete data graph, while extensional overlap needs to consider the actual data graph.
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Definition 2.11 (Overlapping Indexes) Let I1 = (P1, O1) and I2 = (P2, O2) be two
indexes over a data graph G.
• I1 and I2 intensionally overlap iff there exists mapping functions S1, S2 such that
S1(P1) ∩ S2(P2) 6= ∅
• I1 and I2 extensionally overlap in G iff
O1 ∩O2 6= ∅
2
However, when we want to use overlapping indexes for processing of a query Q, we need
to refine our definitions as the query strongly restricts the mappings we need to consider.
Definition 2.12 (Overlapping Embeddings) Let I1 = (P1, O1) and I2 = (P2, O2) be
two indexes over a data graph G. Let Q be a query over G with P1 v Q and P2 v Q, and
let m1 be an embedding of P1 in Q and m2 an embedding of P2 in Q2.
• m1 and m2 intentionally overlap in Q iff
m1(P1) ∩m2(P2) 6= ∅
• m1 and m2 extensionally overlap in Q and G iff
m1(O1) ∩m2(O2) 6= ∅
2
Computing intensional overlaps can be implemented efficiently as this property is in-
dependent from the actual data graph (and updates to it). In contrast, computing ex-
tensional overlaps is costly as it requires execution of index queries and comparison of
their results on a given data graph. On the other hand, at query execution time infor-
mation about extensional overlaps would be more important than those about intensional
overlaps, as the latter is only a necessary yet not sufficient condition for the existence of
a concrete overlap given the query. Actually, if two embeddings intensionally overlap in
the query but do not extensionally overlap in the data graph, one can immediately con-
clude that the query has no answer. However, for the rest of this thesis we only consider
intensional overlaps to avoid the costly pre-computation and maintenance of extensional
overlaps. Example 2.13 shows the behavior of two embeddings, which intensionally overlap
but do not overlap at all in the dataset (extensional overlapping).
2With slight abuse of notation. By m1(O1) we mean the projection of all occurrences in O1 using m1.
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Example 2.13 (Intensional vs. Extensional Overlapping) Let q be a query pattern
and let i1 and i2 be two index patterns where q = {(?a, p1, ?b), (b?, p2, ?c), (?c, p3, ?d)},
i1 = {(?s, p1, ?t), (?t, p2, ?u)} and, i2 = {(?t, p2, ?u), (?u, p3, ?v)}. Let D be an RDF
dataset described in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Tabular representation of an RDF dataset.
Subject Predicate Object
n1 p1 n2
n2 p2 n3
n4 p2 n5
n5 p3 n6
i1 and i2 intensionally overlap in the query over the pattern ((?t, p2, ?u)). Nevertheless,
to find out whether the original query q has occurrences on D, one muss obtain and join
the results from both indexes. On the other hand, by means of extensional overlapping
validation between the same indexes can be proved that there exists no triple in this dataset,
where i1 and i2 intersect. Therefore, we could immediately infer that q has no possible
answers on D. The analysis of this example concludes that extensional overlapping offers
more accurate information about the query than intensional overlapping properties. Figure
2.3 shows a graphical representation of this example.
(a) Dataset (D) (b) Query (q)
(c) Index 1 (i1) (d) Index 2 (i2)
Figure 2.3: Intensional and extensional ovelapping. i1 and i2 intensionally overlap in q
over the pattern (?t, p2, ?u). Nevertheless, they do not extensionally overlap
over the dataset D.
Using the notion of overlaps, we can finally define the cover of a query.
Definition 2.14 (Cover) Let Q be a query and EQ the set of all embeddings of eligible
indexes for Q in Q. Let C ⊆ EQ. Build a graph GC for C as follows: Each embedding in
C is represented as a node. Whenever two embeddings from C intensionally overlap in Q,
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we add an edge to GC between the nodes representing the embeddings. Any C for which
GC has only one connected component is called a cover for Q. 2
We focus on covers with overlapping embeddings since they allow better estimations of
the cost savings that can be achieved with them (see Section 2.3).
Furthermore, we are only interested in maximal covers, i.e., those covers which cannot
be extended further by adding new embeddings. Figure 2.4 shows an example of indexes
with overlapping and non-overlapping embeddings.
Definition 2.15 (Maximal Covers) Let Q be a query and C1 , C2 be two covers for Q.
C1 is subsumed by C2 if C1 ⊆ C2. Any cover which is not subsumed by another cover is
called maximal. 2
In the following, we only consider maximal covers. We classify those into two different
groups:
• A cover is complete if it covers all patterns of a query.
• A cover is partial if it is not complete.
Usually it is not possible to find a complete cover of a query. According to this, we refer
in the rest of this thesis to a partial cover as a cover.
2.3 Algorithm for Finding Covers
Definition 2.14 is purely conceptual. We now show how we actually compute the set of
eligible indexes and how we combine their embeddings to find all covers.
The first task can be solved by classical algorithms for query containment of relational
queries [43]. The Query Containment problem states that given two conjunctive queries
q1 and q2, q1 is contained in q2, i.e., q1 ⊆ q2, when for each database instance the results
of q1 are contained in the results of q2.
Recall that SPARQL queries can be seen as relational queries, which access multiple
times (as many times as triples in the query pattern) a large single triple table and there-
fore, query containment algorithms can be applied. The schema of this table consists of
basically three attributes, namely subject, predicate and object. Thus, exported variables
of a SPARQL query, can be seen as the head of a Datalog query, whereas the triple pat-
terns and the rest of the conditions, as the body [71, 79]. Listing 3 shows the Datalog
representation of the SPARQL query described in Listing 1. In this case, variable title is
exported in the head of the query, the body of the query consist of the predicate triple with
the variables article, title, author and constants values hasTitle, hasAuthor, hasName and
Albert Einstein.
q ( t i t l e ) :− t r i p l e ( a r t i c l e , ‘ hasTi t l e ’ , t i t l e ) ,
t r i p l e ( a r t i c l e , ‘ hasAuthor ’ , author ) ,
t r i p l e ( author , ‘ hasName ’ , ‘ Albert Einste in ’ ) .
Listing 3: Datalog representation of the SPARQL query described in Listing 1.
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(a) Graph query pattern
(b) index1 (c) index2
(d) index3 (e) index4
Figure 2.4: Query patterns and indexes with overlapping and non-overlapping embed-
dings on the query pattern. index1 and index2 overlap in the query pattern
(?a,p1,?b). index3 and index4 do not overlap in the query pattern.
Essentially, we find all possible mappings between any index pattern and the query
pattern by enumerating and testing all mappings. If a valid mapping exists then we can
conclude that an index is eligible for that query and we store the mapping as an embedding.
Note that, for a given index, there are potentially many different ways to be eligible, i.e.,
different mappings between index and query patterns and therefore, multiple embeddings.
Algorithm 1 illustrates this process.
The core of Algorithm 1 is located at Line 5, where all embeddings of an index in the
query pattern are computed. The implementation of this step is shown in Algorithm 2,
which traverses a tree representing the search space of all possible mappings from the
index into the query.
Each level in the tree contains all mappings for a specific triple pattern. All mappings
of a level in the tree are children of each mapping of the previous level. In Line 12 we
generate this tree and traverse it using backtracking in Line 13. During the traversal,
the mappings for the different triples are combined (if compatible) to increasingly larger
mappings. Whenever all triples of the index have been mapped to the query pattern by
one mapping, this mapping is added to the set of embeddings. The complete traversal of
the tree is shown in Algorithm 3.
During traversal of the tree, partial index occurrences are successively extended to
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Algorithm 1 testContainment. Pseudo code for SPARQL query containment. The
algorithm computes all embeddings of indexes in a given query.
Given: Query Q, set of indexes I
Search: Set EQ of all Embeddings
1: P (I), P (Q) {index and query patterns}
2: O := ∅ {Set of embeddings of P (I) in P (Q)}
3: EQ := ∅ {Set of all embeddings}
4: for all Index I in I do
5: O := {S|S(P (I)) = P (Q)}
6: if O <> ∅ then
7: EQ = EQ ∪O
8: end if
9: end for
occurrences of the of the contiguous triple patterns or eliminated when an extension is not
possible (by means of a mapping). Through this strategy, the partial occurrences grow
step by step to occurrences of the complete pattern P (I) creating an embedding or they
are eliminated during the process. Notice that an index pattern may have more than one
embedding on the query pattern, according with the number of mappings that can be
found during the traversal of the tree.
For better understanding of Algorithm 3 we show the traversal of a tree in Example
2.16.
Example 2.16 (Finding embeddings of and index in a query) Let i be an index
and q be a query pattern where:
i = {(?a, p_1 , ?b) ,(?b, p_2 , ?c)}
q={(?x, p_1 , ?y) ,(?x, p_2 , ?z) ,(?y, p_2 , ?z)}
Algorithm 2 generates a tree where each level contains all possible mappings between an
specific index triple pattern and the query. Figure 2.5 shows a graphical representation of
this tree.
Figure 2.5: Example of a mapping tree.
Starting the traversal from the root node, Algorithm 3 has stored the initial mapping
(?a ⇒?x, ?b ⇒?y). The second step goes down to the most–left node and verifies if the
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Algorithm 2 searchEmbeddings. Pseudo code for searching all embeddings of an index
in a query patterns. It maps variables from the index to the query
Given: Query pattern P (Q), index pattern P (I)
Search: O, set of embeddings of P (I) in P (Q)
1: Lt := ∅ {Temporal list of occurrences of each index triple pattern in P (Q)}
2: L := ∅ {Final list of ti occurrences in P (Q)}
3: for all Triple Pattern ti in P (I) do
4: for all Triple Pattern tq in P (Q) do
5: if ti occurs in tq with mapping S then
6: Lt := Lt ∪ S
7: end if
8: end for
9: L := L ∪ Lt
10: Lt := ∅
11: end for
12: occTree := createTree(L)
13: return O := traversetree(occTree.root)
Algorithm 3 traverseTree. Pseudo code for traversing a tree searching for embeddings
between an index and a query pattern. The algorithm traverses a tree using backtracking
in a depth-first manner.
Given: element, {root element of a tree of occurrences of each index triple pattern in
P (Q)}
Search: O, set of embeddings of P (I) in P (Q)
1: comp := false, mt := ∅, O := ∅ , {Boolean, temporal and total lists of embeddings of
P (I) in P (Q)}
2: if element.getParent() <> null then
3: comp := comparemapping(element, element.getParent()) {Compare mappings}
4: else
5: comp := false
6: end if
7: if comp = true then
8: mt.add(element) {Extend mappings if compatible}
9: end if
10: if comp and element.getChildren <> null then
11: O.add(mt) {Add embedding if extended and complete}
12: end if
13: next := element.getchildren() {Verify existence of next level}
14: while next <> null do
15: traverse_tree(next) {Perform backtracking of T}
16: next := next.getSibling() {Traverse the occurrences of one level}
17: end while
18: return O
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mapping (?b⇒?x, ?c⇒?z) of this node is compatible to the mapping already stored (line
3). Evidently, ?b is already mapped to ?y and therefore, mapping ?b⇒?x is not compatible.
We perform backtracking and proceed with the sibling of this node (line 16). Note that if
the index would contain more patterns, the branch under this node could be immediately
pruned.
Algorithm 3 continues traversing the tree at the sibling right node. Again, we verify the
compatibility between mappings (?b ⇒?y, ?c ⇒?z) and (?a ⇒?x, ?b ⇒?y). At this point,
we are at the leaf level and the mappings are compatible. Thus, we add the new mapping
e.g. ?c ⇒?z and determine that i has an embedding in q. By means of this embedding, i
could be used in the processing of q.
Having all embeddings, we proceed to generate covers. We first compute all inten-
sional overlaps between indexes and store them in a matrix. We then incrementally build
maximal covers by finding all maximal connected components in this matrix.
Example
We illustrate all previously introduced concepts using a comprehensive example. Consider
the RDF data listed in Figure 2.6, the SPARQL query Q1 shown in Listing 4, and the two
RDFMatView indexes I1, I2 from Listing 5 and 6.
Uni_1
HU
name
University
type
dept_2
sub_org_of
Math
name
Dept
type
dept_1
sub_org_of
Uni_2
sub_org_of
CS
name type
TU
name type
Figure 2.6: RDF dataset containing two universities and their departments.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? un i v e r s i t y rd f : type ub : Un ive r s i ty ;
ub : name ? university_name .
?ub_department rd f : type ub : Department ;
ub : name ?ub_name_department ;
ub : subOrganizat ionOf ? un i v e r s i t y .
}
Listing 4: SPARQL query computing universities and their departments
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? p lace rd f : type ? place_type ;
ub : name ?place_name .
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}
Listing 5: RDFMatview index computing places and their names
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?ub_department rd f : type ub : Department ;
ub : name ?ub_name_department ;
ub : subOrganizat ionOf ? un i v e r s i t y ;
? un i v e r s i t y rd f : type ub : Un ive r s i ty .
}
Listing 6: RDFMatview index computing universities with their departments
Executing Q1 on the dataset in Figure 2.6 produces the result shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Result of Q1.
Query Result Set
university university_name ub_department ub_name_department
Uni_1 HU dep_1 CS
Uni_1 HU dep_2 Math
Uni_2 TU dep_1 CS
Materializing I1 and I2 produces results as given in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, respectively.
Table 2.4: Result of I1.
Index1
place place_type place_name
Uni_1 University HU
Uni_2 University TU
dep_1 Dept CS
dep_2 Dept Math
dep_1 Dept CS
Table 2.5: Result of I2.
Index2
ub_department university ub_name_department
dep_1 Uni_1 CS
dep_2 Uni_1 Math
dep_1 Uni_2 CS
Both I1 and I2 are eligible for the query. Actually, I1 is eligible in two different ways,
as it may either substitute the link between a university and its name or the link between
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a department and its name. The three resulting embeddings are shown in Table 2.6 and
Table 2.7.
Table 2.6: Embeddings of I1 in Q1.
Index Query
Embedding 1
?place ⇒ ?university
?type ⇒ ub:University
?place_name ⇒ ?university_name
Embedding 2
?place ⇒ ?ub_department
?type ⇒ ub:Department
?place_name ⇒ ?ub_name_department
Table 2.7: Embeddings of I2 in Q1.
Index Query
?ub_department ⇒ ?ub_department
?ub_name_department ⇒ ?ub_name_department
?university ⇒ ?university
The first embedding of index I1 intensionally overlaps with the embedding of index I2
in the triple pattern ?university rdf:type ub:University. Thus, these two embeddings form
a cover (in this case the only cover with more than one embedding).
Assume for now the RDF data would be stored in a RDBMS within a single triple table,
for instance, Triple(subj, prop, obj). Hence, the query in Listing 4 could be answered by
the SQL query described in Listing 7.
SELECT t1 . subj AS a0 , t2 . obj AS a1 , t3 . subj AS a2 , t4 . obj AS a3
FROM Tr ip l e AS t1 , Tr ip l e AS t2 , Tr ip l e AS t3 ,
Tr ip l e AS t4 , Tr ip l e AS t5
WHERE t1 . prop= ’ type ’ AND t1 . obj= ’ Univers i ty ’ AND
t2 . prop= ’name ’ AND t3 . prop= ’ type ’ AND
t3 . obj= ’Department ’ AND t4 . prop= ’name ’ AND
t5 . prop= ’ subOrganizationOf ’ AND
t1 . subj = t2 . subj AND t3 . subj = t4 . subj AND
t3 . subj = t5 . subj AND t1 . subj = t5 . obj ;
Listing 7: SQL to answer the query from Listing 4
Listing 7 shows that four self joins are required. However, using the pre-computed data
for Index1 and Index2, one can answer the query with only one join, as shown in Listing
8.
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SELECT index2 . un iv e r s i t y ,
index1 . place_name AS university_name ,
index2 . ub_department ,
index2 . ub_name_department
FROM index1 , index2
WHERE index1 . p lace = index2 . un i v e r s i t y ;
Listing 8: SQL representation of SPARQL query in Listing 4 using RDFMatView indexes
This example illustrates that it may make sense to use materialized queries as indexes
to process SPARQL queries. Note that in this special example we can actually answer
the query only from the materialized indexes. In fact, we do not need to access the
RDF database at all because the query pattern can be covered. However, is not always
possible to cover a query using only indexes. In these cases the results of a cover must
be combined properly with those resulting from querying parts of the query that are left
uncovered against the RDF database.
2.4 SPARQL Query Rewriting: Adding RDFMatView to
SPARQL Queries
In this section, we describe how our RDFMatView approach can be integrated into an
existing SPARQL query processor. Such an integration touches upon several components
of a system: First, we need to be able to execute selected queries and to store their results
(plus some metadata) persistently. To use indexes in query processing, we need to intercept
the query processor to search for an optimal cover. Finally, we must change the way how
queries are executed, as we need to divide the query pattern into that part that is covered
by the chosen cover - which is answered by retrieval of the materialized information - and
the rest of the query pattern. We present solutions to all these steps for the ARQ system
(SPARQL query engine) of the Jena framework [5]. However, we want to stress that the
general process would be the same for any other SPARQL query processor. Our decision is
based on the modular architecture of Jena that allows a seamless integration of additional
functionality. Moreover, Jena provides extensive and comprehensive documentation of its
persistence systems making straightforward to work with them. Finally, we also decided
to implement upon Jena due to its wide–spread use.
We divide this section as follows: First, we give some details on ARQ and Jena, its
storage model. We then provide a high level description of our approach. Next, we show
how a selected query is made persistent using a data dictionary for saving space. Finally,
we describe three ways in which ARQ can integrate such materialized results in query
processing. Those will be evaluated separately in the next sections.
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ARQ and the Jena Persistent Storage Schema
For our integration with ARQ we use the Jena persistence subsystem. This subsystem
implements the Jena Model interface using a back-end relational database engine. The
default Jena database layout uses a denormalized schema centered around a statement
table, which essentially stores every RDF tripel as tuple. However, the values in the triple
can either be included as value, or they are stored in other tables. Specifically, short
literals are stored directly in the statement table, while long literals are stored in a literal
table. Similarly, short URIs are stored in the statement table and long URIs are stored
in a resources table. Table 2.8 and Table 2.9 describe the layout for those tables. Though
this scheme helps to reduce space requirements especially in the presence of long and
frequently used URIs or labels, it makes query processing more complicated as, for each
row in the statement table, one must decide at runtime whether the respective value can
be obtained directly or if a a join to another table is necessary.
Additionally, Jena defines system tables to store meta data. For further information we
refer the reader to [92].
Table 2.8: Jena statement table for asserted (non-reified) statements.
Column Type Description
Subj Varchar not null Subject of asserted statement (ID or value)
Prop Varchar not null Predicate of asserted statement (ID or value)
Obj Varchar not null Object of asserted statement (ID or value)
GraphId Integer Identifier of graph (model) that contains
the asserted statement
Table 2.9: Jena long literals table storing literals that are considered as too long to directly
be stored in the statement table.
Column Type Description
Id Integer not null Identifier of long literal, referenced from the
statement tables
Head Varchar not null First n characters of long literal (encoded)
ChkSum Integer Checksum of tail of long literal
Tail Blob Remainder of long literal (long literal without
the head)
2.4.1 Implementation Overview
We differentiate two phases when working with materialized views as indexes. At offline-
time, a predefined set of indexes is provided, analyzed, and their results are materialized.
At query-time, queries are answered with the help of previous materialized results. We
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divide the description of our implementation according to these phases3.
Index creation. Indexes are created offline. Upon creation of an index, the following
things happen. First, a new table is created, which will store the materialized query. The
schema of this table is specific to the index: Each variable contained in the index pattern
is represented as a field. Next, the query is executed, which leads to bindings for those
variables. These are stored in the respective fields. At the end, every tuple in that table
represents one result to the materialized query. During this process, we also create a data
dictionary, which relates resource to unique identifiers. We only store those IDs in the
index tables; this scheme is similar to the one used in Jena (see above Section 2.4), but
we omit the costly choice between included and external values. These steps are executed
only once per index (recall that index updates are beyond the scope of this work).
Index usage. At query-time, queries are analyzed and answered, possibly by using one
or more of the indexes. This breaks down into the following steps:
1. Analysis of the query to find all maximal covers
2. Selection of the most suitable cover to answer the query given our cost model
3. Rewriting of the query using the chosen cover
4. Extension of the results of the cover to results of the query
Step one was discussed in Section 2.3 and step two will be addressed later in Chapter
3. Here, we concentrate on the third step, the query rewriting. Query rewriting can be
performed in three different ways: i) using only ARQ, ii) by translation into SQL and
access to the Jena native storage tables, and iii) by using a combination of ARQ and SQL.
These different options will be discussed in Section 2.4.2.
Index Processing
Each index is materialized as a proper table in the underlying relational database. Its
schema is formed by the set of different variables contained in the underlying query, re-
gardless of whether the variables are contained in the SELECT clause of the query or
not. Occurrences of the index in the dataset are stored as values for these fields. Each
attribute of one tuple represents a binding for the respective variable. An example is
shown in Listing 9.
CREATE TABLE Index1 (
p lace varchar (250) ,
place_type varchar (250) ,
place_name varchar (250)
) ;
Listing 9: Materialization of the query from Listing 40 as RDFMatView
3Note that, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the problem of selecting a set of materialized views from a given
workload will be addressed later in Chapter 4 whereas here we specifically describe a methodology to
select a suitable set of predefined indexes to cover a given query.
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During the creation of an index we also calculate and store some properties, for instance
size and frequency, which are used later to assess query execution plans. This information
is stored in a single metadata table and loaded into memory once a query is executed.
Notice that the memory usage of the statistics is very limited compared with the size of
the dataset. Actually, the amount of memory of our statistics is in the order of O(n) where
n is the number of predefined queries for the dataset.
2.4.2 Executing a Query Using RDFMatView
Query processing using materialized views usually combines results of multiple indexes.
However, it is not always possible to cover all patterns of the query. The set of uncovered
patterns is referred to as residual part of a query.
Definition 2.17 (Residual part of a query) Let Q be a SPARQL query and C a ran-
dom cover of Q where |P (Q)| < |P (C)|. r is defined as the residual part of Q iff
P (r) ⊂ P (Q) and P (r) cannot be covered by C. 2
To completely answer a query, it is necessary to combine the results of the selected
indexes with the results for the residual part of the query.
In the RDFMatView implementation, the covered pattern and the residual pattern are
executed independently on the database and their results are joined either in memory
or using SQL and temporary tables. There are, however, different ways to execute the
residual pattern.
Example 2.18 (Processing residual patterns) Let q be a query pattern and let i1 and
i2 be two eligible indexes for q where:
q={(?a,p1 ,?b) ,(a?,p2 ,?c), (a?,p3 ,?d), (a?,p4 ,?e)}
i1={(?x,p1 ,?y) ,(?x,p2 ,?z)} and ,
i2={(?x,p2 ,?y) ,(?x,p3 ,?z)}.
Clearly, patterns {(?a, p1, ?b), (a?, p2, ?c), (a?, p3, ?d)} can be processed by using the partial
results of i1 and i2. Note that this process implies no access for the source RDF dataset,
i.e. no subgraph comparison is performed. However, neither i1 nor i2 are able to cover the
residual query pattern (a?, p4, ?e) and therefore, the set of solutions for q is not complete.
Getting the complete set of solutions of q would require to query the residual pattern
(a?, p4, ?e) over the RDF dataset and join the results with the partial results of i1 and
i2. Nevertheless, the complexity of the residual pattern of q is remarkably lower than the
original pattern of q.
We studied three different methods to perform this task. First, the residual part is
answered using the ARQ execution engine and has to be materialized on the client side.
The covered pattern is answered from the materialized results of the index patterns and
finally joined with the residuals from ARQ.
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In the second strategy, instead of using ARQ to process the residual part of the query,
we rewrite it to SQL using the native Jena database layout. The execution of the resulting
SQL query is performed direct by the database query engine using stored procedures. The
principal advantage of this method is that the join is completely done by the database
server, however, its main drawback lays on its strong dependence with the database system.
The third strategy combines both previous methods and uses ARQ to process the resid-
ual part of the query, as well as the database server to join both partial results.
These strategies are explained in detail in the next sections.
2.4.3 Method 1: MatView-and-ARQ Engine
MatView-and-ARQ is a rewriting engine built on top of the Jena Framework. Given a
query and a cover, it computes the set of residual patterns of the query and uses ARQ
to execute this (sub-)query. Furthermore, it computes the result of the cover by joining
the respective tables according to the variable mappings of the embeddings forming the
cover. Results are also joined with the data dictionary to obtain RDF values, and finally
joined to the result of the ARQ query to produce the complete answer to the original
query. This engine encapsulates the logic for the execution of the cover and provides total
independence from the underlying relational database system. Partial results from covered
and uncovered patterns are joined in memory on the client side using a Sort–Merge Join
(also known as Merge–Join) algorithm. Figure 2.7 illustrates the workflow of this engine.
Figure 2.7: Workflow of the query processing using Matview-and-ARQ.
2.4.4 Method 2: MatView-to-SQL Engine
MatView-to-SQL is a rewriting engine, which unlike our first method, translates the resid-
ual part of the query into a SQL query on the Jena tables using an algorithm proposed by
Chebotko in [24]. The SQL query is executed by the RDBMS. The result set is processed
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using our RDF Dictionary and finally combined with the results of the cover. The com-
plete query processing is performed inside the database execution engine using a stored
procedure. Figure 2.8 illustrates the workflow of this engine.
Figure 2.8: Workflow of the query processing using MatView-to-SQL
2.4.5 Method 3: Hybrid Engine
The third method is a mixture of MatView-and-ARQ and MatView-to-SQL. As in Method
1, after rewriting the query, this engine transfers the residual patterns to the query ex-
ecution engine of ARQ. The second part of the process joins the results of the residual
patterns with the resulting set of the covered part of the query patterns at server side.
However, contrary to Method 1, this engine is database-dependent since this task is per-
formed inside the database execution engine, as in Method 2. Figure 2.9 illustrates the
workflow of this engine.
2.5 Evaluation and Results
In this section, we describe the evaluation of our approach. In essence, we concentrate on
selecting which of our rewriting methods is the most efficient in terms of query processing
disregarding any cost estimation4. We analyze performance and behavior of each method
by manually selecting three covers (generated using the algorithms described in Section
2.3) for each query based on the number of participating indexes and residual patterns.
We use two widely-accepted SPARQL benchmarks: the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark
(BSBM) [10] and the SPARQL Performance Benchmark (SP2B) [80]. The domain of
4In Chapter 3 we describe different cost models to estimate an optimal or close to the optimal cover for
a given query
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Figure 2.9: Workflow of the query processing using our hybrid engine.
BSBM is settled on e-commerce use case information whereas SP2B benchmark is re-
garding bibliographic information about the field of Computer Science and, particularly,
databases (DBLP [58]). Using data generators provided in these benchmarks we create
the datasets required to perform our experiments.
As SPARQL framework, we use the ARQ/Jena RDF Storage System (version 2.5.7) on
Postgres 8.2.
We generated eight RDF datasets with sizes ranging from 250K to 10M triples and tested
the impact of the indexes on six different queries (three queries for each benchmark). A
detailed description of queries and indexes can be found on Appendix A and Appendix B.
For each query, we manually defined a set of indexes, leading to covers composed of one
to three indexes. Our intention here is not to find the best set of indexes given a workload
(index selection); instead, we study to which degree indexes that use different processing
schemes speed up the execution. Our results describe the time required to process a query
using the selected covers. Each cover is executed seven times, maximal and minimal values
are excluded and average results are presented.
In the following, we first briefly introduce both benchmarks (BSBM and SP2B). We
then describe the datasets and test queries as well as the indexes we used. Finally, we
present and discuss the results of our evaluation.
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark
The Berlin SPARQL benchmark is built on an e-commerce use case in which a set of
products is offered by different vendors and where consumers have posted reviews about
products [10]. The main classes of its schema are:
• Product Captures products with different sets of properties and features.
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• ProductType Classifies products into a hierarchy.
• ProductFeature Represents product features for a specific product depending on the
product type. Each product type in the hierarchy has a set of associated product
features, which leads to some features being very generic and others being more
specific.
• Producer Represents the producer of products.
• Vendor Represents the supplier of products.
• Offer Describes an offer to a product.
• Person Captures all person-related information.
• Review Provides ratings of a product.
The benchmark provides a data generator which supports the creation of arbitrarily
large datasets using the number of products as scale factor. Table 2.10 provides a detailed
description of the datasets using three different scale factors.
Table 2.10: Berlin SPARQL benchmark. Scaling and dataset population. The number of
products is used as scale factor.
Number of Products 666 2,785 70,812
Number of RDF Triples 250,000 1,000,000 25,000,000
Number of Producers 14 60 1,422
Number of Product Fea-
tures
2,860 4,745 23,833
Number of Product
Types
55 151 731
Number of Vendors 8 34 722
Number of Offers 13,320 55,700 1,416,240
Number of Reviewers 339 1,432 36,249
Number of Reviews 6,660 27,850 708,120
Number of Instances 23,922 92,757 2,258,129
File size Turtle (un-
zipped)
22 Mb 86 Mb 2.1 Gb
The benchmark also defines a set of SPARQL queries to simulate a use-case driven
workload. This set emulates the search and navigation pattern of a consumer looking
for a product. Listing 10 shows a BSBM query example that returns a set of products
satisfying a specific feature. For a detailed description see Appendix A Section 1.
SPARQL Performance Benchmark (SP2B)
SP2B is a language-specific SPARQL performance benchmark built upon the DBLP sce-
nario, which comprises both a data generator and a workload of SPARQL queries. The
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product a bsbm : ProductType39 .
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l .
? product bsbm : productFeature bsbm : ProductFeature2035> .
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1 .
}
Listing 10: Returns products with a given feature
generated documents mirror key characteristics and distributions encountered in the orig-
inal DBLP dataset, while the queries implement meaningful requests on top of this data,
covering a variety of SPARQL operator constellations and RDF access patterns [80]. Fig-
ure 2.10 shows the RDF representation of a DBLP instance.
Figure 2.10: RDF representation of a DBLP instance as used in SP2B dataset.
The use of DBLP documents in RDF format in SP2B provides the benefits of creating
on-demand large documents with data that contains real-world characteristics, i.e. natural
correlations between entities, such as power law distributions (found in the citation system
or the distribution of papers among authors) and limited growth curves (e.g., the increasing
number of venues and publications over time). These facts are encapsulated in the data
generator, which relies on a depth study of DBLP by comprising the analysis of entities
(e.g. articles and authors), their properties, frequency, and also their interaction. On the
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logical level, schema and instance layer are distinguished using gray and white elements
respectively. For simplicity, dashed lines represent edges labelled with rdf:type and label
sc in schema level edges represents an abbreviation for rdfs:subClassOf.
Similar to BSBM, this benchmark provides a data generator, which supports the creation
of arbitrarily large datasets. However, this time the number of triples or the size of the
output file are used as scale factors. Additionally, SP2B defines a set of SPARQL queries
to emulate the search patterns of a user looking for bibliography. In the following we show
two example queries (for a complete description, see Appendix B Section 3).
SELECT ?yr WHERE {
? j ou rna l rd f : type bench : Journal .
? j ou rna l dc : t i t l e " Journal 1 (1940) "^^ xsd : s t r i n g .
? j ou rna l dcterms : i s su ed ? yr
}
Listing 11: Return the year of publication of ’Journal 1 (1940)’
SELECT ? a r t i c l e WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : pages ? value
}
Listing 12: Select all articles with property ’swrc:pages’
2.5.1 Datasest and Queries
For each benchmark, we create four datasets containing 250K, 500K, 1M and 10M triples,
respectively. As these datasets have identical value distributions but different sizes, our
evaluation concentrates on the scalability of our methods in different domains and we
compare our three rewriting methods for RDFMatView looking towards selecting the most
efficient. Based on the number of triple patterns we chose three queries for each benchmark.
We transformed the query patterns into simple graph patterns and removed most bindings
to variables. Bounded variables incur high selectivity resulting in the retrieval of only a
handful of triples. Such queries are well supported by existing index structures and do
not require the type of join-optimization that is achieved with our optimization technique.
Therefore, performance gains would be only marginal. Our test queries are described in
Listing 13.
From the queries described in Listings 13, we derive two sets of indexes containing 12
and 8 indexes respectively. Each index covers two to six patterns from at least one query.
However, none of them completely covers a query. We concentrate on evaluating covers
containing either a combination of indexes and possible a residual part of the query since
most real-life SPARQL queries comply with this case.
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Query1 : Finds products f o r a g iven s e t o f g en e r i c f e a t u r e s .
Query2 : Ret r i eve ba s i c in fo rmat ion about products .
Query3 : Ret r i eve in−depth in fo rmat ion about products i n c l ud ing o f f e r s and
rev i ews .
Query4 : Extract a l l in fo rmat ion about inp roce ed ing s documents .
Query5 : S e l e c t a l l p a i r s o f a r t i c l e s o f an author that have been publ i shed
in the same j ou rna l .
Query6 : Return f o r each year , the s e t o f a l l pub l i c a t i o n s i n c l ud ing the name
o f the authors .
Listing 13: Test queries derived from BSBM and SP2B
2.5.2 Results
For each benchmark we evaluated three queries over four datasets using our three RDF-
MatView methods and plain ARQ (without indexes). We refer to the approaches to query
execution as M1 for MatView-and-ARQ, M2 for MatView-to-SQL, M3 for the hybrid ap-
proach, and ARQ for plain ARQ. Our experiments use three different covers for each query
and evaluate their processing time for the same query. As mentioned in Section 2.5, we use
the algorithms provided in Section 2.3 to generate covers. To evaluate query processing
time, we manually select three covers regarding the number of participating indexes and
residual patterns. Table 2.11 shows the covers selected for each query. A complete list of
covers can be found in Appendix A Section 2 and Appendix B Section 4.
Table 2.11: Selected covers for the evaluation of test queries using BSBM and SP2B. The
numbers identify the index of each cover as given in Appendix A and Appendix
B
Query Cover1 Cover2 Cover3
query1 1 4 8
query2 1 5 6
query3 1 6 12
query4 1 8 10
query5 1 8 17
query6 1 3 5
All queries were executed seven times using each cover, which amounts a total of 21
times per query on each dataset. Maximal and minimal values are excluded and a set of
statistical measures are reported such as mean, median, standard deviation, max and min.
Figures 2.11 to 2.14 show individual processing for query1 over BSBM and query4 over
SP2B using four datasets ranging from 250K to 10M triples. Further results can be found
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on Appendix C Section 5. Rows denote query processing time over each dataset using
our three rewriting methods, i.e., M1: MatView-and-ARQ; M2: MatView-to-SQL; M3:
Hybrid, and ARQ: plain ARQ (time in milliseconds).
Upon analysis of these results, M1 and M3 are more effective than M2 independent
from the extension and domain of the datasets. Specially in BSBM datasets, query2 and
query3 demand larger processing than the standard engine when queries are executed
with method M2. When using method M2, the Jena native storage schema is directly
accessed during processing of the residual part of the query. Since the values are encoded
following the Jena layout, our process needs to parse the stored values, extract the required
information and perform joins between related tables, which increases the processing time.
An improvement for this method could be to use a different triple layout that simplifies
the process of querying the data using a translated SPARQL query. However, it would
imply to modify the rewriting process of the query since it depends on the underlying
database schema.
Results also evidence that selection of an optimal cover is a decisive factor for improving
or worsening query execution time. Recall that our evaluation concentrates on finding
which of our methods is the most efficient in terms of processing and not on providing the
best way to process a given query. This task is addressed further in Chapter 3. There,
we provide two different models to evaluate and estimate values for each possible cover
of a query regarding different statistical measures about the resources that are consumed
(query, indexes and RDF data).
Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 summarize the results shown from Figure 2.11 to Figure 2.14
respectively. As mentioned for Figure 2.11, methods M1 and M3 are more efficient than
M2 at execution time regarding the analyzed covers for the same queries in all datasets.
Figure 2.15(a) and Figure 2.16(a) show that minimal and maximal processing time
can remarkably vary depending on the selected cover used to execute the query. These
differences show that finding the “right” cover to execute the query is an important task
to improve SPARQL query processing.
We select M1 as the most promising rewriting method from our three options. Clearly,
it provides efficient processing time and is also independent from the database schema,
which is not the case when using method M3. Therefore, in the rest of this thesis we
perform our experiments using RDFMatView with rewriting method M1.
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Figure 2.11: Processing of query1 over BSBM using 250K and 500K triples datasets. Re-
sults show that rewriting methods M1 and M3 are more efficient than M2.
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Figure 2.12: Processing of query1 over BSBM using 1M and 10M triples datasets . For
explanation see Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.13: Processing of query4 using rewriting methods over SP2B using 250K and
500K triples datasets. Results show that all rewriting methods are capable to
improve standard processing time, depending on the cover selected to execute
the query.
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Figure 2.14: Processing of query4 using rewriting methods over SP2B using 1M and 10M
triples datasets. For explanation see Figure 2.13.
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(a) Statistics BSBM 250K triples (b) Statistics BSBM 500K triples
(c) Statistics BSBM 1M triples (d) Statistics BSBM 10M triples
Figure 2.15: Contrary to Figure 2.13 where results depict processing for each query, here
we evaluate the complete workload and compare the methods using BSBM
with 250K, 500K 1M and 10M triples. Again, M1 and M3 evidence better
performance than M2. Nevertheless, execution time noticeably varies accord-
ing to the cover used in the processing of the query. Note that y-axis is
plotted in log-scale.
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(a) Statistics SP2B 250K triples (b) Statistics SP2B 500K triples
(c) Statistics SP2B 1M triples (d) Statistics SP2B 10M triples
Figure 2.16: Processing time for test queries using SP2B with 250K, 500K 1M and 10M
triples. For explanation see Figure 2.15.
(a) Maximal and Minimal BSBM (b) Maximal and Minimal SP2B
Figure 2.17: Maximal and minimal processing time using BSBM and SP2B 500K triples
datasets. The range between maximal and minimal values noticeably varies
with regards to the selected cover and the residual part of the query. Evi-
dently, selecting covers that optimize this time is an important task to improve
SPARQL query processing.
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Limitations
Our current approach using materialized views as indexes for SPARQL queries has a
number of limitations:
• The WHERE-CLAUSE of a SPARQL query must be a Basic Graph Pattern.
• Filters and modifiers are not considered.
• Blank nodes are not allowed.
In future work, we plan to extend our implementation, especially to allow the use of filters
and modifiers.
2.6 Summary and Related Work
In this chapter we formally introduced RDF and SPARQL concepts. We also set the basis
for the design of RDFMatView, a novel indexing approach for RDF, based on materialized
SPARQL queries. The objective is to select a set of index patterns and materialize its
occurrences to answer subsequent queries more efficiently.
The use of RDFMatView aims to reduce the number and the extension of isomorphism
tests, which finally entails a reduction of the query processing time. This is the case when-
ever a subset of triples of the query patterns is covered using one or more RDFMatView
patterns. This covered part of the query is pre-computed and persistently stored allowing
to retrieve its results without searching directly in the data graph. Additionally, we also
introduced the concept of overlapping indexes as an important property, which allows to
select an optimal set of indices (covering as many query patterns as possible) to improve
query processing. Furthermore, we provide algorithms that encapsulate the functionality
required for answering SPARQL queries using materialized queries. To show that our
ideas are viable for RDF and SPARQL, we developed three rewriting methods and used a
standard SPARQL engine to process queries and compare processing time. Results show
that remarkable savings in time can be achieved when using our methods. There are,
however, cases in which, for the same query, processing time increases according to the
chosen set of indexes at execution time. These cases should be avoided by suggesting
an “optimal” execution plan regarding a statistical cost model. We address this topic in
Chapter 3.
Related Work
Some approaches for SPARQL query processing have proved to be very efficient by pro-
viding either a relational or native RDF data schema. For instance, in [1] Abadi et al.
propose a vertical partition approach for Semantic Web data management. An enhance-
ment of this approach is proposed by Weiss et al. in [91]. Therein, RDF data is indexed
in six possible ways, i.e., an index for each possible ordering of the three RDF elements.
Each instance of an RDF element is associated with two vectors; each such vector gathers
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elements of one of the other types, along with lists of the third-type resources attached
to each vector element. This scheme is capable of speeding up single joins tremendously,
but storage requirements are very high, which becomes a serious issue when using huge
datasets.
Neumann and Weikum developed RDF-3X, a SPARQL engine resembling a RISC-style
architecture with specifically-designed data structures and operations [68]. The authors
overcome the “giant-triples-table” [1] bottleneck by creating a set of indexes and a fast
way for processing merge joins. Similar to [91], RDF-3X maintains six possible permuta-
tions of subject, predicate and object in six separate indexes. The authors also present a
compression algorithm to decrease the space consumption.
All these approaches have in common that they dedicate their efforts on indexing the
relational representation of the RDF data. When faced with queries consisting of multiple
basic graph patterns, they still have to compute multiple joins (although every single
join is faster). In contrast, our work specifically targets the speed-up of complex queries
consisting of many basic graph patterns by indexing complete query patterns.
There is some other work along this line. In [89] the authors present GRIN, a lightweight
indexing mechanism for RDF data. The idea is to draw circles around selected center
vertices in the graph where the circle would comprise those vertices in the graph that are
within a given distance of the “center” vertex. Basically, GRIN is a binary tree where
the set of leaf nodes form a partition of the set of triples in the RDF graph. An interior
node represents the set of all vertices in the RDF graph that are within a specific distance.
To evaluate a query, GRIN derives a set of inequality constraints from the query. These
constraints are evaluated against the nodes of the GRIN index.
A similar indexing approach is presented in [37]. This work proposes a set of indexes of
precomputed joins created from all possible join combinations between triple patterns. As
[89], this approach creates a general purpose set of indexes based on joined triple patterns,
but the number of indexes to manage is impractical when the number of joined triples is
>= 3.
The two systems just described index larger portions of the RDF dataset and not just
single triples. However, they propose to apply their techniques to all RDF triples, while we
only build user-chosen indexes. Our work fundamentally is based on the assumption that
some patterns are combined more frequently than others, and that only indexing those
combinations promises to provide large speed-ups at manageable space and maintenance
cost.
The differences between our ideas and that of other RDF indexing schemes can be
described by drawing a parallel to B*-indexes in relational databases [26]. Nobody would
suggest to speed up queries by indexing every attribute; instead, systems assume that
developers have a rough idea about the types of queries that need to be answered and
therefore index only the relevant attributes. Furthermore, optimal speed-up can only
be achieved when also combinations of attributes can be indexed, and not only single
attributes. In this sense, the former approaches index every single attribute, the latter
indexes every possible combination of attributes, and we suggest to index only selected
combinations of attributes.
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Cost models play a very important role in query optimization [31]. Basically, query opti-
mization explores different alternatives to execute a query and chooses one of them as the
best candidate for later execution. This objective is achieved by considering three major
aspects:
• Generation of execution plans
• Search strategy
• Cost models
The first and second aspects are in charge of generating a set of logically equivalent
plans to execute a query. In general, there are three steps that are considered by the query
processor: i) query parsing, ii) generation of logical plans and, ii)generation of physical
plans. Query parsing describes the process of translating a query given in a SQL–like
language into an expression tree. From these expressions, the tree is transformed into a
set of algebraic operations that forms a logical plan. Note that from a parse tree several
logical plans can be generated depending on how the operations are associated. Physical
plans describes specifically how the set of operations is applied, algorithms used on each
step, as well as how the stored data is managed among operations [33]. Since a given
query can potentially be evaluated by a large number of different plans, those plans are
enumerated by using a specific search strategy (Lanzelotte et al. in [55]). The third aspect
determines from the set of enumerated plans, which alternative is the best to answer the
query in terms of execution time. This is usually achieved by using a cost function that
estimates and assigns a value to each plan.
In Chapter 2 we introduced RDFMatView, an approach to optimize SPARQL query
processing. RDFMatView optimizes query processing according to these aspects. The
first step is addressed by generating execution plans using a predefined set of indexes (see
Definition 2.9). Those plans are referred here as covers and consist of sets of indexes with
overlapping relations (See Definition 2.12). We faced the second step by restricting our
search space to contain only maximal overlapping covers (see Chapter 2). This condition
avoids an explosion of the number possible covers for a given query. In this chapter, we
turn our attention to the third step, i.e., cost models. A cost model is used as a basis for
comparing different plans and for selecting the best plan (regarding our model) for query
execution. Basically, the cost model estimates the execution time of each cover regarding
information gathered from the resources contained in the query pattern and the dataset.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1 we describe general approaches
used in relational database systems for estimating costs. We then analyze three different
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cost models to evaluate execution plans (covers) over RDF data. We describe in Section
3.2 a cost model based on the selectivity of a cover proposed by Heese et al. in [48].
Using this model, we estimate the possible number of occurrences a cover may have by
combining selectivity of each participating index in the cover. Section 3.3 describes a
second model, proposed by Moebius in [65], based on estimated cardinalities for query
patterns. Whereas the first model estimates costs regarding the covered query pattern,
the second model also takes uncovered patterns into account. In Section 3.4 we introduce
a novel cost model based on join size estimation between indexes and uncovered patterns.
With this combination of features we strive to add more accuracy to the cost estimation.
An evaluation of these three models is provided in Section 3.5 and we conclude this chapter
with a discussion and related work in Section 3.6.
3.1 Cost Models in Relational Database Systems
Query processing and optimization has always been a critical component of database
technology. Both deal with efficient and effective processing of user queries against a
database. We can formulate their main goal as follows: Finding the data from a usually
large database that matches a certain query as efficiently as possible [95].
To achieve this goal the system requires estimations on the cost of each possible execu-
tion plan for a given query. This cost estimation makes only sense if it roughly correlates
with the real processing time. Evidently, we cannot know exactly the cost of each plan
without executing it. Therefore, we need to estimate the cost of each plan using suitable
assumptions and statistical measures [33].
In [52] Ioannidis defines cost models as specific arithmetic formulas that are used to
estimate the cost of execution plans. These formulas may contain different sub–formulas
that represent estimations for different components in an execution plan e.g., join method,
table access methods or used indexes. Formulas are given mostly as simple approximations
of what the system does during query processing. These approximations are usually
based on assumptions concerning buffer management, disk-cpu overlap, I/O access type,
distribution of values, size of tables, etc.
In large database systems the cost to access data from disk is usually the most important
factor to consider. Evidently, disk access is by orders of magnitude slower compared to
in–memory operations. Moreover, CPU speeds have increased faster than disk speeds
[84]. To answer a query we usually require to manage intermediate results. Whenever
these results exceed the size of the reserved buffers, they need to be stored. Storing these
results requires a certain amount of disk access that is directly related with the size of
the intermediate relation. Therefore, our research has been focused on describing the
estimation of sizes of intermediate relations, i.e., the number of possible results for a given
relational query.
Cost estimation does not strive to discover the exact cost (i.e., required time) for a
given operation, but to provide enough information that help to select an “optimal” plan.
In other words, the unit of the estimates may be purely abstract but the values should
correlate with the processing time of the plan, i.e., the least cost should be assigned to
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the best physical plan, and high costs to bad plans.
Estimating Parameters
By now, we have mentioned the basic factors considered to estimate query processing,
where data access from disk has been point out as a large costs generating task. In this
section, we describe how intermediary result set sizes are estimated in a relational database
context and how the parameters required for these estimations can be obtained from a
given database.
The necessary statistics usually are computed in advance. The basic parameters for a
relation R and an attribute a are described as follows:
• The size of a relation R counts the total number of tuples in R. We denote it as |R|.
• The variety of a relation R counts the number of different values assigned to attribute
a in R. We denote this parameter as variety(R, a).
Both parameters can be obtained from the database by scanning R and counting the
number of tuples and the number of different values assigned to every a. If a table is
extremely large, these values may be estimated for instance by sampling [42]. It is possible
to derive other parameters from these values, e.g. the number of blocks in which R can
be stored.
In relational databases, there is a set of strategies that can be applied to estimate sizes
of intermediary results regarding these parameters [33, 75, 84]:
• Estimating the size of a projection
A projection over a relation produces results that may decrease or increase the output
length of the tuples. The more attributes are requested, the larger is the size of the
result. Note that the number of results is not reduced, but only the length of each
contained tuple.
• Estimating the size of a selection based on a single attribute (equality comparison)
The result size of a selection operation depends on the selection predicate. The basic
estimate for the selection size over a given relation R is described by the ratio of
the total number of tuples in R and the number of different values of the selection
predicate in R.
• Estimating the size of a selection based on conjunctive conditions
This case is a generalization of the previous estimation. In general, we cannot early
estimate the size of this selection treating the multiple selection as a sequence of
simple selections. Often, statistical independence can be assumed, in which case
each simple selection evaluates only one condition and the size of the results equals
the size of the original relation multiplied by the selectivity1 factor for each condition.
1Here, selectivity describes the probability that a tuple in R satisfies a given selection condition
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• Estimating join sizes between two relations based on a single attribute
Estimating the size of a natural join is more complicated than estimating the size
of a selection. As always we do not know exactly how two relational tables R and
S relate by means of a given attribute a; yet we can estimate it. For instance,
assume that we analyze joins between two relations involving only the equality of
two attributes R.a and S.a:
1. R and S have disjoint sets of a–values. In this case the size of the join is 0.
2. Attribute a is primary key of S and foreign key of R. In this case, each tuple
of R exactly joins one tuple of S and therefore, the size of the join equals the
size of R.
3. All tuples of R and S share the same set of a–values. In this case, the Cartesian
product between R and S is the most accurate estimation for the size of the
join.
• Estimating join sizes between two relations based on multiple attributes
This case is a generalization of the previous estimation. In this case, instead of a
single attribute we have a set of attributes X common to R and S, where |X| ≥ 2.
Assuming statistical independence, the idea is to estimate the size based on the
probability that a row r in R and a row s in S agree on each given attribute xi ∈ X
where i = 1...n.
• Estimating join sizes among multiple relations
This is the most general case for a join. Similar to the previous strategy, the size
estimation is based on the product of single incidence probabilities among rows,
present in a k number of relations by means of each join attribute.
Example 3.1 shows how the previously described parameters can be applied to estimate
the size of a selection regarding a single attribute with equality comparison.
Example 3.1 (Using Estimation Parameters) Let R be a relational table and a an
attribute of R. Estimating the size of a selection over R using equality comparison using
the size of R and the variety of R with respect to a, denoted by |R| and variety(R, a) can
be expressed as follows:
|R|
variety(R, a)
A strategy to gain more detailed knowledge on the data distribution in a given database
is to build histograms. A histogram is a representation of the frequency of the values stored
in a relational table [84]. The main goal of a histogram is to divide the values present
for each attribute into ranges. According to each attribute–value, tuples are counted and
associated to their respective range. Additionally, histograms usually store the number of
distinct values contained in that range as well. In this sense, it is possible to know the
frequency but also the variety of the attributes for each range.
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There are different types of histograms used in database systems e.g. equi–width and
equi–depth histograms. The former divides the range of values into equal sized ranges,
whereas the latter adjusts the boundaries of the ranges such that each range has the same
number of values [51].
While histograms are a well–established statistical asset in relational databases, they
are difficult to apply in RDF data due to its usually heterogeneous and string–oriented
nature [67]. Therefore, in the following we use the previously defined estimates, i.e., |R|
and variety(R, a), as building blocks for our proposal of cost models adapted to the graph–
nature of the RDF data model. We propose three different models that can be applied for
SPARQL queries. Our goal is to evaluate different execution strategies for a given query
using a set of materialized views as indexes. We seek to provide enough evidence to select
the best option regarding our cost estimation.
3.2 SyCoM: A Selectivity Cost Model
In Chapter 2 we defined which sets of indexes are eligible for a given query. At runtime, the
optimizer chooses between these options, or decides to execute the query without using
indexes. This decision should be taken based on the expected savings with respect to
execution time by using indexes in query execution. In the following, we present SyCoM,
a simple model proposed by Heese et al. in [48]. We refine the model definition using the
concept of embeddings (instance of an index) and integrate it into RDFMatView [18].
This model implicitly takes a number of assumptions on the data graph. For instance,
all triples of a pattern are treated equally with respect to the expected numbers of results,
disregarding the number of contained variables and the frequency of constants. These
assumptions heavily simplify the model and allow us to estimate execution costs without
any detailed knowledge of the underlying database but may lead to extremely bad estima-
tions. A further problem is that SyCoM disregards patterns that are not covered by any
index. Estimations are only computed based on those query patterns that can be replaced
with results from a set of preprocessed indexes.
Preliminaries
SyCoM is based on the following fundamental observations. Recall that for each index I
that occurs in the query pattern, each occurrence of the query pattern in the data graph
must contain an occurrence of I.
1. It is beneficial to prefer indexes that have few occurrences. Every occurrence of an
index must be validated to verify wether it can be extended to an occurrence of the
query. Thus, the less occurrences an index has, the less time is required to answer
the query.
2. It is reasonable to cover as many query patterns as possible. This process reduces
the number of query patterns that need to be evaluated against the data graph.
According to this, large index patterns (i.e., covers) are specially interesting.
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We formally capture these observations in the definition of selectivity of an index. To
calculate the selectivity we need the following information:
• The size of the index pattern. It represents the number of index patterns. We
denote the size of I as |I|.
• The frequency of the index pattern. It represents the number of results of an index
I over a dataset G. We denoted it as #(I).
• The size of the dataset. It represents the total number of triples in a dataset G. We
denote this parameter as |G|.
Definition 3.2 (Selectivity of an index) Let I be an index over a data graph G. The
selectivity s(I) of I is defined as the ratio of the number of occurrences of an index in a
given graph over the possible total number of index occurrences in the graph:
s(I) = #(I)
|G||I|
.
2
From the previous definition we derive our formula to estimate the selectivity of a set
Υ of indexes. To this end, we view Υ as the union of the patterns of the indexes I in Υ
(similar to the union of RDF graphs, see [70]). Without further knowledge, the selectivity
of Υ is lower than the selectivity of all its indexes, because any occurrence of one index
potentially can be combined with any occurrence of all other indexes. This leads to the
following worst-case estimation for the selectivity of a set of indexes.
Lemma 3.3 (Selectivity of a set of indexes) Let G be an RDF data graph and Υ =
{I1, ..., In} with Υi = (Pi, Oi), i = 1, ..., n be a set of indexes over G. Then, the following
formula is an upper bound of the selectivity of Υ:
sel(Υ) = sel(I1 ∩ I2 ∩ . . . ∩ In) ≤
∏n
i=1 |Oi|
|G|max{|P1|,...,|Pn|}
Proof: As any occurrence of one index in the worst case is combined with any occurrence
of any other index, it follows that OΥ ≤ OI1 · · ·OIn . Further, the size of the index pattern
of Υ is at least |P1 unionsq ... unionsq Pn| ≥ max {|P1|, ..., |Pn|}. Taken together, this gives:
sel(Υ) = sel(I1 unionsq I2 unionsq · · · unionsq In) ≤
∏n
j=1 |Oi|
|G|{|P1unionsq...unionsqPn|}
≤
∏n
j=1 |Oi|
|G|max{|P1|,...,|Pn|}
2
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Selectivity of Overlapping Embeddings
Lemma 3.3 assumes that we have no information about relationships between indexes of
this set. However, we already defined several aspects on how indexes may overlap (see
Chapter 2, Definition 2.11). Furthermore, we restricted query processing to use covers
containing sets of overlapping embeddings (see Chapter 2, Definition 2.12), because the
knowledge on overlaps among embeddings allows us to estimate the selectivity of a cover
more accurately.
As explained in Section 2.2 intensional overlapping is only a necessary yet not sufficient
condition for the existence of a concrete overlap in the underlying query. Actually, if two
embeddings intensionally overlap in the query but do not extensionally overlap in the
data graph, we can immediately conclude that the query has no answer. Therefore, there
are two different cases which should be considered for the selectivity of a cover: i) The
embeddings overlap intensionally but not necessarily extensionally and ii) the embeddings
overlap intensionally and extensionally.
An embedding can be seen as an instance of its underlying index. Therefore, the selec-
tivity of embeddings, that overlap intensionally but not necessarily extensionally, must be
estimated in the same manner as the selectivity of a set of indexes (see Lemma 3.3). Thus,
any occurrence of one embedding in the worst case can be combined with any occurrence
of any other embedding.
Definition 3.4 (Selectivity of intensionally overlapping embeddings) Let G be an
RDF data graph, Q a query over G and m = {m1, ...,mn} a cover2 of Q. Then, we can
estimate the selectivity of m as follows:
selInt(m) = sel(m1 ∩m2 ∩ . . . ∩mn) ≤
∏n
i=1 |mi(Oi)|
|G|max{|m1|,...,|mn|}
where mi(Oi) means the projection of all occurrences of Oi using mi. 2
For the second case, when the cover consists of intensionally overlapping embeddings
that also overlap extensionally, we can use a stronger estimation:
Definition 3.5 (Selectivity of extensionally overlapping embeddings) Let G be a
data graph, Q a query over G and m = {m1, ...,mn} a cover of Q. Assume that all pairs
of embeddings also mutually overlap extensionally. Then, we can estimate the selectivity
of m as follows:
selExt(m1, ...,mn) ≤ min(|m(O1)|, ..., |m(On)|)|G|max{|m1|,...,|mn|}
2
2With slight abuse of notation. By m we mean an instance of I by means of mappings between indexes
and query patterns.
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Note that, since all pairs of embeddings overlap extensionally (see Definition 2.12), the
maximal number of selected occurrences is given by:
min(|m(O1)|, ..., |m(On)|)
As stated in Chapter 2 and in compliance with Definition 2.12, we only consider in-
tensionally overlapping embeddings in this thesis. Thus, in the following we estimate the
selectivity of a cover using Definition 3.4.
Definition 3.6 (SyCoM: Selectivity Cost Model) Let Q be a SPARQL query, C a
cover of Q. Then, we estimate the cost of executing Q using C as
c(Q,C) = selInt(C)
2
When selecting an optimal cover according to this model, those covers with lower selec-
tivity values are preferred, i.e., those covers where the estimated relation between number
of occurrences and possible total number of occurrences is smaller. This assumption
captures that the lower the selectivity of a cover, the less time is required to combine
occurrences of its participating indexes.
3.3 CardiOS:A Cardinality Cost Model for SPARQL
In the previous section (Section 3.2) we presented SyCoM, a cost model based on a specific
form of selectivity that estimates which indexes are optimal for answering a given SPARQL
query. However, even though our evaluation (see Section 3.5.5) shows that selecting plans
using SyCoM achieves gainings in orders of magnitude compared to standard query pro-
cessing, it also shows that it is far from being optimal and often fails to find the best or at
least a good physical plan. In this section we describe a second model (CardiOS) proposed
by Moebius in [65] that, given a predefined set of indexes and predicate–statistical meta-
data, evaluates all possible execution strategies and suggests an optimal plan regarding
their estimated values. Compared to [65] we enhance this approach mainly in two parts.
First, we analyze the treatment of cycles in the patterns, and second, we evaluate the
model using different weights for the covered and residual patterns of the query. Our eval-
uation (see Section 3.5.3) shows that using predicate statistics to estimate the cardinality
of queries patterns generates more accurate information than the selectivity to select an
optimal execution plan.
This approach is structured as follows. In Section 3.3.1 we describe the basis and the
potential as the two fundamental building blocks CardiOS is based upon. Sections 3.3.2
and 3.3.3 describe methodologies to compute both measures and Section 3.3.4 describes
the treatment of cycles in query patterns. Section 3.3.5 describes how constants in patterns
influence our estimation, and in Section 3.3.6 we combine these concepts and define the
cost model CardiOS.
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Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the necessary notation to explain this approach for estimating
cardinality of query patterns based on definitions provided by Moebius in [65]. First,
Definition 3.7 describes the set of subjects, predicates and objects in a set of triple patterns.
We want to emphasize that a set of triples can be seen as an special set of variable–free
triple patterns. Therefore, Definition 3.7 applies to both triples and triple pattern sets,
i.e. datasets and query patterns.
Definition 3.7 (Subjects, Predicates, Objects) Let P be a set of triple patterns or a
dataset.
• Σ(P ) := {s|∃(s, p, o) ∈ P} denotes the set of subjects in P .
• Π(P ) := {p|∃(s, p, o) ∈ P} denotes the set of predicates in P .
• Ω(P ) := {o|∃(s, p, o) ∈ P} denotes the set of objects in P .
2
Secondly, we introduce the term element [65]. An element of a triple pattern is any
value that occurs at its first or third position. The concept of elements is derived directly
from the graphical representation of RDF.
Definition 3.8 (Elements) Let T = (s, p, o) be a triple pattern and P a pattern.
• s and o are the elements of T .
• The set of elements in P is defined as:
Ξ(P ) := Σ(P ) ∪ Ω(P )
2
Now we turn to define adjacent triples [65]. Basically, adjacent triples are those triple
patterns that share an element.
Definition 3.9 (Adjacent triples) Let P be a pattern and e an element contained in
P . The set of adjacent triples to e is defined by:
Θ(P, e) := {(e, p, o) ∈ P} ∪ {(s, p, e) ∈ P}
2
Looking at our definitions, it is evident that we treat predicates different than sub-
jects and objects. Typically, most SPARQL queries are built using patterns with bound
predicates [38]. Additionally, in RDF datasets, predicates describe relations between two
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elements (subject and object). Thus, the number of different predicates is remarkably
smaller than the number of different subjects and objects. By using this feature, we pro-
pose an estimation strategy regarding frequency of specific predicates. As we generate
statistics over predicates, in the rest of this section, whenever we mention a query pattern
we mean triple patterns that do not allow variables as predicates.
We exploit statistics on three measurements, namely frequency, subject cardinality and
object cardinality. We compute these values for each predicate contained in a given RDF
dataset. Definition 3.10 introduces these concepts formally [65].
Definition 3.10 (Frequency, Subject cardinality and Object cardinality) Let D
be an RDF dataset. For every predicate p ∈ Π(D):
• the frequency of p is defined as:
f(D, p) := |{(s, p, o) ∈ D}|
• the subject cardinality of p is defined as:
cs(D, p) := |{s|∃(s, p, o) ∈ D}|
• the object cardinality of p is defined as:
co(D, p) := |{o|∃(s, p, o) ∈ D}|
2
To simplify the notation for cases where the triple t = (s, p, o) and the reference element
e are known we also use:
c(D, t, e) :=
{
cs(D, p) if e = s
co(D, p) if e = o
For the process of estimating pattern cardinalities we need these statistics available for
fast lookup. We achieve this by computing and storing these values in advance in the
database.
3.3.1 Estimating Cardinality of a Pattern
Query patterns are structures that can be represented using graphs. This feature allows us
to analyze such structures by using basic graph theory. Basically, if a pattern consists of
multiple graph components, its number of solutions is, at the end, the Cartesian product
of the partial number of solutions for each individual graph component. Therefore, by
estimating these components separately and multiplying their estimates, it is possible to
achieve a reasonable estimation of the cardinality of the complete pattern. Note that this
estimation is an upper and lower bound for the number of results. Therefore, in the rest
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SELECT * WHERE {
?a p1 ?b .
?c p2 ?b .
?c p3 ?d
}
Listing 14: An example SPARQL query Q.
of this chapter, we analyze individual graph components to estimate the cardinality of a
pattern.
The potential frequency of a pattern P is given by O(|D||P |), where |D| is the size of the
dataset (number of triples) and |P | is the size of the pattern (number of triple patterns).
This is a Cartesian product over the dataset (D × D × . . . × D), as every triple pattern
from the query potentially can be bound to every triple in the database. This estimation
results from the worst case where the query contains only variables instead of fixed values
at subject, predicate and object positions and all variables are different. However, this
case is rather unusual and can be disregarded as we restrict our estimations to patterns
where predicates are bound.
According to this restriction, we can assure that the frequency of a pattern P is delimited
as follows:
#(P ) ≤
∏
{p|∀(s,p,o)∈P}
f(D, p).
The right part of this formula represents a Cartesian product over the database, where
the factors are estimations of single triples filtered by their predicates. Computing this
estimation is straightforward if predicate frequencies are computed in advance. This func-
tion is an upper–bound for the real number of results of P .
However, patterns are usually given by a set of related single patterns. The set of
solutions for a given pattern is obtained from the combination of results of each single
triple pattern over the dataset. i.e., solutions that completely satisfy the pattern and
not those that satisfy individual triple patterns. By applying the previous function we
achieve general but not accurate cardinality information of the pattern P . Based on these
arguments, we introduce now a novel idea to estimate the cardinality of a pattern over a
dataset D.
Consider the query Q in Listing 14 and its graph representation in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Pattern graph of the example query.
Every solution for this query contains one value for each variable. Every solution can
be seen as a 4–tuple, where each value is assigned to a variable in the query. In general
the complete set of results can be seen as an (n × m) matrix, where m is the number
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of exported variables and n is the number of results. Each column contains all possible
values for the corresponding exported variable of the query.
To continue our analysis, we choose one column of this matrix, e.g. the first, with values
for the variable ?a and refer to it as the root element3. We observe that the total number
of values assigned to the root equals the total number of results of Q. Additionally, in this
column we observe the following facts:
• Distinct values
There is a fixed number of distinct nodes in the data graph assigned to the root
element. We refer to the number of distinct values for the root element as the basis
of the root, written as basis(root).
• Duplicate values
There are results of the query that share the same value for the root element. It means
that certain nodes in the data graph are used in the root element for a number of
different results. We define the maximum number of duplicates over all different as-
signments for the root element as the potential of the root, written as potential(root).
Using these two values, we can formulate an upper bound for the number of assignments
for ?a: basis(?a)× potential(?a). This upper bound also applies for the number of results
for the query Q.
Notice that for the same set of results, selecting different root elements will produce
different results for the basis and potential and, therefore, different estimations for the
cardinality of the pattern.
Example 3.11 (Estimating Cardinality using Different Roots) Consider the result
set shown in Table 3.1 for the query in Listing 14. It is represented as a (5 × 4) matrix
where each column represents the values assigned to one exported variable of the query,
e.g. first column assigns to ?a, second column to ?b, etc. The number of solutions for the
query equals the number of rows.
Table 3.1: Result set of query Q. Each column represent assignments for one exported
variable. Each row represents a solution for Q.
?a ?b ?c ?d
1 a1 b1 c1 d3
2 a1 b1 c2 d4
3 a1 b1 c3 d4
4 a2 b1 c4 d5
5 a3 b1 c4 d5
3We assume, without loss of generality, that the variable ?a corresponds to the first column of the matrix.
However, any other variable could be assigned.
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Estimating the cardinality of the pattern regarding the root element ?a results in the
following measures:
basis(?a) = 3
potential(?a) = 3
cardinality(Q) = (3× 3) = 9
As we want to show that different roots estimate different cardinalities for Q we compute
this value for each possible root element. Table 3.2 shows the results for each root. The
estimated cardinality changes when using different root elements.
Table 3.2: Estimating cardinality of Q by using different root elements.
basis(root) potential(root) cardinality(Q)
?a 3 3 9
?b 1 5 5
?c 4 2 8
?d 3 2 6
In this model we estimate the frequency of the pattern regarding each possible root
and finally selecting the minimum value. As all estimations are upper bounds for the real
cardinality of the pattern, the minimum value is the closest estimate to the real number
of results.
Up to now, we have shown an strategy to estimate the cardinality of a pattern by
multiplying two measures obtained from the final set of results. Obviously, in a real setting
this is not possible and we need heuristics to turn the problem around and estimate the
basis and potential of the root without executing a query.
3.3.2 Estimating the Basis
We dedicate this section to present different strategies to estimate the basis of a root
element.
We build our estimates upon statistics generated by using a particular RDF dataset
and a given pattern. Notice that to achieve more accuracy in our estimations we require
a higher level of granularity in our statistics. The following list exhibits estimations that
can be used as upper bounds for the basis of the root element, where D is a dataset, P a
query pattern and root the particular root element (root ∈ Ξ(P )):
• without any further information, |D|, i.e., the number of triples in the database
• if the root element is used as a subject in the query (root ∈ Σ(P )), the number of
distinct subject values in the dataset, |Σ(D)|
• analogously, if the root element is used as an object (root ∈ Ω(P )), the number of
distinct object values in the dataset, |Ω(D)|
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• in case the root element is used in P both as a subject and as an object, |Σ(D)∩Ω(D)|
• for every predicate p that is used with the root ((root, p, o) ∈ P ∨ (s, p, root) ∈ P ),
the frequency of the predicate p in the dataset D: f(D, p)
• c(D, t, root), if the triple t = (s, p, o) is an adjacent triple to the root element (see
Section 3.3). It represents either the number of different subject nodes or the number
of different object nodes used with the predicate p, depending on the position of root
in t.
In the rest of the thesis, as our statistics are predicate-based we select the frequency
of the predicate as the basis option to get an upper bound for the basis of the root (see
Definition 3.10).
3.3.3 Estimating the Potential
In Section 3.3.1 we defined the potential of a root as the maximum number of results
that share a common assignment for the root element. Consider the example query from
Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows subgraphs from an arbitrary fixed dataset D, emphasizing
three assignments for the root element ?a: a1, a2 and a3.
Figure 3.2(a) shows a dataset subgraph around a1 with one two–way branching, i.e., only
two query results can be found where a1 is assigned to the root element ?a. Figure 3.2(b)
shows a dataset subgraph which contains a three–way branch for the triple (?a, p1, ?b)
around the node a2 and a two–way branching for the triple (?c, p3, ?d). Consequently, six
results share the assignment a2 for the root element ?a. Finally, Figure 3.2(c) exhibits
a more complex branching distribution around the node a3 showing a two–way branch
for the triple (?c, p2, ?b) and a four–way branch for the triple (?c, p3, ?d). According to
this subgraph, the result set for the example query contains eight solutions where a3 is
assigned to element ?a.
In basic graph theory this concept of branching is represented by two numbers that
characterize every node of a directed graph: indegree and outdegree. Indegree and outdegree
are defined in Definition 3.12.
Definition 3.12 Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph where V is a set of nodes and E is
a subset of (V × V ).
• The indegree of a node v ∈ V is defined as the number of edges that end at v:
deg−(v) := |{(x, v) ∈ E}|.
• The outdegree of a node v ∈ V is defined as the number of edges that start at v:
deg+(v) := |{(v, x) ∈ E}|.
2
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(a) Node a1:
One two–way
branching, two
results.
(b) Node a2: One three–way branch and
one two–way branch, six results.
(c) Node a3: One two–way branch and one four–way
branch, eight results.
Figure 3.2: Branching for specific assignments for the root element ?a.
Applying these definitions to RDF, the indegree of a node n represents the total number
of triples having n as an object. Similarly, the outdegree of a node n is the total number
of triples that have n as their subject. For instance, in Figure 3.2(b), the node a2 has an
outdegree of 3 and the node b2,3 has an indregree of 2.
Recall that we base our cost model on fixed predicates statistics. Therefore, in Definition
3.13, we qualify the indegree and outdegree according to predicate values. Intuitively, given
a predicate p and a node n, the fan of p at subject corresponds to the predicate–specific
outdegree of n, whereas the fan of p at object corresponds to the predicate–specific indegree
of n. Table 3.3 shows a list of predicate–specific indegrees and outdegrees regarding Figure
3.2(c) for the nodes a3, b3, c3,1 and c3,2.
In Table 3.3, b3 is an example of node with two indegrees (1 and 2) regarding p1 and
p2 respectively. Note that b3 does not represent a subject for any predicate. Thus, its
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Table 3.3: List of predicate–specific values in & out degrees
a3 b3 c3,1 c3,2
in out in out in out in out
p1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
p2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1
p3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4
outdegree is zero regarding any possible predicate. Contrary, c3,1 and c3,2 are examples of
nodes of which their indegrees are zero regarding any available predicate as they are never
used as an object in the graph. In this case, both have outdegrees of 1 and 4 with respect
to p2 and p3 respectively. Nodes d3,1 to d3,8 are not listed in Table 3.3 as they all share
the same indegree value (1) regarding predicate p3.
Definition 3.13 (Fan at subject, Fan at object) Let D be an RDF database.
• For every combination of s ∈ Σ(D) and p ∈ Π(D), the fan at subject s of p is
defined as:
fans(D, s, p) := |{(s, p, x) ∈ D}|
• For every combination of o ∈ Ω(D) and p ∈ Π(D), the fan at object o of p is
defined as:
fano(D, o, p) := |{(x, p, o) ∈ D}|
2
Lemma 3.14 For every predicate p:
• the sum over all fans at subject equals the frequency of p.
• the sum over all fans at object equals the frequency of p.
• the number of subjects of p that have a fan at subject higher than 0 equals the subject
cardinality of p.
• the number of objects of p that have a fan at object higher than 0 equals the object
cardinality of p.
Definition 3.13 provides accurate statistical information about combinations between
predicates and either subjects or objects. However, processing this information for each
specific node may generate myriads of node–specific values, especially when computed over
large datasets.
In general, the number of possible fan of p at subjects that can be generated from a
dataset D can be defined as:
|{fans(D, s, p)}| ≤ |Σ(D)| · |Π(D)|
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where |Σ(D)| and and |Π(D)| denote the number of subjects and predicates in D. This is
an upper bound for the total number of subject statistics that need to be stored alongside
the triple dataset. This is certainly a worst case where it is assumed that each subject is
related with the complete set of predicates of D.
We can estimate the number of possible fan of p at objects in a similar way with the
following upper bound:
|{fano(D, o, p)}| ≤ |Ω(D)| · |Π(D)|
where, in this case, |Ω(D)| denotes the number of objects in D.
Putting all togheter, the total number of statistics (fan of p at subject and object) that
could be generated from D can be denoted by:
|{fans(D, s, p)} ∪ {fano(D, o, p)}| ≤ |Π(D)|(|Σ(D)|+ |Ω(D)|)
To avoid such explosion of metadata we suggest the use of aggregate functions for the fan
properties. In this way, we attain our goals of practicality and usefulness in our statistical
measures.
We formalize this proposal in Definition 3.15 [65]. Both properties fan at object and fan
at subject are estimated regarding their specific predicates by using the max aggregate
function. Note that, as these two properties are predicate–specific, they can be straight-
forwardly preprocessed and stored alongside the predicate frequencies.
Definition 3.15 (Maximal fan at subject, Maximal fan at object) Let D be an RDF
database.
• For any predicate p ∈ Π(D) the maximal fan at subject is defined as:
fanmax,s(D, p) := max({fans(s, p)|∀s ∈ Σ(D)})
• For any predicate p ∈ Π(D) the maximal fan at object is defined as:
fanmax,o(D, p) := max({fano(o, p)|∀o ∈ Ω(D)})
2
Now that we have improved our predicate statistical measures, we turn to estimate the
potential of the root. The idea is to traverse the query pattern starting at the root node
and moving along the edges according to predicate counts. On each hop, we select one
of the two maximal fans properties assigned to the corresponding edge. The selection of
the fan is given by the direction we move over the edge. For instance, if we move from
subject to object, we select the maximal fan at subject. Contrary, if we move from object
to subject, we select the maximal fan at object.
After this process is accomplished, the potential of the root is obtained by multiplying
all selected values for each predicate in the query pattern. The potential of the root is
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defined as potentialmax(D,P, r), where D is the dataset, P is the pattern and r ∈ Ξ(P ) is
the root element in P .
Example 3.16 (Estimating the maximal potential) Let Q be a query as described
in Listing 14 (Page 61). In this example we highlight how the potential estimation for the
pattern P (Q) is performed by computing the potential for every root element in the pattern.
The estimation is computed using as dataset the union of the three graphs described in
Figure 3.2.
As shown before in Example 3.11, using different elements as roots may generate differ-
ent estimates for the potential. Recall that the potential is defined in terms of the predicates
and their relation with subjects and objects. The way they are selected is based on the po-
sition they have when traversing the pattern from an initial root element. Table 3.4 shows
the fans of p at subject and fans of p at object for each predicate p in the pattern P (Q).
Table 3.4: Maximal fans of p at subject and object over D.
predicate fanmax,s(D,p) fanmax,o(D,p)
p1 3 1
p2 1 2
p3 4 1
The potential of P (Q) is computed while traversing the pattern. The graph representation
of Q is shown in Figure 3.1 (Page 61). Table 3.5 shows the different potentials estimated
by using each root element of the query pattern, i.e, ?a, ?b, ?c and ?d. During the traversal
of the pattern each edge (each predicate denotes an edge) is covered and the maximal fan
value is selected according to the direction of the edge. The maximal potential estimation
for each root element is finally given by multiplying the selected values. As can be seen
in Table 3.5, the potential can strongly vary according to root element that is chosen to
estimate its value.
3.3.4 Dealing with Cycles
Cycles are an important factor to consider when estimating the potential of a pattern.
Having a cycle in a pattern may generate infinite loops, in particular using a breadth–first
algorithm, cycles prevent from specifying the order in which we move over the edges as
the traversal of the pattern is done by level–order. We can get around this problem by
considering cycle detection, i.e., a strategy that consider the structure of the pattern and
the order in which it is processed.
To avoid infinite loops while traversing the graph, we hold a list of visited elements.
Every time a graph component is traversed, a list of visited elements is created. This
list is extended with every new visited element. Those elements in the list are afterwards
excluded from any other traversal. When a new element is discovered, all its adjacent nodes
are encountered, except those that have been already processed. For better understanding,
we provide an analysis of a query pattern containing cycles in Examples 3.17 and 3.18.
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Table 3.5: Estimating the potential of P (Q) based on every root elements.
root step p1 p2 p3 potential
?a 1 3
2 3 2
3 3 2 4
3 2 4 24
?b 1 1
2 1 2
3 1 2 4
1 2 4 8
?c 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 1 4
1 1 4 4
?d 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
Example 3.17 (Cycles in query patterns) Let P be a query pattern containing a cy-
cle where P = (?a, p1, ?b), (?b, p2, ?c), (?c, p3, ?a). Figure 3.3 shows different representa-
tions for this pattern regarding each possible root element.
(a) root element ?a (b) root element ?b (c) root element ?c
Figure 3.3: Graphical representation of pattern P using three different elements as root.
Processing the pattern without cycle detection would yield that the algorithm iteratively
traverses the edges incurring in infinite loops. Table 3.6 shows an excerpt of the traversal
tree using the root element ?a. On each level, all edges adjacent to the element ?a are
discovered and all adjacent nodes are listed as possible next elements to visit.
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Table 3.6: Infinite loops in P (Q) based on root element ?a.
element adjacent elements edges to visit
?a b, c p1, p3
?b a, c p1, p2
?c a, b p3, p2
?a b, c p1, p3
... ... ...
Applying cycle detection we avoid this problem and allows us to estimate the potential of
the roots. As described in Example 3.16, our approach traverses the patterns and multiplies
the fans for each predicate for all root elements. Using the fans described in Table 3.4,
this would yield that potential(?a) = 3, potential(?b) = 1, and potential(?c) = 24, where
the selected potential would be 24.
However, we can also notice that the potential for this pattern regarding the root element
?a is upper bounded by multiplying the fans between (?a, p1, ?b) and (?b, p2, ?c) i.e., 3×1 =
3. Evidently, the only possible value that can be reached by traversing the predicate p3
of the triple pattern (?c, p3, ?a) is the initial value assigned to the node ?a of the triple
(?a, p1, ?b)4. Similarly, using the root element ?b, the potential would be upper bounded by
multiplying the fans of (?b, p1, ?a) and (?b, p2, ?c), i.e., 1×1 = 1 since (?c, p3, ?a) can only
take those values assigned to the node ?a.
2
The previous example provides in a simple yet illustrative way how cycles are treated
using this approach. In the following example we analyze a query pattern containing
multiple cycles.
Example 3.18 (Cycles in query patterns: A more complex example) Assume a
pattern P2 containing mulitple cycles as described in Figure 3.4.
P2 = (?a, p1, ?b), (?a, p2, ?c), (?b, p3, ?c), (?c, p4, ?d), (?c, p5, ?b), (?d, p6, ?a)
Table 3.7 describes a traversal of the graph. Starting from the node ?a, we look at
all its adjacent edges, e.g. p1, p2, p6 and its potential next elements i.e., ?b, ?c, ?d. We
visit all adjacent edges and store them in a list of visited edges. From this list, they are
excluded from further traversal in the subsequent evaluation. This exclusion can be seen
at the second row with the element ?b. The adjacent edges are p1, p3, and p5, however,
our strategy only visits p3, p5 as p1 has been visited already. The process continues in the
same way until the traversal of the graph is completed.
2
4We assume that the dataset contains no duplicates.
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Figure 3.4: Query pattern containing multiple cycles.
Table 3.7: Dealing with cycles by traversing the graph.
element next elements adjacent edges visited edges
?a ?b, ?c, ?d p1, p2, p6 p1, p2, p6
?b ?a, ?c p1, p3, p5 p3, p5
?c ?a, ?b, ?d p2, p3, p4, p5 p4
?d ?a, ?c p4, p6 -
Examples 3.17 and 3.18 showed that our strategy is a suitable strategy to avoid infinity
loops and also highlighted that breaking cycles does not always guarantee a more accurate
cardinality estimation since it also depends on the selected root element and its the adja-
cent nodes. Thus, in this approach cycle detection is applied and, similarly to cycle–free
patterns, all edges are traversed to estimate the potential of a given pattern.
From these analysis and based on Definition 3.15 we define the maximal potential of a
pattern as follows.
Definition 3.19 (Maximal potential) Let D be a dataset and P a pattern. Let r ∈
Ξ(P ) be the root. The maximal potential for r is defined as:
potentialmax(D,P, r) :=
∏
t=(s,p,o)∈P
{
fanmax(D, t, s) , if d(s, r) < d(o, r)
fanmax(D, t, o) , if d(o, r) < d(s, r)
,
where d(u, v) is the distance between the elements u and v of Ξ(P ), i.e. the length of the
shortest path from u to v in P .
2
3.3.5 Constants in Patterns
There is another fact to consider when estimating the cardinality of a pattern: constant
elements in triple patterns. During the estimation of the basis and potential of a root,
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we traverse the pattern and gather statistics regardless element values. i.e., we do make
distinction between constants and variables.
Generally, we may think that a constant in the pattern could be the best root candidate
as the constant remarkably restricts the set of results to those solutions containing that
value. However, it is not guaranteed to be the best choice as we explain in Example 3.20.
Example 3.20 (Constant elements) Let Q be a query with a constant element a where
Q = (a, p1, ?b), (?b, p2, ?c) and D a dataset as described in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Example dataset D.
Executing query Q over D would returns a set of results with values assigned to the
variables contained in the query. Assume that we get not only those values assigned to
variables but the subgraphs from the dataset that match with the query pattern. We show
in Table 3.8 a tabular representation of these results.
Table 3.8: Assignments for all variables of Q. Constant are included to represent the
complete set of solution for the pattern.
a p1 ?b p2 ?c
a p1 b1 p2 c1
a p1 b2 p2 c2
a p1 b2 p2 c3
To shown that constant values are not always the best choice to estimate cardinality of
a pattern, we evaluate the basis and potential for the constant a and variables b and c as
roots. Evidently, the basis for the constant root a is 1, because a is the only distinct value
available in the results set and the potential regarding the same root element is 4 as can
be seen in Equation 3.20. Thus, the cardinality estimation for the pattern of Q regarding
the root element a equals 4.
potentialmax(D,P, a) = fanmax,s(D, p1)× fanmax,s(D, p2) = 2× 2 = 4
Now, we turn to estimate the potential for ?b:
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potentialmax(D,P, ?b) = fanmax,o(D, p1)× fanmax,s(D, p2) = 2× 1 = 2.
The basis for ?b according to the predicate cardinalities equals the subject cardinality of
p2 = 2. Therefore, the cardinality estimation for Q regarding the root element b is also 4.
Finally, the basis for ?c equals the object cardinality of p2 = 3 and the potential equals
1 (see Equation 3.20). In this case, the cardinality estimation for Q is: 3× 1 = 3.
potentialmax(D,P, ?c) = fanmax,o(D, p2)× fanmax,o(D, p1) = 1× 1 = 1.
Table 3.9: Cardinality estimation regarding every root elements and the constant a.
root basis potential cardinality
a 1 4 4
?b 2 2 4
?c 3 1 3
All estimated cardinalities in Table 3.9 are upper bounds for Q. However, the estimated
cardinality is bigger if we use the constant element instead of the variable ?c as root, and
therefore, a is not the best root.
A constant value represents a restriction in the pattern that distinguishes the set of
solutions for the given query. Estimating the fraction of results constrained by the constant
value is possible applying Definition 3.10. We motivate this argument in Example 3.21.
Example 3.21 (Constant values in query patterns) Let q1 and q2 be two query pat-
terns where q1 = (?x, p1, ?y) and q2 = (?x, p1, b1) and b1 is a constant.
Matching both queries against the dataset in Figure 3.5 returns the set of results shown
in Tables 3.10 and 3.11.
Table 3.10: Results of q1
?x p1 ?y
a p1 b1
a p1 b2
Table 3.11: Result of q2
?x p1 b1
a p1 b1
Obviously, the result in Table 3.11 is a subset of the results contained in Table 3.10.
Table 3.11 contains one result from Table 3.10 where the variable ?y is assigned to the
constant value b1. We can see that the constant value in q2 selects a fraction of the results
of q1. This fraction is given by 1variety , where variety is the number of different values of
?y.
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In our approach we can estimate the variety by looking at predicate properties. Specif-
ically, we look at the subject or object cardinalities of the adjacent triples as the most
suitable measures to estimate these cases (see Definition 3.10).
• If the element with the constant is used as the subject of an adjacent triple pattern
with the predicate p, cs(D, p) is an estimation for the variety of the element.
• If the element with the constant is used as the object of an adjacent triple pattern
with the predicate p, co(D, p) is an estimation for the variety of the element.
The variety represents the number of different values assigned to a given element. Using
subject and object cardinalities to estimate the variety of an element provides an upper
bound for the real variety of that element. For instance, having a constant element adjacent
to three different triples, assuming statistical independence, it is possible to estimate three
different varieties. Each of these estimations is a upper bound for the constant element
and we could also assure that the real variety of this element cannot be larger than the
smallest estimated value. The smallest variety estimation represents the cardinality of a
subject or object of one adjacent triple to the constant element, i.e., represents a fixed
limit for the number of different subjects or objects that can take place in that triple.
The statistical mean of all possible varieties may be also used as an estimation of the
real variety, however this aggregation function is guaranteed to be larger than the smallest
estimated variety. Under the assumption of statistical independence, every constant in the
query pattern can be handled in the same way, because every constant selects a fraction
of the results whereby a combination of constants selects the multiplied fraction.
Example 3.22 (Constant elements: Refining the estimation) Let p be a query pat-
tern where p = (a1, p1, ?b), (a1, p2, ?c), (a1, p3, ?d) and a1 is a constant. Consider a datset
D dataset as described in Table 3.12. Computing the real cardinalities of all different con-
stants would generate a blow of statistical data as explained in Section 3.3.3. However,
using subject cardinality of p (see Definition 3.10) could be used to estimate the variety
of an specific constant element for each adjacent triple. The estimated varieties regard-
ing the constant element a1 are shown in Table 3.13. According to our assumptions, all
values represent upper bounds for the real variety of the element a1 over each adjacent
triple whereby the complete set of results for the given pattern is restricted. Therefore,
the minimal estimated variety of a1 is the most accurate estimation, i.e., c(D, t, a1) = 2,
where t = (a1, p1, ?b).
Finally, Definition 3.23 describes a method to estimate the fraction of results generated
if the pattern contains constant elements.
Definition 3.23 (Constant elements fraction) Let D be a dataset and P a pattern.
The constant elements fraction can be estimated with:
fraction(D,P ) :=
∏
constant elements e ∈ P
1
min({c(D, t, e)|t ∈ Θ(P, e)}) .
2
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Table 3.12: Dataset D.
s p o
a1 p1 b1
a2 p1 b2
a1 p2 c1
a2 p2 c2
a3 p2 c3
a1 p1 d1
a2 p1 d2
a3 p1 d3
a4 p1 d4
Table 3.13: Varieties regarding p.
predicate c(D, t, a1)
p1 2
p2 3
p3 3
3.3.6 Cardinality Estimation and Cost Model
In Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3 we provided estimations for the basis and potential,
measures that can be used to estimate the cardinality of a pattern.
Up to now, we have defined our measures as upper bounds for the cardinality estimation.
However, we extend our statistical measures to other aggregate functions namely, min,
mean and median. We assume that the mean and median functions represent the average
cases and we base our evaluation on these measures.
We provide general functions to identify our measures. For instance, fanM (D, t, e)
is used to denote the aggregated predicate fans, where M can be one of min, mean,
median or max and t is an adjacent triple to the element e. Similarly, potentialM (D,P, r)
represents the estimation of the potential for the root r in the pattern P , using the results
estimated by using fanM (D, t, e). In Definition 3.24, we summarize our proposal based
on the aggregate functions min, mean, median and max.
Definition 3.24 (Estimated cardinality) Let D be a dataset and P a pattern. For an
aggregation method M (one of min, mean, median and max), the estimated cardinal-
ity of P in D can be calculated using:
estimateM (D,P ) :=fraction(D,P )×
M({f(D, p)× potentialM (D,P, r)|r ∈ Ξ(P )}).
2
From Definition 3.24, we can now derive a cost function. Its main goal is to indicate
the cover that achieves the fastest execution of a query. We strive for a cost model that
has a low error in the average case. To that end, the cost model evaluates the statistical
properties for the predicates in the dataset. The model takes into account the query
pattern and the patterns of the materialized views defined in the system.
There are mainly three tasks that influence the query execution time in RDFMatView.
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• retrieve the cover
• compute the residual
• join both result sets
We propose to model these tasks by finding the cardinality of the cover and residual pat-
tern of the query. Additionally, we estimate the number of comparisons required between
both results during the join phase.
Retrieving one result of the covered pattern is faster than computing one result of the
residual pattern. Recall that the covered pattern retrieves its solutions by implementing
joins on materialized queries stored previously in the database system. On the other
hand, the residual pattern is executed by a SPARQL query processor. Thus, processing
the residual usually requires a number of self joins on a large triple table.
We model these differences by assigning weights to the estimated cardinalities. The
idea is to punish the residual processing. Definition 3.25 shows the CardiOS cost model
proposed for RDFMatView:
Definition 3.25 (CardiOS:Cost Model) Let D be a database, Q a query, C a cover
for the query Q and I a set of participating indexes in C. Let wc and wr be two real values
for weighting the covered and the residual estimate respectively with wc ≥ 0 and wr ≥ 0
and wc + wr = 1.
For a method M (one of min, mean, median, max), the estimated weighted cost of
executing Q using the cover C is defined as:
wCostM (Q,C) := ec × er × wc × ec + wr × er
ec + er
,
where ec = estimateM (D,C) and er = estimateM (D,R).
2
3.4 SPOracle:A Join–Statistical Cost Model for SPARQL
In Section 3.2 we described SyCoM (see Definition 3.6), a cost model based on a special
form of selectivity. Making strong assumptions on query processing this simple model
estimates the selectivity of a cover. In Section 3.3 we introduced CardiOS, a model based
on predicate–statistics that estimates the cardinality of a pattern. The former model bases
its estimations on covered patterns and disregards those patterns not covered by indexes.
The second model takes into account the complete set of patterns but disregards statistical
metadata generated from the set of indexes. In this section, we propose a third cost model
that combines both sources of statistics, i.e., indexes and datasets. Specifically, we apply
index statistics to estimate the cardinality of covered patterns and predicate statistics to
estimate the cardinality of patterns that are not covered by indexes.
Definition 3.24 showed how to estimate the cardinality of a given pattern by looking only
at predicate statistics generated from the original RDF dataset. Note that these statistics
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disregard all information stemming from the preprocessed indexes. Now, we introduce a
method to estimate the cardinality specifically of the covered part of a query by using
metadata gathered from this set.
As stated in Chapter 2, to process a query using RDFMatView, we analyze which
patterns of the query can be covered by a set of indexes. Our indexes are basically SPARQL
queries materialized as traditional relational tables, which are joined to compute the entire
cover. Therefore, it makes sense to use estimates for join sizes proposed in relational
database theory. Specifically, we need to estimate the size of a join among multiple tables
with multiple join attributes.
In Section 3.1 we described how join sizes can be estimated. Basically, this process
requires three steps: First, to multiply the sizes of each participating relation. Second,
for each attribute that appears at least twice in the join, we take its number of different
values in the relations, exclude the lowest value, and multiply the rest of them. Finally,
we compute the ratio between the two factors.
To compute the size of a join we need the frequency of each index (#(i)) in the cover
and the variety of its contained attributes, i.e., variety(i, a) where a is an attribute of i.
Both parameters can be obtained from the set of indexes by scanning each index and
counting the number of tuples and the number of different values assigned to each attribute
a as well. These values are not estimates but real values.
Example 3.26 (Estimating cover cardinality by estimating join sizes) Let Q be
a query as described in Listing 15 and index1, index2, index3 indexes for Q as described
in Listings 16 to 18.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?a p1 ?b .
?a p2 ?c .
?a p3 ?d .
?d p4 ?e .
?d p5 ? f .
? f p6 ?g .
?g p7 ?h .
?g p8 ? i .
}
Listing 15: SPARQL query.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?a p1 ?b .
?a p2 ?c .
?a p3 ?d .
}
Listing 16: RDFMatView
index1.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?a p3 ?d .
?d p4 ?e .
?d p5 ? f .
}
Listing 17: RDFMatView
index2.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?d p5 ? f .
? f p6 ?g .
}
Listing 18: RDFMatView
index3.
At index processing time, indexes are materialized and statistics are stored alongside in
the database system. Examples of these statistics are described in Table 3.14.
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Table 3.14: Index statistics.
index frequency varietya varietyd varietyf
index1 15 6 8 -
index2 25 5 9 10
index3 40 - 5 8
Analyzing one cover that contains all three indexes, the join attributes among all mate-
rialized indexes are denoted by the variables ?a, ?d, and ?f .
We propose to estimate the cardinality of the covered part of the query based on estima-
tions of join size. Since our indexes are given in the form of relational tables,this strategy
can be applied by looking at the index properties.
The idea is to estimate the size of the join by computing the ratio between the frequency
of the participating indexes and the variety of the join attributes as described in [33]. In
this example the estimation of the size of the join would be given by:
size(index1 1 index2 1 index3) :=
15× 25× 40
6× 8× 9× 10 ≈ 3
The final number of estimated results is given by joining the estimated results of the cov-
ered and residual parts of the query. In this example, the cardinality of the residual pattern
(?g, p7, ?h)(?g, p8, ?i) needs to be estimated and the results joined with those obtained from
the indexes.
2
In the CardiOS model introduced in Section 3.3 the pattern cardinality is achieved by
computing the basis and potential. These two measures are based solely on predicate
statistics gathered from the dataset. In Example 3.27 we provide a a comparison of
CardiOS and SPOracle and highlight the advantages of using index statistics.
Example 3.27 (SPOracle vs. CardiOS: Using exact vs. approximated statistics)
Let Q be a query as described in Listing 14 and index1, index2 indexes for Q as described
in Listings 19 and Listing 20. The estimation is computed using as dataset the union of
the three graphs described in Figure 3.2. Statistics for the indexes are described in Table
3.15.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?a p1 ?b .
?c p2 ?b .
}
Listing 19: RDFMatView index1.
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?c p2 ?b .
?c p3 ?d .
}
Listing 20: RDFMatView index2.
Estimating the size of cover by using the join size estimation would return the following
result:
size(index1 1 index2) :=
7× 16
7× 6 ≈ 3
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Table 3.15: Index statistics.
index frequency varietyc varietyb
index1 7 7 6
index2 16 7 6
On the other hand, estimating the basis and potential regarding the element ?a would return
the following estimation:
basis(?a)× potential(?a) = 6× 24 = 144
To verify which of this strategies is more accurate to estimate the cardinality of the
pattern, we compare the errors of these two estimations regarding the real number of results
of the query according to the error formula errorx = |estimatex−real|real .
Table 3.16: Error comparison.
strategy error
join size 0.81
cardinality 8.0
From these results we can assert that join size estimation offers a higher degree of
accuracy than the basis and potential to estimate the cardinality of a pattern.
Definition 3.28 shows the final estimate for join size of the covered part of a query.
Definition 3.28 (Estimated cardinality of a cover) Let C be a cover and I be a set
of indexes such that ∀i ∈ I, i ∈ C . Let A be the set of join attributes among indexes
i ∈ I. The size of the join among all i ∈ I can be estimated with:
spo_card(C, I) :=
∏
∀i∈I #(i)∏
∀i∈I variety(i, xj)
where xj ∈ A and v(i, xj) ≥ v(k, xj) ∀k ∈ I .
2
Definition 3.28 describes a strategy to estimate the cardinality of a cover, i.e., those
patterns of a query that can be processed by using materialized indexes. However, we
strive for a cost model that provides estimations for the complete query pattern, including
those patterns that cannot be covered by indexes. Definition 3.24 offers a suitable solution
for this goal. Therefore, in Definition 3.29 we define SPOracle, as a cost model that
combines the cardinality estimation of a cover and the pattern cardinality estimation.
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As in CardiOS, our current model considers the retrieval of the cover, execution of
the residual patterns, and the join operation of both results. We favored the processing
time of the covered patterns by applying weights to the estimated cardinalities. As stated
before, retrieving results of the covered pattern is faster than computing the residual
pattern. Results of covered patterns are obtained by joining materialized queries stored
in the underlying database system and residual patterns are executed on demand using a
SPARQL query processor.
Definition 3.29 (SPOracle:Cost Model) Let D be a database, Q a query, C a cover
for the query Q and I a set of participating indexes in C. Let wc and wr be two real values
for weighting the covered and the residual estimate respectively with wc ≥ 0 and wr ≥ 0
and wc + wr = 1.
The estimated weighted cost of executing Q using the cover C is defined as:
SPOracle(Q,C) := ec × er × wc × ec + wr × er
ec + er
,
where ec = spo_card(C, I) and er = estimatemean(D,R). 2
Notice that weights in our model are used only to distinguish covered from residual
results by the time it takes to retrieve one of them. In Section 3.5 we provide an evaluation
of this model using different weights. Further investigation concerning to select an optimal
pair of weights for the covered and residual patterns regarding specific characteristics of
the workload is an important topic for future research.
3.5 Evaluation
3.5.1 Dataset and Queries
Our tests are performed in the context of the same benchmarks as described in Chapter
2: Berlin SPARQL Benchmark [10] and SPARQL Performance Benchmark (SP2B) [80].
Using the general setup of queries and indexes defined in Chapter 2 we first validate our
simple model in Section 3.5.2 by showing the correlation of the estimated selectivity with
the real selectivity for each cover. Afterwards, in Section 3.5.3 we evaluate the accuracy of
the second and third model by comparing the estimated values to the real number of results
for a specific pattern and by analyzing errors of the resulting estimations. Section 3.5.4
shows the evaluation of CardiOS and SPOracle models using different pairs of weights.
In Section 3.5.5 we show how accurate our models are by evaluating the real runtimes
of optimized queries. Finally, in Section 3.5.6 we compare the accuracy of all models by
regression analysis.
3.5.2 Accuracy of Selectivity Estimation: Evaluating Covers
In Chapter 2 we have shown that using RDFMatView achieves savings in processing
time when using materialized views as indexes. Our results showed that, according to
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the selected rewriting method, the performance of query processing remarkably varies.
However, they also evidenced that improvements in query processing strongly depend on
a proper selection of the cover used to execute the query. Here, we show how the use of the
SyCoM model (defined in Section 3.2) to evaluate candidate indexes provides a reasonable
way to know how the covers perform at processing time.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the selectivity (estimated and real) for each cover over all test
queries5. Clearly, predicted values for selectivity are, on average, far from being accurate
regarding real values. However, this model was not designed to provide accurate values.
Our estimations are purely abstract and we only strive for information to predict an
optimal cover at processing time. In this sense, the model satisfies this expectation to
some degree. We can see that there exists a rough correlation among the values over the
covers. For instance, Figures 3.6(a), 3.6(b) and, 3.6(d) show a strong correlation between
real and estimated selectivity whereas in Figure 3.6(c) (covers 1, 4, and 7), Figure 3.6(e)
(covers 1 and 2) and, Figure 3.6(f) (covers 1, 4, and 5), the values differ from each other
significantly.
Covers are only a part of the query pattern that can be processed using indexes. At
this point we found the most important drawback of the model. It only considers the
covered part of the query. Residual patterns are completely disregarded and may lead to
significantly inaccurate estimations of processing time. This especially happens if those
residual patterns have a large number of solutions in the data graph or the number of
residual patterns requires a large number of joins in the triple table. We provide a runtime
evaluation of this model further in Section 3.5.5.
3.5.3 Estimating Cardinality with CardiOS and SPOracle
We evaluate the estimation of pattern cardinality regarding predicate–statistics and join
size, i.e., cardinalities are estimated using the CardiOS and SPOracle models. In this
context, we compare estimated to real cardinality of the same pattern. Our measurements
are done over our test queries, gathering the cardinality values for their resulting sets of
covered and residual patterns. For CardiOS we evaluate the mean and median function
introduced in Section 3.3 and described in Definition 3.24. SPOracle is evaluated using
the cover join size estimation introduced in Section 3.4, Definition 3.28.
Figure 3.7 shows estimated and real cardinality values for both covers and residuals of
query1. The x-axis ranges over all covers computed for query1 and the y–axis represents
the cardinality for each cover.
Our results in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.17 show that for the covered and residual pat-
terns from the covers of query1 our estimations correlate with the real number of results.
Estimations of the residual parts evidence a high estimation accuracy. Figures 9 to 12 in
Appendix C Section 6 show the charts for the remaining queries 2, 3, 5 and 6 over both
benchmarks. All these charts display estimates in different degrees of accuracy as well as
a clear correlation between estimated and real values.
5In the graphics, the use of solid lines does not indicate that the plotted data is continuous but visually
simplifies to notice the correlation between estimated and real values.
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(a) Selectivity covers query 1. (b) Selectivity covers query 2.
(c) Selectivity covers query 3. (d) Selectivity covers query 4.
(e) Selectivity covers query 5. (f) Selectivity covers query 6.
Figure 3.6: Evaluation of selectivity estimation.
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(a) Estimation on the covered parts.
(b) Estimation on the residual parts.
Figure 3.7: Evaluation of estimation on covers in query 1 (BSBM).
Results of query4 over the SP2B benchmark, shown in Figure 3.8 differ from those over
the Berlin Benchmark. This fact can be attributed to the inclusion of constant elements
in the queries. For instance, query4 contains a constant element bench:Inproceedings with
the rdf:type predicate, query5 the element bench:Article with the same predicate rdf:type
and query6 the element foaf:Document with the rdfs:subClassOf predicate. The influence
of these elements is estimated by our estimation strategy inaccurately.
For our test queries, the models CardiOS (using the mean function) and SPOracle
provide the most accurate estimates of the pattern cardinality. In general, the mean
function definitively achieves a higher degree of accuracy than the median function when
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(a) Estimation on the covered parts.
(b) Estimation on the residual parts.
Figure 3.7: Evaluation of estimation on covers in query 1 (BSBM).
Results of query4 over the SP2B benchmark, shown in Figure 3.8 differ from those over
the Berlin Benchmark. This fact can be attributed to the inclusion of constant elements
in the queries. For instance, query4 contains a constant element bench:Inproceedings with
the rdf:type predicate, query5 the element bench:Article with the same predicate rdf:type
and query6 the element foaf:Document with the rdfs:subClassOf predicate. The influence
of these elements is estimated by our estimation strategy inaccurately.
For our test queries, the models CardiOS (using the mean function) and SPOracle
provide the most accurate estimates of the pattern cardinality. In general, the mean
function definitively achieves a higher degree of accuracy than the median function when
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Table 3.17: Cardinality estimation of query1 using CardiOS and SPOracle.
CardiOSmean CardiOSmedian SPOraclejoin real
cover1 436,613 384,977 117,224 1,735,232
residual1 666 666 666 666
cover2 436,613 384,977 117,224 1735232
residual2 666 666 666 666
cover3 436,613 384,977 117,224 1,735,232
residual3 666 666 666 666
cover4 17,750 16,382 65,528 65,528
residual4 16,381 15,651 16,381 16,382
cover5 17,750 16,382 65,528 65,528
residual5 16,381 15,651 16,381 16,382
cover6 436,613 384,977 117,224 1,735,232
residual6 666 666 666 666
cover7 17,750 16,382 65,528 65,528
residual7 16,381 15,651 16,381 16,382
cover8 17,750 16,382 65,528 65,528
residual8 16,381 15,651 16,381 16,382
used in the CardiOS model. For covered patterns, SPOracle usually outperforms CardiOS
independently from its aggregation functions. However, to determine which model offers
an overall more accurate estimation of the query pattern we require further evidence.
Therefore, we perform analysis of errors in the following section.
Error Analysis
We estimate error values according to estimations of the cardinality for all covers and
residual patterns of each test query. Values are expressed in percent using the following
formula:
errorx =
|estimatex − real|
real
,
where x is either CardiOSmean, CardiOSmedian or SPOracle.
Table 3.18 suggests that the mean cost estimation is more accurate than the median cost
estimation. However, to deduce which between mean and join estimates is more accurate,
standard deviation of the errors are given in Table 3.19. Mean estimates are slightly more
robust for each query.
The high error estimates show that our models are far from being perfect. They also
highlight that there is a wide spectrum of improvement in our estimation schema. In
query1, the high estimation error is due to the inherent failure of mean or median aggregate
functions to represent the extremes. Contrary, the join method estimates better such cases
as it implements statistics directly from the materialized queries.
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Table 3.18: Errors generated by CardiOS and SPOracle. Values indicate the average error
when using the mean and median functions in CardiOS and join size estimation
in SPOracle over all covers and residuals (BSBM and SP2B).
query CardiOSmean CardiOSmedian SPOracle
query1 covers 73.9 % 76.4 % 46.6 %
residuals 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
query2 covers 0.0 % 8.6 % 48.9 %
residuals 0.0 % 1.5 % 0.0 %
query3 covers 8.7 % 8.8 % 48.6 %
residuals 9.3 % 8.3 % 10.2 %
query4 covers 55.5 % 55.5 % 53.0 % %
residuals 60.3 % 60.3 % 60.3 %
query5 covers 59.0 % 59.0 % 15.0 % %
residuals 30.5 % 30.5 % 30.5 %
query6 covers 19.0 % 87.0 % 42.0 %
residuals 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
Table 3.19: Average standard deviation of estimations generated using the models:
CardiOSmean, CardiOSmedian, and SPOracle over all covers and residuals
(BSBM and SP2B).
query CardiOSmean CardiOSmedian SPOracle
query1 covers 1.0 % 1.5 % 49.8 %
residuals 0.0 % 2.4 % 0.0 %
query2 covers 0.0 % 4.9 % 52.3 %
residuals 0.0 % 4.3 % 0.0 %
query3 covers 10.0 % 10.1 % 51.3 %
residuals 22.3 % 19.1 % 23.3 %
query4 covers 34.1 % 34.1 % 77.9 %
residuals 32.6 % 32.6 % 32.6 %
query5 covers 40.5 % 40.5 % 20.7 %
residuals 39.8 % 39.8 % 39.8 %
query6 covers 33.0 % 39.0 % 46.0 %
residuals 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 %
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(a) Covers of query 4.
(b) Residuals of query 4.
Figure 3.8: Evaluation of estimation on covers in query4 over SP2B.
For instance, the rdf:type predicate contained in query1 has a minimal fan at subject of
1 and a maximal fan at subject of 4, the mean fan is 1.08 and the median fan is 1. The
estimations based on these statistics remarkably differ from the real cardinality. Only
very few subjects actually have four predicate edges with rdf:type, but all of them are
product nodes. Unfortunately, this is exactly what query1 focuses on. Therefore, the
average error of estimation of mean and median function of CardiOS is nearly 74%. On
the other hand, SPOracle benefits from the cases where its cover estimates equal the real
cardinality. Even when some cover estimates have errors, the mean error for the set of
covers decreases noticeably.
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SPOracle provides an additional advantage. When the cover to analyze contains only one
index, its estimated cardinality equals the frequency of that index, i.e., it has 100% accu-
racy. Contrary, the mean and median functions analyze the patterns regarding predicate–
statistics and try to approximate its cardinality, which evidently, in those cases, does not
achieve the same accuracy as with the join function.
On the other hand, SPOracle also highlights deficits. For instance, if varieties of the
join attributes are high and the number of join attributes is larger than the number of
participating indexes, estimations may be lower than the real cardinality of the pattern.
Queries 4 and 5 also evidence high error rates. In these cases, the constant elements present
in both queries influence our strategy and leads to underestimate the pattern cardinality.
From this error analysis we conclude that, in general, the use of the mean function in
the CardiOS model leads to higher accuracy estimation of pattern cardinality than the use
of the median function. For covered patterns, SPOracle is on average even more precise
than CardiOS.
3.5.4 Accuracy of Weighted Models: Evaluating Different Weights
Figure 3.9 shows the evaluation of query1 using 10 different weights for both weighted
models: CardiOSmean and SPOracle. Table 3.20 shows the different pairs of weights
implemented in the models. Additional results for all test queries can be found in Appendix
C Section 7.
Table 3.20: Evaluated cover and residual weights.
cover residual
weight1 0.5 0.5
weight2 0.4 0.6
weight3 0.3 0.7
weight4 0.2 0.8
weight5 0.1 0.9
weight6 0.9 0.1
weight7 0.8 0.2
weight8 0.7 0.3
weight9 0.6 0.4
weight10 0.55 0.45
The design of the charts allows to see the performance of the cost models using different
weights. Series are given by solid lines. However, it does not mean that the plotted data
is continuous but only simplifies to see the correlation between real and estimated values.
Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(b) show the estimations for each cover of query1 using all
weight combinations over the SPOracle model. Similarly, Figure 3.9(c) and Figure 3.9(d)
show the estimations for the same query using the CardiOSmean model. We selected these
two models as they have shown higher estimation accuracy.
As expected, both models evidence higher correlation with the real execution time
when the weights of the covers are lower than the weights of the residual (coverweight <
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(a) SPOracle: Query 1 (BSBM) (b) SPOracle: Query 1 (BSBM)
(c) CardiOSmean: Query 1 (BSBM) (d) CardiOSmean: Query 1 (BSBM)
Figure 3.9: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query1 using SPOracle
and CardiOSmean. Estimations were done with 10 different weights over a
250k triples BSBM dataset.
residualweight). However, there are some cases, e.g., Figure 3.9(d), where the correla-
tion of estimated values for query1 slightly improves in the opposite case (coverweight >
residualweight) using the mean function on the CardiOS model. Table 3.21 shows esti-
mates and real processing time for query1 using coverweight = 0.1, residualweight = 0.9
and coverweight = 0.9, residualweight = 0.1. Evidently, the order in which the covers
should be executed is identified with more precision using weight6. This fact highlights
that the accuracy of the estimation depends not only on the statistics but also on the
query structure. Query1 is the only query that requests subjects with four predicate edges
additional to the rdf:type. In the dataset, all nodes containing this predicate are product
nodes. This case is better managed by the SPOracle model. Even when the estimations
vary, mostly with larger values, they still show roughly the same correlation with the real
execution time.
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Table 3.21: Estimations and real processing time using weight5 and weight6 given in Table
3.20. Errors show that the query structure also influences the accuracy of the
estimates.
cover estimatew5 estimatew6 real time
cover1 140,716,358 150,046,391 3,156
cover2 140,716,358 150,046,391 3,489
cover3 29,432,730 261,351,527 8,396
cover4 29,432,730 261,351,527 9,579
cover5 29,432,730 261,351,527 11,499
cover6 140,716,358 150,046,391 11,505
cover7 29,432,730 261,351,527 11,656
cover8 140,716,358 150,046,391 13,295
3.5.5 Accuracy of Cost Models
In Section 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 we evaluated our estimations by separately measuring covered
and residual patterns.
Now, we compare the results for the SycOM model with those of the CardiOS and the
SPOracle model.
Our experiments are performed using two different configurations. First, we evaluate
all execution plans for each test query and compare the overall processing time. Process-
ing time is measured over 250K triples datasets from the Berlin and SP2B benchmarks.
Second, we compare the best processing time of each query (regarding each cost model)
over four datasets ranging from 250 thousand to 10 million triples.
Figure 3.10 contains two charts showing the relation between estimated cost and real
execution time. Each value represents the processing time the query engine consumes
when implementing the ith cover to answer the query. Based on the results introduced
in Section 3.5.4, both models are evaluated using weights wc = 0.33 and wr = 0.66
to differentiate higher estimated residual cardinalities. Additional evaluation for all test
queries is provided in Appendix C Section 8.
For each cover we display five measures. Three measures represent cardinality by us-
ing the CardiOSmean, CardiOSmedian, and SPOracle. The forth and fifth series describe
SyCoM and real execution time. In the charts, the covers on the x-axis are sorted in in-
creasing order according to their real running times. We ran each query/cover-combination
seven times and disregard the highest and lowest running time from the set before com-
puting the mean time. Notice that all data series are displayed in a logarithmic scale on
the y-axis.
As can be seen from the charts, CardiOSmean and CardiOSmedian behaves very similar
to SPOracle and mostly both succeed in predicting the correct order of the covers. On
the other hand, SyCoM shows a more inaccurate overall estimation. The prediction of the
order of the covers often differs from the real order, even when the selectivity estimation of
each single cover’s execution time (without residual part) correlates with its real selectivity
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as seen previously in Figure 3.6.
(a) Query 1 (BSBM)
(b) Query 2 (BSBM)
Figure 3.10: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated
and executed over a 250K triples dataset (BSBM)
Figure 3.10(b) shows that the weighted mean and median function estimate the same
values for some covers (e.g. covers 1 to 5). These cases occur when the estimated cardi-
nalities for the covered and the residual part are equal. Notice also that the real running
times for these covers range from 692 to 1492 milliseconds although the cost model using
both functions (mean and median) rated them as equal. This shows that the cost model
does not take into account all conditions to calculate a time–proportional cost. Neverthe-
less, the figures also show that the cost model predicts with some degree of accuracy the
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real processing time of each cover.
SPOracle performs better in these particular cases. Even when the first cover is over–
estimated the following four correlate with the real processing time. Clearly, with these
estimations is not possible to select the really fastest cover. However, its degree of corre-
lation is enough to identify a good cover, nearly good enough as the best, to process the
query.
Figure 3.10 shows how our models evaluate each cover for a given test query. Now, in
Figure 3.11 we show the best processing time the query engine returns when an optimal
cover is selected. Covers are selected regarding estimated values predicted by the cost
models implementing the mean, median, join and selectivity functions. The last column
identifies the time required to execute the queries using a standard SPARQL processor
(ARQ). In all charts y–axis is plotted in log–scale and the values are provided at the
bottom. The evaluation is performed over four datasets containing 250K, 500K, 1M and
10M triples datasets respectively6.
In accordance with our previous experiments, CardiOS using the mean function and
SPOracle generally succeed in finding a better plan than ARQ. On the contrary, the
SyCoM model does not. There are cases, e.g., query2, query3, query5 and query6 where
the processing time of the selected cover only slightly improves or exceeds the standard
processing time. Evidently, the residual part of the query, disregarded by this model,
incurs an undesirable overhead.
Up to now, we have experimentally analyzed both models with all different functions.
Clearly, the model SyCoM based on selectivity is significantly less accurate than CardiOS,
using any of its statistical functions, and SPOracle. In the next section, we perform a com-
parison of the models using linear regressions and give their coefficients of determination.
This analysis allows to compare the performance of the models quantitatively.
3.5.6 Comparing Cost Models
We now study whether CardiOS, or SPOracle predicted cost is proportional to the real
execution time. We gather all available pairs of predicted cost and real execution time and
display them in a scatter plot. The sampling pairs of predicted cost and real execution
time are taken from all covers of all example queries over the Berlin and SP2B benchmarks.
We generate two charts for the CardiOS and SPOracle models. First, we plot the raw
values given by estimates and real processing time. The second chart shows the normalized
version of these values rescaled to the square ((0, 0), (5, 5)). For these models we compare
both charts and show that, independently from the nature of the data, the accuracy of
the prediction remains the same.
In the normalized version of the data, we expect the point for the “best” cover to be
near the origin (0, 0) because a small predicted cost should indicate a small real execution
time. Contrary, the “worst” cover should be situated somewhere near (5, 5) for each
individual query. This fact would indicate that the highest predicted cost should coincide
with the highest real execution time. In the best scenario all pairs of cost prediction and
6For simplicity K = 1000,M = 1000000
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(a) Query 1 (BSBM) (b) Query 4 (SP2B)
(c) Query 2 (BSBM) (d) Query 5 (SP2B)
(e) Query 3 (BSBM) (f) Query 6 (SP2B)
Figure 3.11: Processing time for test queries using BSBM and SP2B. Each query was
processed on four datasets using rewriting method MatView-and-ARQ (time
in milliseconds).
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real running time would be placed closed to the identity line. This would mean that the
predictions are accurate.
For each set of data that relates the cost prediction to the real execution time, we
calculate a linear fit function according to the least–squares–approach. Figure 3.12 shows
the scatter plots of the raw and rescaled data along with their linear fit functions for
CardiOS and SPOracle models.
(a) CardiOSmean (raw data) (b) CardiOSmean (normalized data)
(c) SPOracle (raw data) (d) SPOracle (normalized data)
Figure 3.12: Linear regressions for the CardiOs and SPOracle models.
The evidence provided by the visual analysis is conclusive. As stated before, the best
fitting model must have a slope as close as possible to the identity line. The CardiOSmean
model is good. However, the linear fit provided by SPOracle using the join size function
matches this optimal case closer than any other model.
Table 3.22 and Table 3.23 list the linear function and coefficient of determination for
CardiOS and SPOracle models. In both tables, the coefficient of determination, R2, ranges
from 0 to 1 to indicate how much confidence can be placed into the linear fit model to
predict future pairs of cost model estimation and real execution time. In other words, the
coefficient of determination is an indicator for the fitness of the cost model to predict the
costs in a time–proportional fashion. The SPOracle model shows more confidence in its
predictions than the CardiOS model. As can be seen in both tables, even when the linear
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functions differ, the coefficient of determination for SPOracle is almost the same under
both normalized and raw data.
Table 3.22: Linear regression properties on normalized data for CardiOS and SPOracle
models.
cost model linear model R2
CardiOSmean y = 0.3372x− 0.0203 0.1132
SPOracle y = 0.7893x− 0.0071 0.6223
Table 3.23: Linear regression properties on raw data for CardiOS and SPOracle models.
cost model linear model R2
CardiOSmean y = 1 · 10−6x+ 142556 0.1112
SPOracle y = 2 · 10−5x+ 50011 0.62
3.6 Summary and Related Work
RDFMatView is an approach to use materialized SPARQL queries as indexes to improve
the processing of other SPARQL queries. In this chapter, we enhanced this functionality
by appropriate cost models based on statistical information. The goal was to develop a cost
model that provides enough evidence to select a good execution plan for a given query. To
achieve this goal, we developed three different cost models. The first cost model is based
on an special form of index selectivity, the second model on cardinality estimation of query
patterns and the third on a combination of join size and pattern cardinality estimations.
We apply index statistics to estimate cover selectivity, predicate statistics to estimate the
cardinality of triple patterns and a combination of both to estimate the complete query
pattern.
Our initial model, SyCoM, sets the baseline. Results obtained using this model evi-
denced that our estimations correlate, in some degree of accuracy, with the cover execu-
tion time. However, they also showed that these estimations can be largely improved.
Specifically, this model only considers the covered part of the query. Residual patterns
are completely disregarded and lead to significantly inaccurate estimations of processing
time.
We overcame this issue in the second model, CardiOS. We described a cost model that
estimates the cardinality for the entire query pattern, i.e., covered and residual patterns.
Additionally, the cost model has the ability to weight the residual part higher than the
covered part of a pattern. This strategy influences the selection of execution plans towards
those with a low residual pattern cardinality. We evaluated this model by using different
aggregate functions, e.g. mean and median functions. This model is based on predicate
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statistics gathered from the RDF dataset. Results showed that this model significantly
outperformed the former model but could be still improved.
We enhanced the prediction accuracy by providing a third model, SPOracle, that com-
bines join size estimation with pattern cardinality estimation. Statistical information is
now taken from two sources, i.e., index and dataset metadata. Upon analysis of the results,
this cost model have proved to be slightly more accurate than CardiOS. Although its esti-
mations are not absolutely accurate, it succeeds in ordering the execution plans according
to their real execution time. Its major advantage over its competitors lies on the combined
use of statistical data, i.e., index properties and predicate statistics. Index properties are
exact values from the predefined set of indexes computed at index processing time (e.g.,
frequency and index size).
Currently, as all cost models are designed for RDFMatView, they are restricted to
estimating basic graph patterns. One line of future research might be to address this
restriction and integrate the full set of SPARQL modifiers, e.g. FILTER, OPTIONAL
and UNION into the cardinality estimation.
Related Work
Cost models are used to evaluate a set of execution alternatives for a given query. Based
on this evaluation, the query engine might be able to select the fastest execution plan to
answer the query. Cost models can differ from each other in the assumptions they take to
provide their estimations and in the number of factors they take into account. However,
they address the same objective disregarding the nature of their management systems,
e.g.,relational, object–oriented or semantic [14].
Stocker et al. proposed in [86] a cost model to optimize basic graph patterns using selec-
tivity estimation. They concentrate their efforts on providing static query optimization,
i.e., reordering the join sequence of the triple patterns regarding their selectivity. Basically,
the selectivity of a triple pattern is estimated by multiplying the selectivity of each single
element of the triple pattern, i.e., subject, predicate and object (assuming statistical inde-
pendence). However, this approach is restricted to in-memory models, i.e., datasets that
can be fitted into memory. Evidently, the size of the statistical summary is a function of
the dataset size. In large datasets, generating the summary will cause a massive bloating
of statistical data preventing a proper performance of the system. Therefore, scalability
is a clear disadvantage in this approach. Contrary, in all cost models presented in this
chapter, the memory footprint is very small and scales according to the number of indexes
or predicates, respectively.
In [61], Maduko et al. addresses cardinality estimation of RDF graph patterns. The
authors implemented their approach by computing a semantic and structural summary.
Essentially, this summary contains all subgraphs, up to a specified size, that may exist
in the RDF dataset. To process the summary the authors assume an RDF schema for
the dataset. All subgraphs of the dataset can be deduced from the schema graph and
annotated with their exact cardinalities in the database. We share some similarities with
this approach. In particular, we address the problem of estimating cardinality of patterns
containing bound predicates. However, our approach does not rely on the use of a schema
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graph and gathers statistical information by implementing heuristics to approximate car-
dinalities. With this strategy, we gain schema–independence.
Neumann and Weikum introduced in [68] an strategy to build statistics for all possible
subgraphs in a schema-less dataset. They reduce the expressiveness of their subgraphs from
arbitrary forms to chains and stars. Additional to these statistics, their approach uses a
number of indexing capabilities to improve query processing. Actually, their approach
heavily relies on its native indexing capabilities. Thus, the strategy is tightly coupled to
its custom implementation and difficult to adapt to a different RDF semantic storage. In
contrast, we propose an estimation strategy that can be seamlessly integrated into any
SPARQL query processor.
In [82] Shironoshita et al. proposed an strategy for cardinality estimation built upon
predicate–based statistics. The authors estimate the cardinality of the result set of a
query over a given ontology applying a probability function. Similar to Maduko in [61],
this strategy assumes a schema, denoted as data model, and is designed in the context of
distributed systems.
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Materialized Views for RDF Data
The RDFMatView framework introduced in Chapter 2 requires a predefined set of materi-
alized views (MV) to speed-up SPARQL query processing. In this chapter, we address the
orthogonal problem of automatically suggesting an efficient set of MV for a given workload
of SPARQL queries.
The index selection problem has been studied since the early 70’s and its importance
has been well recognized [25]. Several approaches have been proposed to solve the problem
of MV selection, especially in relational databases and data warehouses [78, 3, 2, 35]. The
basic principle of MV selection is to suggest a set of MV that optimizes the processing
time of a given workload. The selection of this set is usually restricted by a given resource
e.g., amount of space. Although well studied into relational databases, as far as we know,
there are only very few approaches that study selection of MV for RDF data.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1 the basic bricks of our approach
are given. We define a workload as a set of SPARQL queries and show how to generate
a candidate set of indexes suitable for that workload. Candidate indexes that can be
applied for a specific query establish the basis for the final solution. In Section 4.2 we
propose a cost model to evaluate each candidate index. The model estimates the potential
impact of a set of candidate MVs over the entire workload. In Section 4.3 we introduce
a comprehensive example for better understanding of our ideas. The implementation of
our strategy is described in Section 4.4. We also describe an algorithm for evaluating
the search space and for building a solution for the given workload. Section 4.5 provides
an extensive evaluation. At the end of the chapter, we discuss our findings and provide
related work. As throughout this thesis, in this chapter a materialized view is referred to
as an index.
4.1 MV Selection Approach
In this section we introduce important notations. Definition 4.1 establishes the notion
of a workload of SPARQL queries. Recall that, according to Definition 2.5, a SPARQL
query consists of a set of triple patterns. We define a set of such queries as a workload in
Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1 (Workload of SPARQL queries) Let W = {q1, q2, ..., qn} be a set of
SPARQL queries and D an RDF dataset where n ≥ 0. W is called a workload of SPARQL
queries over D. 2
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We also introduce the concept of candidate index set. We generate an initial search space
of MV’s by selecting all queries from W so as to see each query as a MV1. As mentioned
by Goasduoe et al. in [34], materializing this solution is far from being optimal because its
space consumption may be quite high, specially with large SPARQL workloads. However,
we consider this approach only to generate a starting point. We extend this candidate
index set by analyzing each query pattern and discovering all connected subgraphs of size
≥ k. These subgraphs are treated as additional queries that could be materialized.
For each candidate index we estimate the gain it may achieve on each query using
the cost model introduced further in Section 4.2. This process requires to apply a query
containment algorithm to determine which pattern is contained in another query pattern
(see Section 2.3). Additionally, it is necessary to estimate which indexes achieves more
savings in time for W .
We refer to the resulting set of indexes as candidate index set. Definition 4.2 defines
formally this concept.
Definition 4.2 (Candidate index set) LetW = {q1, q2, ..., qn} be a workload of SPARQL
queries and let P (qi) be the pattern of qi, where i = 1...n. The set of candidate indexes
for W is defined as the maximal set:
Vc = {mv1,mv2,mv3, ...,mvm}
where:
• P (mvj) is connected
• P (mvj) ⊆ P (qi) ∧ |P (mvj)| ≥ k
• n ≤ m and k is fixed.
2
Table 4.1: An initial set of candidate indexes. At least one index is generated from each
query of the workload.
mv1 mv2 mv3 ... mvm
query1 x 0 0 ... 0
query2 0 w 0 ... t
query3 y 0 r ... 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
queryn z 0 0 s
An index mv created from a query i sometimes is also eligible for a query qj , if P (mv) ⊆
P (qj). We represent this information by computing a matrixmat, where rows represent the
1We assume that W contains no duplicates.
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queries from the workload and columns the candidate indexes. Each valuematij represents
a cost computed using the cost model introduced later in Section 4.2, Definition 4.4. An
example is shown in Table 4.1. To decide which set of indexes from the candidate set are
the most effective for the given workload, the system needs to evaluate all indexes and
their influences on query processing. This decision should be made based on the expected
reduction of time that an index achieves over the workload. We refer to these savings as
gain of an index (see Definition 4.5). A value matij , in the matrix described in Table 4.1,
indicates which savings can be achieved by using index mvj for queryi; if this value is 0,
it means that the index is not eligible for the query. The total savings of an index can be
computed by summing up all values in its column. Note that, our strategy heuristically
estimates the savings of an index in the workload. These savings are unlikely to be reached
in a real scenario. For instance, having mv1 ⊆ q and mv2 ⊆ q, we sum savings of mv1 and
mv2. However, only one index may be used during execution, depending on the evaluation
performed by the query engine.
In Example 4.3 we describe the process of selecting indexes in a simple yet illustrative
way. In a real scenario, a workload of queries usually contains a larger number of queries,
which makes selecting an optimal set of indexes a difficult problem [88].
Example 4.3 (Selecting Indexes) Assume a workload W consisting of three SPARQL
queries q1, q2, and q3 given below. q1 asks for all universities, q2 retrieves all professors
working at each university, and q3 returns the students studying at each university.
q1 :
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? un i v e r s i t y rd f : type ub : Un ive r s i ty ;
ub : name ?uni_name .
}
q2 :
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? uni rd f : type ub : Un ive r s i ty ;
ub : name ?uni_name .
? ub_Ass i s tantPro fe s sor ub : worksFor ? uni ;
}
q3 :
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? the_uni rd f : type ub : Un ive r s i ty ;
ub : name ?uni_name .
? student ub : studyAt ? the_uni .
}
Clearly, we could materialize q1 and reuse the result for the execution of all three queries,
as q1 is a sub-query of q2 and q3 (and, of course, also of q1). On the other hand, q1 also
is very simple, and pre-computing it might not save much time for the entire workload.
Suppose we were allowed to create only one index. In this case, we need to decide whether
it is more advantageous to materialize q1, gaining limited savings for all queries or, for
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instance, materializing only q3. This would only help to speed-up the query itself, but
nevertheless could offer the highest total savings.
Evidently, in Example 4.3 all queries share triple patterns. Our idea is to discover those
shared triple patterns such that they can be used as indexes to improve the processing
time of the workload. However, to provide a solution for the selection problem, a cost
model to evaluate each possible index and its influence over the workload is required.
4.2 Cost Model
To suggest an efficient set of indexes for a given workload we consider two facts:
• First, the estimated influence that the set could achieve on the workload.
The influence on the workload can be seen as the achievement of runtime savings
when using the set of indexes to process the given workload. To estimate these
savings, in this section we propose a cost model based the cardinality of a pattern
(see Chapter 3).
• Second, a given constraint of storage space (ρ).
The storage constraint denotes the amount of disk space available to materialize the
suggested indexes2.
We use cardinality estimates, i.e., estimated number of triples, as indicator of the space
that an index requires to be materialized in the system. Recall that indexes are selected
offline, and therefore no estimations of their exact number of occurrences or processing
time are available.
Our cost model disregards the cost of updating the selected indexes as RDF datasets
and SPARQL workloads are typically read-only3 and updates are performed only by using
bulk transactions. Therein, all indexes must be recomputed from scratch.
We estimate the gain that an index offers to a query by comparing the costs it takes for
executing the query with or without the index. We only look at the differences between
different costs, which should roughly correlate with the savings in time (an evaluation of
this approach is provided in Section 4.5).
Due to our limited knowledge about the queries, our model is built upon the definition
of pattern cardinality used in the CardiOS cost model introduced in Chapter 3. Basically,
the pattern cardinality is estimated by multiplying cardinalities of each single triple pat-
tern. By implementing this function, we emphasize that executing patterns with larger
cardinality requires larger processing time. Evidently, those queries that can be used to
process a larger number of queries and that require larger processing time should be fa-
vored to be selected as indexes. Under this assumptions we denote the cost of a query q
2An estimation of which size of ρ is optimal for the workload is out of the scope of this work
3Currently, SPARQL does not provide an UPDATE transaction, although there are already proposals to
add UPDATE to SPARQL (see [81]).
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as c(q), where c(q) = estimatemean(D, q) (see Definition 3.24 on page 75). c(q) denotes
the estimated number of results of q over a dataset D.
We use Definition 3.24 to estimate costs for both queries and candidate indexes. We refer
to the cost of an index as the estimated time we could save when it is precomputed; thus,
high costs are preferred. Having a high cost means that the index pattern covers query
patterns containing a high estimated number of solutions in the dataset. In Definition 4.5
we introduce the function to estimate these costs.
As defined in Section 4.1, indexes of the candidate index set are generated from the given
workload of SPARQL queries, taking each query pattern and its connected subgraphs of
certain size as potential indexes. At processing time, a set of indexes is selected to be used
in the execution of the query. However, it may happen that the selected set of indexes
can process only a part of the query, i.e., there exists a residual part of the query pattern
(r) that is not covered by the index pattern. This fact requires to estimate the processing
time of using the index plus evaluating the residual part of the query.
We estimate a cost for processing r by looking at its cardinality. Thus, we apply again
Definition 3.24 considering q = r. Using the query and residual costs, we turn now to define
the cost of a query when using an index. Even though there exists a cost for retrieving
the precomputed data, we assume the cost of an index c(mv) = 0. This assumption
acknowledges the fact that retrieving one result of the covered pattern is faster than
computing one result of the residual pattern. Covered patterns retrieve their solutions by
joining the materialized queries stored in the underlying database system, i.e., the original
data is not required. In opposite, residual patterns are executed against the RDF dataset
by a SPARQL query engine. Executing the residual part requires a number of self joins
on a triple table, which, depending on the size and complexity of the pattern as well as
on the size of the dataset may generate costly processing time.
Definition 4.4 (Cost of a query when using an index) Let q be a SPARQL query,
mv an index and let r be the residual part of q when using mv, or q if mv is not eligible
for q. The cost c(q,mv) of executing q using mv is defined as follows:
c(q,mv) =

c(q), if mv not eligible for q
0, if |r| = 0
c(r), otherwise
2
Based on the cost for executing a query with or without an index we can now define the
gain of an index when used in a query.
Definition 4.5 (Gain of an index) Let q be a query and mv an index. The gain of mv
when used in q is defined as follows:
gainq(mv) = c(q)− c(q,mv)
Note that gainq(mv) = 0 if mv is not eligible for q. 2
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We next define our optimal set of indexes given a workload as follows: The set, for which
the sum of the gains of all its indexes is the highest under the given storage constraint.
In Definition 4.6 we propose a model, WorkQL, to estimate the gain for a workload of
SPARQL queries.
Definition 4.6 (WorkQL model: Gain for a SPARQL workload) LetW be a work-
load of SPARQL queries and Vc a set of candidate indexes for W . The relative gain of an
index mv ∈ Vc over W is defined as follows:
gainW (mv) =
∑
q∈W
gainq(mv)
2
Additionally, we have:
Definition 4.7 (Optimal set of indexes) Let Vc be a set of candidate indexes for a
workload W . Let ρ be the maximum space that may be used to store indexes for the
workload. A subset S ⊆ Vc is called optimal for W iff the following holds:
• ∑mv∈S gainW (mv) is maximal and
• ∑mv∈S c(mv) ≤ ρ.
2
Note that, the costs of the materialized views are estimations of the space required to
store them in the system. This implies that ρ cannot be seen as a strict border for the
selected set. The constraint ρ intends to set up an intuitive threshold that avoids unlimited
storage space.
4.3 Example
We provide an example to illustrate how we generate and evaluate the set of candidate
indexes to suggest an efficient set, according to our cost model. We base this example on
the workload of SPARQL queries described in Appendix A Section 1.
We create indexes from each query (as described in Section 4.1), such that for each
query all connected components ≥ k, where k = 3 are discovered. For instance, having
a query q where |P (q)| = n ∧ ∀t ∈ P (q) ti ∧ tj are connected , the number of possible
combinations to get all connected components with size ≥ k would be ∑i=k..n
(
n
i
)
iff
n ≥ k. In our example, the number of candidate indexes generated from query1 where
|P (query1)| = 5 is given by: ∑
i=3..5
(
5
i
)
= 16
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Note that query1 denotes a star–shaped query where all triple patterns share a common
variable, i.e., all triple patterns are connected with each other.
In general, assuming the worst case when all queries inW are star–shaped, the maximal
number of indexes with size ≥ k that could be generated from W is given by:
∑
∀q∈W
∑
i=3..n
(
n
i
)
(4.1)
Although Equation 4.1 denotes a hard border for the maximal number of indexes that
can be generated from a workload W of SPARQL queries, in a real scenario the number
of indexes may decrease according to the structure of each query pattern. Figure 4.1
illustrates all indexes that can be generated from query12 of BSBM (see Appendix A
Section 1).
(a) query12 (bsbm) (b) index1
(c) index2 (d) index3
(e) index4 (f) index5
Figure 4.1: Indexes generated from query12 (BSBM).
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Using the containment algorithm introduced in Chapter 2 Algorithm 2, we find mappings
between index and query patterns. The process is performed iteratively until the overall
influence of each index in the workload is found. The influence of an index is quantified
by means of the WorkQL model (see Definition 4.6). In addition to the indexes described
in Figure 4.1, Table 4.2 provides statistics of a set of indexes generated from query10 and
query14 (BSBM). Each row describes the root query, index identifier, number of triple
patterns, estimated cardinality, number of queries, and identifiers of those queries for
which the index is eligible.
root Index #patterns estimated #influenced queries
query cardinality queries
query10 index1 3 666 3 query2,query10,query12
query10 index2 4 16,381 2 query2,query10
query10 index3 3 16,382 2 query2,query10
query10 index4 3 16,381 2 query2,query10
query10 index5 3 16,381 2 query2,query10
query14 index6 3 6,659 2 query3,query14
query14 index7 5 6,659 2 query3,query14
query14 index8 4 6,659 2 query3,query14
query14 index9 3 6,660 2 query3,query14
query14 index10 4 6,659 2 query3,query14
query14 index11 3 6,659 3 query3,query14,query15
query14 index12 4 6,660 2 query3,query14
query14 index13 3 6,660 2 query3,query14
query14 index14 3 6,660 2 query3,query14
Table 4.2: Index statistics over 250K triples dataset (BSBM).
As we notice in Table 4.2, index1 can be used to process query2, query10 and query12.
Similarly, index10 can be used to process query3, query14 and query15. Most of the indexes
can be used to process two queries, for instance index3, index5, and index12. Although
the number of queries that could be processed by an index is an important factor in the
process of index selection, the suggested set of indexes is based on the estimated savings
each index achieves at workload processing time. Additionally, the system verifies that
the selected indexes do not deliberately violate the given constraint of storage (ρ).
4.4 Implementation
In this section, we describe the methodology to implement the materialized view selection
problem upon the RDFMatView approach. Our implementation is based on the ARQ
Jena API for Java 1.6 and PostgreSQL as relational backend system.
Overview
First, we describe the workflow of the system. It takes a workload of SPARQL queries
and the amount of space as input. Each query pattern is analyzed and divided into
its connected components. All connected component can be seen as a potential eligible
indexes for the workload. Each eligible index is associated with a subset of queries from the
workload, those that can be processed using the index in their execution plan. Using the
cost model introduced in Section 4.2, the savings each query obtains when using that index
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are estimated. Finally, we select those indexes that optimize the gains for the workload
and satisfy the given constraint of the system. The workflow of this implementation is
shown in Figure 4.2. A detailed description of each phase of the workflow is provided in
the following section.
Figure 4.2: Workflow of an index selection approach. A workload of SPARQL queries
is loaded into the system. The candidate index set is generated from the
workload. Indexes are generated and evaluated using the cost model proposed
in Section 4.2. Finally an index set is proposed.
Loading the Workload
The first step is to load a workload of SPARQL queries into the system. For each query
we generate a unique identifier, which is mapped to its SPARQL definition. Additional
statistical information from the given RDF dataset is stored as metadata in the underlying
system such as frequency of subjects, predicate and objects, fan at subject and object,
among others4. This information is requested by the system when evaluating the cost
model.
Candidate Index Generation
The next step is to create a candidate index set. This process is done by analyzing each
query pattern. Query patterns are grouped into all their connected components larger than
k. These components represent the candidate index set. Algorithm 4 shows the analysis
of query patterns to generate candidate indexes. Initially, the algorithm iterates over all
queries of the workload. For each query, it groups those patterns that are connected. We
iterate over these components and verify their number of triple patterns. If the number
of patterns equals the constant k then we add the component to the set of candidate
4Definitions of these measures are introduced in Chapter 3
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indexes. On the other case (|P (q)|>k), we apply a recursive algorithm to generate all
possible combinations among the triples contained in the connected component (see Line
10). Details of this step are described in Algorithm 5. Essentially, it takes the component
as a set of triple patterns and performs all possible combinations among them to generate
all possible subsets. Notice that the subsets derived from the original component may
contain components that are ≤ k and not necessarily connected. Therefore, in Line 11
and 12 we add operations to refine the set of indexes returned by Algorithm 5 to assure
components ≥ k and to verify the connectedness of the refined set.
Note that to generate all subsets of connected components we implemented a brute
force recursive algorithm. Its complexity is O(2n) where n denotes the size of the query
pattern. Queries containing large query patterns may consume large processing time even
if the pattern is not fully connected. An algorithm using pruning strategies for non–eligible
indexes could fit more in the context of performance optimization.
Algorithm 4 getCandidates. Generating the candidate index set.
Given: W a Workload of SPARQL queries
Search: Vc a set of candidate indexes
1: Vc ← [ ] , cc← [ ] , nextElements← [ ]
2: for all queries ∈W do
3: cc← getConnectedComponents(query)
4: for all components ∈ cc do
5: if component.size ≥ k then
6: if component.size = k then
7: append(Vc, createIndex(component))
8: else
9: subsets← [ ] , redset← [ ] , allcc← [ ]
10: subsets← getSubsets(component)
11: redset← refineSubsets(subsets)
12: allcc← verifyConnected(redset)
13: for all component ∈ allcc do
14: append(Vc, createIndex(component))
15: end for
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: return Vc
Index Evaluation
In this phase, each candidate index is evaluated using the WorkQL model (see Section 4.2)
regarding the savings they provide when their influenced queries are processed. Therefore,
a cost matrix mat is generated. This matrix is made up of queries as rows and indexes
as columns. Each matij value holds the gain of queryi when using mvj in its query
execution plan. The total savings for each index is computed summing all savings from
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Algorithm 5 getSubsets. Generating all components from a given pattern.
Given: component a component of triple patterns
Search: allSubsets the power set of c
1: if component.size = 0 then
2: append(allSubsets, subset← [ ]))
3: else
4: redset← [ ] , subsets← [ ]
5: append(redset, component)
6: triple = redset[0]
7: delete(redset, 0)
8: subsets = getSubsets(redset)
9: append(allSubsets, subsets)
10: subsets = getSubsets(redset)
11: for all subset ∈ subsets do
12: append(subset, triple)
13: end for
14: append(allSubsets, subsets)
15: end if
16: return allSubsets
its corresponding column.
Selected Set of Indexes
Finding an optimal subset from all candidate indexes is not trivial. Choosing the optimal
set under a space constraint is NP-Complete, as shown in [25]. However, there are fast
approximation algorithms that have provable quality. Specifically, we use a greedy heuris-
tic [27], which sorts the items (indexes) in decreasing order regarding estimated savings
divided by space consumption. We then select indexes in decreasing order until the ρ pa-
rameter is reached. This algorithm guarantees that our solution is bounded with a value
of at least gainW (J) ≤ gainW (Vc)2 , where J ⊆ Vc and gainW (Vc) is the maximal gain that
can be achieved from the candidate index set using ρ storage space.
4.5 Evaluation and Results
As with the RDFMatView approach, all experiments were performed using two widely-
accepted benchmarks: BSBM [10] and SP2B [80]. The domain of the former is based
on e-commerce use case information and the latter benchmark is regarding bibliographic
information about the field of Computer Science and, particularly, databases (DBLP [58]).
Using data generators provided in these benchmarks we create all datasets required to
perform our experiments. We use the ARQ/Jena RDF Storage System (version 2.5.7)
[5] and the RDFMatView approach [18] on Postgres 8.2 as framework. To measure the
query processing time using RDFMatView we select the most efficient cover regarding the
SPOracle model (see Definition 3.29).
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4.5.1 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we defined four different tests.
• First, we compare workload processing time (using a set of indexes) against standard
processing time (without indexes) over 4 datasets with 250k, 500k, 1M, and 10M
triples. The set of indexes is selected regarding a given constrain of storage space.
• Second, we evaluate the accuracy of our approach by creating three sets of indexes
containing 5%, 10%, and 15% of storage space using our MV selection algorithm5.
As in the previous test, these sets are used to process the entire workload and their
processing time is compared to the workload processing time when using fifteen
randomly generated index sets and to the standard processing time (without using
indexes). All configurations are evaluated over an RDF dataset containing 500K
triples.
• The third experiment compares the real versus the estimated storage consumption
required to materialize the selected set of indexes using a constraint of 5% and 20%
of storage space over all RDF datasets. We also describe how many indexes fit into
the given storage constraint.
• Our last test compares the processing time of the workload with an increasing amount
of space over a fixed dataset containing 1 Million triples.
From the set of queries provided by BSBM and SP2B, we derived two workloads containing
18 and 15 queries according to the constraints of RDFMatView mentioned in Chapter
2. Using the algorithms introduced in Section 4.4 two sets of candidate indexes were
generated. Each index pattern contains at least k triple patterns where k = 3.
4.5.2 Results
Figure 4.3(a) and Figure 4.3(b) show the processing time for each workload over four
datasets. The set of suggested indexes is generated considering 5% and 20% of the esti-
mated storage required to materialize all queries of the workload. Evaluating a percentage
of this total space we want to acknowledge that those selected indexes maximize the savings
in time for the given workload.
In all scenarios, the workload processing time improves in comparison to standard
query processing. However, Figure 4.3(a) shows that the reduction of the processing
time achieved over small datasets is larger when the constraint of storage is set to 5%.
This fact can be attributed mainly to the source query the indexes are generated from. For
instance, the system suggests five indexes under a storage constraint of 5% over the 250K
triples dataset. The number of indexes increases to ten when the storage constraint is set
to 20%. In the first case, two indexes are derived from query1. On the second case, four
indexes are generated from the same query. Evidently, query1 is the most costly query.
Our method identifies this query and suggests those indexes that can be used to execute
5Storage space denotes the sum of estimated costs required to materialize the complete SPARQL workload.
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it regarding the given constraint. Nevertheless, in small datasets, using more indexes to
execute a query may imply larger processing time because the number of required joins
increases. The same indexes, over larger datasets, achieve better execution time.
(a) Workload processing BSBM
(b) Workload processing SP2B
Figure 4.3: Workload processing time with and without time indexes. The graphics com-
pare two sets of suggested indexes over BSBM and SP2B datasets (250K to
10M triples). Indexes were selected according to 5% and 20% of the estimated
storage required to materialize all candidate indexes. The graphic illustrates
that for each dataset, the processing time for the given workload decreases
when using the set of indexes suggested by our approach. Note that y-axis is
plotted in log-scale (K = 1000, M = 1 Million triples).
Table 4.3 shows a list of indexes, selected under a constraint of 5% of storage. Similarly,
Table 4.4 describes those queries that can be potentially processed using these indexes over
a BSBM 250K dataset6. Note that, our selection strategy identifies those indexes suitable
6Storage values are given as estimated and real cardinalities of each index. Time is given in milliseconds.
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to process costly queries, i.e., those queries with larger result sets. Each row of Table 4.3
describes the storage as estimated using our cost model and the real storage computed
at index creation, the estimated savings per index and the number of queries, for which
the index is eligible. Evidently, estimated storage correlates with the storage required to
materialize the indexes. A detailed analysis of the correlation between estimated and real
storage consumption is given later (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6).
Table 4.3: Set of selected indexes using 5% of storage
index estimated real estimated #influenced
storage storage savings queries
index1 17,750 65,528 437,982 2
index2 721 2,664 33,656 1
index3 9,316 11,502 9,316 1
index4 1,332 1,310 4,665 1
index5 666 666 666 2
Table 4.4: Queries processed using the selected indexes
query proc_time proc_time indexes
without with used
idxs idxs
query1 58,982 2,052 index1, index3
query2 9,012 3,447 index5
query3 11,070 52 index2
query8 598 77 index1
query12 587 4 index5
To verify the effectiveness of our approach and the accuracy of the selection algorithm,
we compare the workload processing time when using selected and when using randomly
generated sets of indexes. We select three sets of indexes (based on our cost model) using
up to 5%, 10%, and 15% of storage space and fifteen sets of randomly generated indexes.
The random selection is achieved by iteratively selecting indexes that fit within the storage
constraint (also 5%, 10%, and 15% of storage space).
Figure 4.4 shows the results from evaluating the workloads using the RDFMatView sys-
tem, plain ARQ (without indexes), and randomly selected indexes. Tests were performed
over two datasets containing 500K triples. For the randomly selected indexes, different
statistical measurements are reported (mean, median, minimum and maximum). Results
show that our suggested sets of indexes are a good solution for the given workloads. Fig-
ure 4.4 shows that, in both domains, all index sets suggested by our system improve the
standard query processing. The processing time using our selected indexes outperforms
the minimal processing time using random index sets in 100% and 96% over the BSBM
and SP2B respectively. All figures show that the savings achieved over BSBM are larger
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(a) Statistics 5% storage
(b) Statistics 10% storage
(c) Statistics 15% storage
Figure 4.4: Workload processing time using 5%,10%, and 15% of storage regarding the
estimated storage for all candidate indexes over a 500K triples dataset. Results
show that processing time decreases using our selected sets of indexes. Note
that the processing time using our indexes is close to the minimum processing
time when using randomly generated index sets.
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than those obtained over SP2B. Evidently, the number of indexes generated for the BSBM
benchmark is quite large, and therefore, the probability to chose randomly an efficient set
of indexes decreases. On the other hand, savings achieved over SP2B are rather marginal
for this dataset size and under the given constraints of storage. However, the workload
processing time applying indexes suggested by our approach is very close to the minimal
time achieved using randomly selected indexes.
Table 4.5 shows how the selected set of indexes changes according to the given storage
space over a 500K BSBM dataset. There are two indexes that are common to all sets,
namely index1 and index7. These indexes are generated from query1 and query3, queries
of the workload with larger real processing time. As can be seen in the table, our system
succeeds in detecting those indexes eligible for speeding up their execution time.
Table 4.5: Selected indexes under a storage constraint of 5%, 10%, and 15%.
storage index1 index2 index3 index4 index5 index6 index7 index8 index9
5% X X X X
10% X X X X
15% X X X X X X X X X
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show estimated vs. real storage consumption for each index
selection over the benchmarks. Each pair of values is sorted by real storage in decreasing
order to facilitate the correlation. Y-axis is plotted in log-scale. Notice that storage is
represented by number of triples. Under this assumption, we first analyze each index
and estimate its cardinality and secondly, for those selected indexes, we compute the real
number of materialized results. Although the number of materialized results denotes an
exact computation of the cardinality of one index, its physical storage consumption may
significantly vary regarding this value. The visual analysis of Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 is
conclusive. Estimated storage is far from being perfect regarding real storage. However,
apart from some exceptions, estimated and real storage in general correlate, and therefore,
provide a suitable storage consumption estimation.
Finally, Figure 4.7 shows that having an increasing number of indexes available for the
query processor improves the workload processing time. In RDFMatView, we differentiate
two cases, in which indexes can be used to process a query. The first case is when the
query can be completely processed using indexes, i.e., the selected set of indexes covers the
entire query pattern. The second case is when the query can be processed only partially,
i.e., there exists a residual part of the query pattern that need to be processed without
indexes. Evidently, the first case is the most profitable since no additional processing is
required (except for join operations required among selected indexes). In the second case, a
residual pattern need to be matched against the original RDF dataset and joined with the
partial results of the covered part of the query. Although this process may demand larger
execution time, it is usually more efficient than executing the original pattern. According
to these argumentation, the more indexes are selected, the more queries may be covered,
and therefore, the lower the workload processing time.
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(a) Selection 5% (250K) (b) Selection 20% (250K)
(c) Selection 5% (500K) (d) Selection 20% (500K)
(e) Selection 5% (500K) (f) Selection 20% (500K)
(g) Selection 5% (10M) (h) Selection 20% (10M)
Figure 4.5: Estimated vs real storage consumption over 250K, 500K, 1M and 10M triples
datasets (BSBM).
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(a) Selection 5% (250K) (b) Selection 20% (250K)
(c) Selection 5% (500K) (d) Selection 20% (500K)
(e) Selection 5% (500K) (f) Selection 20% (500K)
(g) Selection 5% (10M) (h) Selection 20% (10M)
Figure 4.6: Estimated vs real storage consumption over 250K, 500K, 1M and 10M triples
datasets (SP2B).
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Figure 4.7: Workload processing time using standard query processing (without indexes)
and using from 0 to 300% storage space over datasets with 1 Million triples
(BSBM and SP2B). The graphic shows how the processing time decreases as
the amount of storage space available for the query processor increases.
4.6 Summary and Related Work
We introduced a system that suggests an efficient set of indexes for a given workload of
SPARQL queries. Candidate indexes are created by discovering all connected component
of each query pattern with size ≥ k. The application of this set of indexes in the query
processing helps to improve the entire workload processing time.
To this end, we provide WorkQL, a cost model to estimate savings in processing time
for a given workload. We generate and evaluate all candidate indexes and estimates the
processing time regarding the cardinality of query pattern as described in Chapter 3.
The estimated value aims to capture the influence each index has in the workload during
processing time.
Up to now, our approach is restricted to the type of queries required by RDFMatView.
We currently work with a constraint on storage space, however, we want to emphasize
that implementing any other constraint in the system is straightforward if additional in-
dex information is provided, e.g., number of results, processing time or number of indexes.
One line of future research might be to address optimization of the index selection process
analyzing not only the connected graph components but also generating potential overlap-
ping indexes7 regarding these new generated patterns. We believe that such an approach
should improve the quality of the suggested indexes as RDFMatView uses indexes with
7indexes with triple patterns in common
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overlapping properties aiming to cover as many patterns from the query as possible.
Related Work
In relational database systems the problem of index selection has been continuously ad-
dressed since the early 70’s [25]. In [16], Caprara et al. propose a practical solution for
the index selection problem based on a workload of SQL queries using heuristics. They
use a branch and bound algorithm to find a reduced set of candidate indexes. Chaudhuri
et al. propose an index selection tool in [23]. They divide the problem into three basic
stages: First, generation of a set of candidate indexes and selection of those, which are
more promising based on the query syntax and estimated cost. Second, optimization al-
gorithms to evaluate sets of candidate indexes, and finally, iterative generation of more
complex indexes from the simpler “good” alternatives.
An enhancement of this approach is proposed in [3]. Additional to automated index
selection, the authors improve the system by allowing to choose materialized views for
relational databases. Contrary to previous works, (e.g. [16]), this approach considers the
combination of classical index structures, such as B+ trees, and materialized views to
define an optimal physical design for a database system.
In [41], Gupta et al. addressed the view–selection problem applied to data warehouse
design. This approach introduces different heuristics to derive a suitable set of MV’s from
a given workload of relational queries build upon a set of source tables. The authors apply
the concept of directed acyclic graphs (DAG’s) to represent the queries of the workload.
Each subgraph resulting from merging these expressions is considered as a potential view
for materialization. The idea is to discover alternative ways to evaluate a given query from
the base relations and other views. The authors also introduce a cost model to estimate the
maintenance cost of the views. From these costs and considering the space consumption,
Gupta et al. provide different greedy algorithms to evaluate the candidate views and help
to select those views that minimize the workload processing time. In contrast to Gupta et
al., we derive our potential views by generating all possible connected components (with
size ≥ k) from each single query pattern. We analyze each index at the time, estimate its
cost and let the generation of execution plans to the query engine. The authors also use the
advantage that in relational systems the set of source tables is known in advance. This fact
adds valuable information about the data and allows to evaluate potential execution plans.
Contrary, we apply our approach over RDF datasets. RDF can be seen as schema–free
databases and therefore, information about the data is given only by the query structure.
In [59], Liang et al. investigate the view selection problem specifically under the mainte-
nance time constraint. Similar to [41], the authors emphasize the importance of selecting
an efficient set of materialized views in data warehouse design. On the other hand, Liang
et al. argue that disk space should no longer be considered as the major limiting factor
for the view selection problem as the ratio between price and disk capacity drops con-
tinuously. Instead, the authors evaluate the selection of views by constraining the highly
time–consuming processes required to keep materialized views up–to–date. The view se-
lection is achieved by using two heuristics. The first algorithm consists of two phases that
separately evaluate processing time and select by maintenance cost. The second heuristic
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describes an algorithm that simultaneously evaluates both factors, processing and mainte-
nance time. Although selecting views under constraints of storage and maintenance time
seems to be very similar, they are significantly different. In the former, adding new views
always increments the disk consumption, whereas in the latter adding new views does not
necessarily imply higher maintenance time. This work is thus orthogonal to our because
we work under a constraint of storage space. Additionally, SPARQL does not support UP-
DATE transactions (there are currently proposals to add this functionality to SPARQL
(see [81])). Updates are performed by massively loading data. Thus, in our approach
adding new data implies that all indexes must be recomputed from scratch.
Theodoratos et al. propose in [88] a method for data warehouse design using views.
From a given set of relational queries, their process generates a set of materialized views
that satisfy all input queries. Contrary to [59], the authors formulate their approach
under a constraint of disk space. However, they emphasize that the set of views should
minimize the overall query evaluation and the maintenance time. Views are generated
applying a set of predefined transformation to the input query definitions. The selected
views should be materialized and allow a complete rewriting of the input queries. Contrary
to this approach, our set of suggested views does not necessary satisfy all input queries.
Additionally, selected views may only be suitable to partially execute a query, therefore,
additional operations are required to join the partial results of the covered and uncovered
part of the query.
In [34] Goasdoue et al. touch on the topic of materialized view selection while looking
for an approach to improve query processing over RDF datasets. This approach comes
close to our approach but cannot be directly compared because of its dependence on an
RDF schema. Moreover, this approach is constrained to queries that can be completely
executed by using the selected set of materialized views. The authors begin by creating
candidate view sets based on existing proposals for relational data and queries. As the
complexity for this problem is very high, the authors present a set of heuristics to make
it tractable. Specifically they adapt the approach of [88] for view selection in data ware-
houses. Basically, they approach the view selection problem as a search problem and apply
a set of transformations to the workload until an optimal set of views is reached.
Similar to [34], we propose an automated selection of a set of indexes in the form of
materialized views. However, contrary to [34], our set of indexes may be used to partially
cover a query and interacts with an standard SPARQL query engine. Our indexing strategy
fully exploit the RDF graph-structure. We are not indexing single attributes or triples,
but fractions of queries that occur frequently in a given workload. Therefore, our approach
suggests a set of native RDF/SPARQL indexes whose concepts are viable for all possible
implementations of RDF stores.
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5 Summary and Outlook
During the last years, the WWW is undergoing a metamorphosis from containing human–
readable information to machine–processable data. This has been driven thanks to the
Semantic Web community and its efforts to define a structured representation for concepts
and their relationships on the web. The basic brick of the Semantic Web is the development
of RDF, a data model that represents resources by using the notion of triples consisting
of subjects, predicates and objects (s,p,o).
The level of success achieved with this new paradigm can be perceived by the increasing
number of RDF datasets published on the web. The adoption of the Semantic Web
by the scientific and industrial community has motivated the development of interesting
approaches addressing topics such as semantic storage, indexing, query languages, query
processing, linked data, provenance, trustworthiness, semantic annotation, and so on [47].
In this thesis, we addressed indexing and query optimization by proposing an approach
for integrating materialized views into SPARQL query processing. We believe that due
to the abundance of RDF information on the web, extracting and analyzing semantic
information efficiently has become a necessity and a challenging task.
The use of materialized views in query processing has been proved to be a scalable
strategy to speed–up queries in relational database systems [6]. Therefore, inspired on this
practice, we propose a novel approach that exploits the natural graph–representation of
the RDF data and makes persistent those graphs, which upon analysis, heavily influences
the processing of a given workload of SPARQL queries.
5.1 Summary of the thesis
We contribute to the Semantic Web community by formally defining a logical and physical
framework to integrate materialized views into SPARQL query processing. This contri-
bution, however, is just the major concept that comprises a set of specific tasks required
to accomplish the objective of using materialized views in SPARQL query processing. We
identified these tasks as follows:
• Optimization of SPARQL query processing by using materialized SPARQL queries
as indexes
• Rewriting of SPARQL queries to include materialized views in their execution plan
• Selection of an optimal execution plan (using materialized views) from a set of gen-
erated alternatives to efficiently answer a SPARQL query
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• Development of a cost–based approach for selecting an optimal set of materialized
views from a given workload of SPARQL queries
• Modelling of statistical cost functions to evaluate generated executions plans, such
that an optimal selection could be suggested regarding their estimated value.
In this thesis, we provide solutions for all these tasks. After motivating our dissertation
in the first chapter, in Chapter 2 we present RDFMatView, an approach which allows
the use of materialized views into SPARQL query processing. Furthermore, we provide
specific algorithms, which integrated into a SPARQL query processor, make the persistent
stored graphs available for execution of queries.
We devoted Chapter 3 to describe and develop cost models to evaluate different plans.
Initially, we introduced SyCoM, a selectivity–based cost model. By taking very simple
assumptions, this model try to estimate the query processing time looking only at the
covered query patterns. Results showed significant improvements in query processing,
but also highlighted new directions for further research. Therefore, we introduced an
enhanced model CardiOS, regarding pattern cardinality. Basically, this cost model uses
predicate–based statistics to evaluate selectivity of triple patterns. Contrary to the former
model, CardiOS considers covered and uncovered patterns from the given query, which
improves the accuracy of the estimated value. We observed remarkable improvement in
query processing regarding the former model. However, CardiOS is based on predicate-
statistics only and disregards statistics stemming from the set of predefined indexes. Index
statistics are exact values that are computed from the indexes at index processing time.
We combined index and predicate statistics and proposed a third model: SPOracle. In this
model, we pursue a more accurate cardinality pattern estimation by dividing the query
pattern into a covered and a residual part. We applied index statistics to the covered part
and predicate statistics to the residual part of the query pattern. This model outperforms
both former models in terms of improving the evaluation of the execution plans as shown
by using queries from the BSBM and the SP2B Benchmarks.
In Chapter 4 we describe our solution for the orthogonal problem of selecting an op-
timal set of materialized views given a workload of queries (materialized view selection
problem). Initially, in RDFMatView we assumed a given set of materialized views pre-
viously selected based on their frequency over a given workload and a dataset. Here, we
propose a strategy to enrich the RDFMatView framework that automatically – and solely
regarding a given workload – suggests an optimal or close to an optimal set of views to
materialize according to a workload–savings–based cost model. We integrate this func-
tionality into RDFMatView and round off the complete functionality of the framework
(except materialized views updates, this topic is not considered in this thesis).
5.2 Future research directions
The Semantic Web is facing every day new challenges in a wide range of fields. In this
thesis we address a narrow but important part of its topics. Our results contribute by
bringing new methodologies to scale–up these semantic queries but they also leave open
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questions to solve and set the basis for further development. Therefore, we highlight a list
of possible research directions related with RDF indexing and query processing.
In our framework we use relational database technology to base the implementation of
the RDFMatView approach. This decision gave us the possibility to rely on the matureness
of relational systems. There are, however, nowadays storages engines designed specifically
for graph–modelled data built upon native non–relational storage systems [91, 68]. Usually,
these systems also provide a wide range of indexing strategies, which enhances the retrieval
capabilities of their underlying data. Implementing the use of materialized views on these
systems and, in combination with their native indexing capabilities may achieve important
savings in query processing time.
We also restricted our RDFMatView implementation to basic graph patterns. Ex-
tensions for patterns using SPARQL modifiers such as FILTER, OPTIONAL, UNION,
GROUP BY would also improve the functionality of this approach.
Chapter 3 introduces three different statistical cost models to evaluate graph patterns.
Besides the advantages that they provide in the selection of a good execution plan, there
are aspects that can be improved. For instance, dealing with cycles in query patterns. In
our current prototype, cycles are detected to avoid infinite loops in such a way that all
edges are traversed. Our estimation strategy simply multiplies the fans for each predicate
(regarding all different roots), disregarding the special characteristic of cycles. Further
investigation may exhibit opportunities for better overall cardinality estimation.
The evaluation of our approaches was performed using two well-know SPARQL bech-
marks, namely the Berlin and the SPARQL Performance Benchmark (BSBM and SP2B
respectively). Both provide data generators, which allowed us to create datasets with
different sizes by configuring the scale factor. However, due to the synthetic nature of the
generated data, datasets usually have identical value distributions, which in real–world
datasets may be significantly different. Therefore, further evaluation using real–world
data could provide valuable information and evidence tasks that can be refined to improve
the accuracy of our approach.
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Appendix A Queries and Indexes (BSBM)
1 Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM)
All queries and indices of BSBM use the following namespaces:
PREFIX rd f : <http ://www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#>
PREFIX rd f s :<http ://www.w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#>
PREFIX bsbm:<http ://www4. wiwiss . fu−b e r l i n . de/ b i z e r /bsbm/v01/ vocabulary/>
PREFIX bsbm−i n s t :<http ://www4. wiwiss . fu−b e r l i n . de/ b i z e r /bsbm/v01/ i n s t an c e s/>
PREFIX rev :<http :// pur l . org / s t u f f / rev#>
PREFIX f o a f :<http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/>
PREFIX dc:<http :// pur l . org /dc/ e lements /1.1/>
Listing 21: Common namespace prefixes.
1.1 Queries
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l .
? product a ?ProductType .
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1 .
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1 .
}
Listing 22: Query 1
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l .
? product r d f s : comment ?comment .
? product bsbm : producer ?p .
?p r d f s : l a b e l ? producer .
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p .
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f .
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature .
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2 .
}
Listing 23: Query 2
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel .
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product .
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor .
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e .
? vendor bsbm : country <http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE> .
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor .
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date .
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer .
? r ev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName .
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e .
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1 .
}
Listing 24: Query 3
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?vendorURI rd f s : l a b e l ?vendorname .
?vendorURI f o a f : homepage ?vendorhomepage .
}
Listing 25: Query 4
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ?vendorURI .
? o f f e r bsbm : offerWebpage ? offerURL .
?vendorURI rd f s : l a b e l ?vendorname .
?vendorURI f o a f : homepage ?vendorhomepage .
}
Listing 26: Query 5
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer .
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1 .
}
Listing 27: Query 6
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor .
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor .
? vendor bsbm : country <http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#US> .
? o f f e r bsbm : de l iveryDays ? de l iveryDays .
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date .
}
Listing 28: Query 7
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? o f f e r 2 bsbm : offerWebpage ? offerURL2 .
? o f f e r 2 bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
? o f f e r 2 bsbm : de l iveryDays ? de l iveryDays .
}
Listing 29: Query 8
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1 .
}
Listing 30: Query 9
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l ;
r d f : type ?ProductType ;
bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1 .
}
Listing 31: Query 10
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product a ?ProductType .
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1 .
}
Listing 32: Query 11
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : producer ?p .
?p r d f s : l a b e l ? producer .
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p .
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f .
}
Listing 33: Query 12
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f .
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature .
}
Listing 34: Query 13
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : producer ?p .
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ?vendorURI .
}
Listing 35: Query 14
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel .
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer .
? r ev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName .
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e .
}
Listing 36: Query 15
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? rev iew rev : t ex t ? text .
}
Listing 37: Query 16
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1 .
}
Listing 38: Query 17
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? o f f e r bsbm : product ?productURI .
?productURI rd f s : l a b e l ? p roduc t l abe l .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ?vendorURI .
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
}
Listing 39: Query 18
1.2 Indexes
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l ;
r d f : type ?ProductType ;
bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1 .
}
Listing 40: Index 1
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product a ?ProductType .
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1 .
}
Listing 41: Index 2
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : producer ?p .
?p r d f s : l a b e l ? producer .
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p .
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f .
}
Listing 42: Index 3
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f .
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature .
}
Listing 43: Index 4
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l .
? product r d f s : comment ?comment .
? product bsbm : producer ?p .
?p r d f s : l a b e l ? producer .
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p .
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1 .
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1 .
}
Listing 44: Index 5
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel .
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product .
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor .
}
Listing 45: Index 6
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel .
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer .
? r ev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName .
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e .
}
Listing 46: Index 7
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product .
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e .
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor .
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? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e .
? vendor bsbm : country <http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE> .
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor .
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer .
? r ev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName .
}
Listing 47: Index 8
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? rev iew rev : t ex t ? text .
}
Listing 48: Index 9
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product .
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1 .
}
Listing 49: Index 10
2 Example Covers BSBM
Query1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 50: Cover 1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
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? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 51: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 52: Cover 3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 53: Cover 4
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 54: Cover 5
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
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Listing 55: Cover 6
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 56: Cover 7
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product rd f : type ?ProductType
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature2
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product bsbm : productFeature ?ProductFeature1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? value1
Listing 57: Cover 8
Query2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 9
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 58: Cover 1
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 9
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 59: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 9
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 60: Cover 3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 8
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
Res idua l part : 4
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
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? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 61: Cover 4
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 7
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
Res idua l part : 5
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 62: Cover 5
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 7
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 63: Cover 6
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
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? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 7
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 64: Cover 7
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
Res idua l part : 8
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 65: Cover 8
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 9
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 66: Cover 9
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product bsbm : productFeature ? f
? f r d f s : l a b e l ? productFeature
Res idua l part : 10
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? l a b e l
? product r d f s : comment ?comment
? product bsbm : producer ?p
?p rd f s : l a b e l ? producer
? product dc : pub l i s h e r ?p
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual1 ? propertyTextual1
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual2 ? propertyTextual2
? product bsbm : productPropertyTextual3 ? propertyTextual3
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric1 ? propertyNumeric1
? product bsbm : productPropertyNumeric2 ? propertyNumeric2
Listing 67: Cover 10
Query3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 12
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Listing 68: Cover 1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 4
Patterns s i z e : 12
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
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? review rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 69: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 11
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 70: Cover 3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 11
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
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Listing 71: Cover 4
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 11
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 72: Cover 5
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 11
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 73: Cover 6
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 10
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
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? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
Listing 74: Cover 7
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 10
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 75: Cover 8
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 10
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 76: Cover 9
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 9
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
Res idua l part : 4
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 77: Cover 10
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 8
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
Res idua l part : 5
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 78: Cover 11
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 6
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Res idua l part : 7
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
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? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Listing 79: Cover 12
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
Res idua l part : 8
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 80: Cover 13
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 8
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 81: Cover 14
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
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Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
Res idua l part : 9
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 82: Cover 15
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? rev iew bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Res idua l part : 11
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
? review rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
Listing 83: Cover 16
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? o f f e r bsbm : vendor ? vendor
? o f f e r bsbm : val idTo ? date
Res idua l part : 11
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? productLabel
? o f f e r bsbm : product ? product
? o f f e r bsbm : p r i c e ? p r i c e
? vendor r d f s : l a b e l ? vendorTi t l e
? vendor bsbm : country http :// downlode . org / rd f / i so −3166/ coun t r i e s#DE
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? o f f e r dc : pub l i s h e r ? vendor
? review bsbm : reviewFor ? product
? rev iew rev : r ev i ewer ? rev i ewer
? rev i ewer f o a f : name ?revName
? review dc : t i t l e ? r e vT i t l e
? rev iew bsbm : ra t ing1 ? ra t ing1
Listing 84: Cover 17
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3 SPARQL Performance Benchmark
All queries and indices of SPARQL Performance Benchmark use the following namespaces:
PREFIX rd f :<http ://www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#>
PREFIX rd f s :<http ://www.w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#>
PREFIX swrc :<http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#>
PREFIX f o a f :<http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0.1/>
PREFIX bench:<http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/>
PREFIX dc:<http :// pur l . org /dc/ e lements /1.1/>
PREFIX dcterms :<http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/>
Listing 85: Common namespace prefixes
3.1 Queries
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc bench : b o o k t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e .
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? inproc dcterms : partOf ? proc .
? inproc r d f s : s eeAl so ? ee .
? inproc swrc : pages ?page .
? inproc f o a f : homepage ? u r l .
? inproc dcterms : i s su ed ? yr
}
Listing 86: Query 1
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : j ou rna l ? j ou rna l .
? a r t i c l e swrc : month ?month .
? a r t i c l e swrc : pages ? pages .
}
Listing 87: Query 2
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? c l a s s r d f s : subClassOf f o a f : Document .
?document rd f : type ? c l a s s .
?document dcterms : i s su ed ? yr .
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?document dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 88: Query 3
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? j ou rna l rd f : type bench : Journal .
? j ou rna l dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? j ou rna l dcterms : i s su ed ? yr
}
Listing 89: Query 4
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : pages ? value
}
Listing 90: Query 5
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : month ? value
}
Listing 91: Query 6
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e dc : c r e a t o r ? person .
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc dc : c r e a t o r ? person2 .
? person f o a f : name ?name .
? person2 f o a f : name ?name
}
Listing 92: Query 7
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e dc : c r e a t o r ? person .
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc dc : c r e a t o r ? person .
? person f o a f : name ?name
}
Listing 93: Query 8
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? erdoes rd f : type f o a f : Person .
? e rdoes f o a f : name ?name .
?document dc : c r e a t o r ? erdoes .
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?document dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
?document2 dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
?document2 dc : c r e a t o r ? author2 .
? author2 f o a f : name ?name
}
Listing 94: Query 9
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? j ou rna l rd f : type bench : Journal .
? j ou rna l dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 95: Query 10
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? j ou rna l rd f : type bench : Journal .
? j ou rna l dcterms : i s su ed ? yr
}
Listing 96: Query 11
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
? inproc bench : b o o k t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e .
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 97: Query 12
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc dcterms : partOf ? proc .
? inproc r d f s : s eeAl so ? ee .
}
Listing 98: Query 13
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
? inproc bench : b o o k t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e .
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 99: Query 14
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? inproc dcterms : partOf ? proc .
? inproc r d f s : s eeAl so ? ee .
? inproc swrc : pages ?page .
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? inproc f o a f : homepage ? u r l .
}
Listing 100: Query 15
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? erdoes rd f : type f o a f : Person .
? e rdoes f o a f : name ?name .
?document dc : c r e a t o r ? erdoes .
?document dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
?document2 dc : c r e a t o r ? author .
?document2 dc : c r e a t o r ? author2 .
}
Listing 101: Query 16
3.2 Indexes
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc rd f : type bench : Inproceed ings .
? inproc bench : b o o k t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e .
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 102: Index 1
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? inproc dcterms : partOf ? proc .
? inproc r d f s : s eeAl so ? ee .
? inproc swrc : pages ?page .
}
Listing 103: Index 2
SELECT ? inproc ? author WHERE {
? inproc dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? inproc swrc : pages ?page .
}
Listing 104: Index 3
SELECT ? inproc ? author WHERE {
? inproc r d f s : s eeAl so ? ee .
? inproc swrc : pages ?page .
? inproc f o a f : homepage ? u r l .
}
Listing 105: Index 4
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e rd f : type bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
}
Listing 106: Index 5
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : j ou rna l ? j ou rna l .
}
Listing 107: Index 6
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? a r t i c l e dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e .
? a r t i c l e swrc : month ?month .
}
Listing 108: Index 7
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? c l a s s r d f s : subClassOf f o a f : Document .
?document rd f : type ? c l a s s .
}
Listing 109: Index 8
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
?document rd f : type ? c l a s s .
?document dcterms : i s su ed ? yr .
}
Listing 110: Index 9
SELECT ∗ WHERE {
? c l a s s r d f s : subClassOf f o a f : Document .
?document rd f : type ? c l a s s .
?document dcterms : i s su ed ? yr .
}
Listing 111: Index 10
4 Example Covers SPARQL Performance Benchmark
Query1
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 6
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 112: Cover 1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 6
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 113: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 114: Cover 3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
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? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 115: Cover 4
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 116: Cover 5
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
Res idua l part : 4
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 117: Cover 6
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
Res idua l part : 4
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
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? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 118: Cover 7
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
Res idua l part : 4
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 119: Cover 8
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 5
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 120: Cover 9
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
Res idua l part : 5
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
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Listing 121: Cover 10
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
Res idua l part : 5
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 122: Cover 11
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
Res idua l part : 6
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 123: Cover 12
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Inproceed ings
? inproc @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 6
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? inproc @http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ bo ok t i t l e ? b o ok t i t l e
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/partOf ? proc
? inproc @rdfs : s eeAl so ? ee
? inproc @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ?page
? inproc @http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/ homepage ? u r l
? inproc @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 124: Cover 13
Query2
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 4
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 0
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
Listing 125: Cover 1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 4
Patterns s i z e : 5
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 0
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
Listing 126: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 127: Cover 3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Listing 128: Cover 4
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 129: Cover 5
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Listing 130: Cover 6
Number o f i n d i c e s : 3
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Listing 131: Cover 7
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 132: Cover 8
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 133: Cover 9
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Listing 134: Cover 10
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 135: Cover 11
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 136: Cover 12
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Listing 137: Cover 13
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Listing 138: Cover 14
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 139: Cover 15
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Listing 140: Cover 16
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 141: Cover 17
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 142: Cover 18
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 143: Cover 19
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
Listing 144: Cover 20
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @rdf : type http :// l o c a l h o s t / vocabulary /bench/ Ar t i c l e
? a r t i c l e @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 3
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#jou rna l ? j ou rna l
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#month ?month
? a r t i c l e @http :// swrc . ontoware . org / onto logy#pages ? pages
Listing 145: Cover 21
Query3
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 4
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? c l a s s @rdfs : subClassOf http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/Document
?document @rdf : type ? c l a s s
?document @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
?document @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 0
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
Listing 146: Cover 1
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? c l a s s @rdfs : subClassOf http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/Document
?document @rdf : type ? c l a s s
?document @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
?document @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Listing 147: Cover 2
Number o f i n d i c e s : 2
Patterns s i z e : 3
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? c l a s s @rdfs : subClassOf http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/Document
?document @rdf : type ? c l a s s
?document @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 1
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
?document @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 148: Cover 3
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Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
? c l a s s @rdfs : subClassOf http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/Document
?document @rdf : type ? c l a s s
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
?document @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
?document @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Listing 149: Cover 4
Number o f i n d i c e s : 1
Patterns s i z e : 2
Covered Tr i p l e s :
?document @rdf : type ? c l a s s
?document @dc : t i t l e ? t i t l e
Res idua l part : 2
Res idua l Tr i p l e s :
? c l a s s @rdfs : subClassOf http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/Document
?document @http :// pur l . org /dc/ terms/ i s su ed ? yr
Listing 150: Cover 5
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5 RDFMatView Evaluation: BSBM and SP2B Benchmarks
Figure 1: Processing of query2 over BSBM using 250K and 500K triples datasets. Results
show that rewriting methods M1 and M3 are more efficient than M2.
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Figure 2: Processing of query2 over BSBM using 1M and 10M triples datasets. For expla-
nation see Figure 1.
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5 RDFMatView Evaluation: BSBM and SP2B Benchmarks
Figure 3: Processing of query3 over BSBM using 250K and 500K triples datasets. For
explanation see Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Processing of query3 over BSBM using 1M and 10M triples datasets. For expla-
nation see Figure 1.
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5 RDFMatView Evaluation: BSBM and SP2B Benchmarks
Figure 5: Processing of query5 over SP2B using 250K and 500K triples datasets. Results
show that all rewriting methods are capable to improve standard processing
time, depending on the cover selected to execute the query. However, similar to
Figure 2.11 processing time using method M2 is, in general, significantly larger
than that of M1 and M3.
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Figure 6: Processing of query5 over SP2B using 1M and 10M triples datasets. For expla-
nation see Figure 5.
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5 RDFMatView Evaluation: BSBM and SP2B Benchmarks
Figure 7: Processing of query6 over SP2B using 250K and 500K triples datasets. For
explanation see Figure 5.
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Figure 8: Processing of query6 over SP2B using 1M and 10M triples datasets. For expla-
nation see Figure 5.
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6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
(a) Covers of query 2.
(b) Residuals of query 2.
Figure 9: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on BSBM queries.
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(a) Covers of query 3.
(b) Residuals of query 3.
Figure 10: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on BSBM queries.
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6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
(a) Covers of query 5.
(b) Residuals of query 5.
Figure 11: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on SP2B queries.
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(a) Covers of query 6.
(b) Residuals of query 6.
Figure 12: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on SP2B queries.
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7 Evaluating Weighted Models
7 Evaluating Weighted Models
(a) Query 2 (BSBM) (b) Query 2 (BSBM)
(c) Query 2 (BSBM) (d) Query 2 (BSBM)
Figure 13: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query2 using SPOracle
and CardiOSmean.
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(a) Query 3 (BSBM) (b) Query 3 (BSBM)
(c) Query 3 (BSBM) (d) Query 3 (BSBM)
Figure 14: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query3 using SPOracle
and CardiOSmean.
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7 Evaluating Weighted Models
(a) Query 4 (SP2B) (b) Query 4 (BSBM)
(c) Query 4 (SP2B) (d) Query 4 (SP2B)
Figure 15: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query4 using SPOracle
and CardiOS (mean). Estimations were done with 10 different weights over a
250k triples SP2B dataset.
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(a) Query 5 (SP2B) (b) Query 5 (SP2B)
(c) Query 5 (SP2B) (d) Query 5 (SP2B)
Figure 16: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query5 using SPOracle
and CardiOS (mean).
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7 Evaluating Weighted Models
(a) Query 6 (SP2B) (b) Query 6 (SP2B)
(c) Query 6 (SP2B) (d) Query 6 (SP2B)
Figure 17: Comparison of estimated and real processing time for query6 using SPOracle
and CardiOS (mean).
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8 Accuracy of Cost Models
(a) Query 3 (BSBM)
(b) Query 4 (SP2B)
Figure 18: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated and
executed using BSBM and SP2B.
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8 Accuracy of Cost Models
(a) Query 5 (SP2B)
(b) Query 6 (SP2B)
Figure 19: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated and
executed using BSBM and SP2B.
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3 Cost Models
(a) Covers of query 4.
(b) Residuals of query 4.
Figure 3.8: Evaluation of estimation on covers in query4 over SP2B.
For instance, the rdf:type predicate contained in query1 has a minimal fan at subject of
1 and a maximal fan at subject of 4, the mean fan is 1.08 and the median fan is 1. The
estimations based on these statistics remarkably differ from the real cardinality. Only
very few subjects actually have four predicate edges with rdf:type, but all of them are
product nodes. Unfortunately, this is exactly what query1 focuses on. Therefore, the
average error of estimation of mean and median function of CardiOS is nearly 74%. On
the other hand, SPOracle benefits from the cases where its cover estimates equal the real
cardinality. Even when some cover estimates have errors, the mean error for the set of
covers decreases noticeably.
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3 Cost Models
as seen previously in Figure 3.6.
(a) Query 1 (BSBM)
(b) Query 2 (BSBM)
Figure 3.10: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated
and executed over a 250K triples dataset (BSBM)
Figure 3.10(b) shows that the weighted mean and median function estimate the same
values for some covers (e.g. covers 1 to 5). These cases occur when the estimated cardi-
nalities for the covered and the residual part are equal. Notice also that the real running
times for these covers range from 692 to 1492 milliseconds although the cost model using
both functions (mean and median) rated them as equal. This shows that the cost model
does not take into account all conditions to calculate a time–proportional cost. Neverthe-
less, the figures also show that the cost model predicts with some degree of accuracy the
90
6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
(a) Covers of query 2.
(b) Residuals of query 2.
Figure 9: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on BSBM queries.
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(a) Covers of query 3.
(b) Residuals of query 3.
Figure 10: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on BSBM queries.
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6 Cardinality Estimation: Covered and Residual Patterns
(a) Covers of query 5.
(b) Residuals of query 5.
Figure 11: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on SP2B queries.
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(a) Covers of query 6.
(b) Residuals of query 6.
Figure 12: Evaluation of cardinality estimation on SP2B queries.
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8 Accuracy of Cost Models
(a) Query 3 (BSBM)
(b) Query 4 (SP2B)
Figure 18: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated and
executed using BSBM and SP2B.
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8 Accuracy of Cost Models
(a) Query 5 (SP2B)
(b) Query 6 (SP2B)
Figure 19: Processing time vs estimates. For each test query all covers are estimated and
executed using BSBM and SP2B.
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